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A B ST R A C T
We present a m ethod of studying the electronic structure of clusters 
by ab initio, self-consistent, local spin density functional calculations. The 
linear combination of Gaussian orbitals (LCGO) m ethod has been adopted 
in developing a  general cluster program. A variational charge fitting pro­
cedure is used in the evaluation of the m atrix  elements of the electrostatic 
potential, and a separate least-squares fitting procedure is used in regard 
to the exchange-correlation potential. Self-consistent solutions have been 
obtained using this program  for the Ba4 Cu2 0 7  clusters as a portion of 
the C u-0  chain in the high-Tc superconductor YBa2 Cu 3 0 7 . Four different 
charge states of Ba4 Cu2 0 7  are considered. The spin-polarized calculation 
predicts zero local moment on Cu sites. The cluster ground state  shows 
strong covalent bonding between the copper and oxygen atoms. Transition 
sta te  calculations are made to determine electronic relaxation occurring in 
photo-emission and to  evaluate the H ubbard interaction param eters U^ d, 
and Upp. We have derived a complete formula to calculate the photoem is­
sion spectrum  using the LCGO wave functions. Ultraviolet photoelectron 
spectra of the YBa2 Cu3 0 7  crystal have been calculated. Our results are 
compared with experiment. Effects of fluorine and nitrogen substitutions to 
high-Tc superconductors are investigated by studying the electronic struc­
tu re  of Ba4 Cu2 0 eN and Ba4 Cu 2 0 eF clusters. Results for other interesting 
systems such as the Fe2 molecule, the planar Cu 0 6  and CU4 O4 clusters are 
also discussed in this work.
C H A P T E R  1 
IN T R O D U C T IO N
The prim ary purpose of this work is to  present a  m ethod to  study 
the electronic structure of m aterials by cluster calculations. A cluster is 
defined here as either a free molecule or a  collection of atoms in solids. 
Phenom ena of solid sta te  physics may be divided into two groups. One 
group concerns w ith the long range phenomena such as electronic and heat 
conduction. The other involves short range phenomena. Examples of short 
range phenom ena are: bound states associated with im purities and other 
point defects, local electronic and magnetic excitations. The present work 
aims to  explain some of these short range phenomena of solid sta te  physics. 
The com putational m ethod developed here also has direct applications in 
quantum  chemistry, where it can be used to study the energy spectra and 
geometrical structures of molecules. Our second goal is to dem onstrate an 
example of the applications. We present a study of the electronic structure 
of the copper oxygen chain inside the YBa2 Cus0 7  high-Tc superconductor 
which is one of the most interesting subjects in today’s solid sta te  physics.
The starting point to study the electronic structure of a cluster is the 
m any body Hamiltonian which describes the system completely.
; 2  i   „ 2
j u, Ir * I 2  |R/! —Rj,.
Ideally, one wishes to solve the n-electron Schrodinger equation for the
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above Hamiltonian and all the information about the system are contained 
in the solution of the many-body wave equation. Practically, this is impossi­
ble and we have to  use the one-electron approximation. This approximation 
is also known as the independent particle model.
There are two fundam ental starting procedures which are used to de­
velop m ethods for cluster calculations in the one-electron approximation. 
One was originally developed by Douglas H artree only two years after the 
foundation of quantum  mechanics by Schrodinger, Heisenberg and Dirac. 
This procedure is called the Hartree-Fock(H-F) method. The H-F m ethod 
approximates the n-electron wave function by a Slater determ inant, and 
the one-electron orbitals are determined by use of the variational method. 
Derivation of the H-F equations can be found in the standard  textbooks . 1 
Enormous progress has been made in the field of quantum  chemistry to 
study the molecular electronic structures using the Hartree-Fock method. 
But several m ajor difficulties exist in the H-F method. A rather famous 
problem associated with the restricted Hartree-Fock(RHF) m ethod is th a t 
this m ethod cannot predict the correct binding energy even for an H 2 
molecule. Another criticism of the H-F m ethod is th a t Fermi statistics 
are sometimes not obeyed in th a t one may have an em pty energy level 
whose orbital eigenvalue is less than  th a t of some filled levels, illustrating 
the inadequacy of K oopm an’s theorem in identifying eigenvalues with ener­
gies. The H-F m ethod has another well-known problem of generating zero 
density of states at the Fermi level in a metal. And this m ethod has never 
been successfully applied to transition metal systems. The traditional way 
to go beyond the H-F m ethod is the configuration interaction(CI) m ethod , 2
where the electron-electron correlations can be taken into account by ap­
proxim ating the m any-body wave function as a  combination of more than 
one Slater determ inants. The Cl procedure is, however, practically lim ited 
to  only small molecules by the huge am ount of com putational tim e and 
disk-storage space it requires.
The other basic procedure starts from the density functional theorem 
proven by Hohenberg and Kohn in 1964.3-6 The present work results from 
this theorem. Theories based conceptually on the Hohenberg-Kohn theo­
rem  are term ed as local density(LD) models since a local description of the 
exchange-correlation energy is always used. The earliest LD cluster calcu­
lations were m ade by J. Slater and K. H. Johnson , 7 , 8  where Slater has used 
his own m ethod to approxim ate the exchange potential, the X -a method. 
In the case of X -a m ethod Slater and Johnson have developed a technique 
to  solve the eigenvalue equations using a m ultiple scattering formalism(MS- 
X a) similar in concept to the Green’s function m ethod in solid state physics 
developed by Korringa, Kohn and Rostoker(KKR ) . 9 , 1 0  Slater and Johnson 
have m ade a  further simplification to the M S-Xa m ethod by introducing 
a shape approxim ation to  the molecular potential. A molecule was p ar­
titioned into contiguous atomic, interatom ic, and extra molecular regions 
of spherically averaged and volume-averaged potential, much as in the cel­
lular or ’’muffin tin ” treatm ents of solids. In 1970, Ellis and P ain ter1 1 , 1 2  
have developed an alternative self-consistent technique, the discrete vari­
ational method(DVM ), for solving the X -a equations for large and small 
molecules w ithout any use of muffin tins. This m ethod employs sampling 
techniques based on the Diophantine m ethod 1 3  to numerically integrate
the equations. O ther cluster-calculation m ethods also include the pseu­
dopotential approach by M.L. Cohen, et a l . 1 4  However, this approach is 
not an all-electron calculation; the interactions between the core and va­
lence electrons are approxim ated by a smooth pseudopotential. So far the 
pseudopotential technique has only been applied to small clusters composed 
of light atom s (Si, C, ...... ) . 1 4 , 1 5
The chem ists’ approach to  the Hartree-Fock equation is generally based 
on the LCGO (Linear Combination of Gaussian O rbitals) technique. A suc­
cessful combination of the LCGO m ethod and the local density theory was 
achieved by Callaway et a l . 1 6 , 1 7  in calculations of the band structure of tran ­
sition metals. Earlier cluster calculations using the LCGO-Xo: approach 
were carried out by Sambe, Felton, Dunlap, et a l . 1 8 , 1 9  But their calculations 
were lim ited only to small molecules. Lee and Callaway adopted Sambe 
and Felton’s charge fitting approach and used a direct numerical integra­
tion m ethod to  calculate the m atrix  elements for the exchange-correlation 
potential. They studied Fe9 , Fei3 , Feis, N ii3 , and N ii9 clusters . 2 0 , 2 1  Their 
calculations are, however, restricted to cubic systems only.
The m ethod presented in this work advances the study of clusters to 
a new stage in the following two respects. Aiming at a wider range of ap­
plications, we have constructed a  new set of LCGO program s to perform 
the all-electron, spin-density-functional, self-consistent calculations which 
are not restricted by any particular type of cluster geometry. Another 
advantage of the current m ethod is th a t very short cpu tim e is required 
for each iteration in the self-consistent calculations. We have adopted the 
variational charge fitting procedure to avoid the need of four-center inte­
grals in evaluating the Coulomb potential. We have also developed and 
adopted several numerical techniques to perform a separate least-squares 
fit to the exchange-correlation potential. In our opinion, the fitting m ethod 
is the m ost effective way to handle the non-analytic problem presented by 
the exchange-correlation potential. The m ethod developed in this work 
can be used to  study large-size and structurally  complicated clusters and 
molecules which are of great interests in condensed m atter physics, quan­
tum  chemistry and biology. Besides the example dem onstrated here on 
the applications of high-Tc superconductivity, we have recently carried out 
some studies in technically im portan t areas of surface science. We have 
studied the adsorption of a FN 3 molecule on the surfaces of several insula­
tors such as NaCl and K F to help to solve the problem of storing the highly 
energetic FN 3 molecules.
The applicability of cluster calculations in solid sta te  physics is due 
to  the fact th a t m any solid sta te  phenom ena are local, being confined to 
a spacial range shorter than  the dimension of a  cluster. Even though the 
Coulomb interaction between two electrons is long range, £■, the effective po­
ten tial of a  point charge in a sea of conduction electrons w ith positive-charge 
background is screened into the form, \ e ~ksT, where -jr *s Thomas-Fermi 
screening length. For copper, the screening length is 0.55 A .22 Another fact 
is th a t, on a tim e average, every unit cell in a solid is charge neutral. Fur­
therm ore, each unit cell in m any solids has at least the inversion symmetry 
to  null the dipole m oment, and in the system with cubic symm etry the 
quadrapole moment is also cancelled. It is therefore im portant th a t in a 
cluster study of solid sta te  phenomena, a charge-neutral cluster should al­
ways be chosen in order to  avoid the electrostatic energy shifts caused by 
charging of the surrounding solid. The problem of simulating the effect 
of the crystal environment on a  cluster which is intended to  represent a 
portion of a solid (embedding) is difficult, and in our opinion, has not been 
solved satisfactorily at present time. We only know two or three methods 
th a t have been tested to simulate the interaction of cluster and environ­
m ent, like the W atson sphere m ethod and the point charge embedding 
procedure . 2 3  A comparative study for these methods is given by Kunz and 
Klein . 2 4  Later, we will present our investigation of the embedding problem 
using a m ethod which is a combination of the W atson sphere and the point 
charge embedding methods.
The organization for the rest of this dissertation is as follows: In Chap­
ter 2 , we describe the m ethod of calculation. Section 2 . 1  reviews briefly the 
basic concept of density functional theory and introduces the Slater tran ­
sition state m ethod. The m atrix  equation in the LCGO scheme is derived 
in Section 2.2. In Sec. 2.3, we discuss methods of Coulomb potential and 
exchange-correlation potential fittings. Section 2.4 explains in detail our 
com putational procedures.
Chapter 3 is designated to study the electronic structure of the copper 
oxygen chains in the YBa2 Cu 3 0 7  high-Tc superconductor. Following an 
introduction (Sec. 3.1), in Sec. 3.2 we describe the ground state properties 
of the Ba 4 Cu 2 C>7 clusters in four different charge states. The transition 
sta te  results for the B a.jC ^O y' cluster are described in Section 3.3. In Sec. 
3.4 we present a m ethod to calculate the photoemission spectrum  from the 
results of LCGO solutions. In Sec. 3.5 we investigate the effects of fluorine
and nitrogen substitutions in the C u-0  chain. This chapter is concluded 
with a  sum m ary in Sec 3.6.
Some interesting results for other clusters we have studied are included 
in Appendix A. In Appendix A .l we describe our calculations for a  free 
molecule, the iron dimer. Our results for two planar copper oxygen clus­
ters, Cu06 and CU4 O 4 , are discussed in Appendix A.2, where we show our 
studies on the embedding problem. A complete set of com puter programs 
is listed in Appendix B. The sample input and output for a test case of the 
FN 3 molecule are also included in Appendix B.
C H A P T E R  2 
TH EO RY A N D  M ETH O D  OF CALCULATIO N
In this chapter, we first review basic aspects of the density functional 
theory. The transition state procedure is also introduced in the first section. 
Next, we describe the tight binding m ethod which is used to  solve the single­
particle wave equation derived in the first section. In the th ird  section, 
two numerical fitting techniques are introduced in order to  simplify the 
calculation of the Ham iltonian m atrix  constructed in the previous section. 
Finally, we give a  detailed description about com putational procedures. 
This last section also serves as an introduction to our com puter program s 
listed in Appendix-B.
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2.1. Basic T heory
The present work, as well as most of the current electronic structure cal-
orem states that: ( 1 ) The ground sta te  to tal energy of a  N-electron system 
is a  unique functional of the electronic charge density. (2) The true  charge
mizes the total-energy functional. For a  N-electron system in a  solid, the 
to ta l energy functional can be w ritten as:
action energy, and the th ird  term  corresponds to the interaction between 
the electrons and the external field which, in this case, is generated by the 
atom ic nuclei a t locations R /t. The fourth term  is the nucleus-nucleus 
interaction energy. The last term , E xc[p], is called the exchange-corelation 
energy functional. Its exact form is not known a t present time. Most m od­
ern solid sta te  first-principles electronic structure calculations are based on
culations in condensed m atte r physics, are based on the density functional 
theory of Kohn, Hohenberg and Sham . 3 , 4  In brief, the Hohenberg-Kohn the-
density (corresponding to  the  ground sta te  wave function which could be 
obtained from the solution of the N-electron Schrodinger equation) mini-
E u M  =  T[p] + J J
(2.1)
Unless otherwise specified, atomic units axe used throughout this pa­
per (e2 = 2, h = l ,  2 m = l). In Eq. (2.1), the  first term  denotes the kinetic 
energy functional, the second term  is the electron-electron repulsive inter-
the  local density approximation:
Exc = j  p(r)ea:c(pT(r)p|(r))d3r, (2.2)
where p j(r )  is the charge density for spin-up electrons and p j(r)  is for down 
spin electrons. The function exc is taken from the exchange correlation 
energy density for an uniform interacting electron system. There exist 
m any fairly accurate approxim ations for exc. In this work, we have used a 
param eterized form by von B arth  and Hedin, however, the param eters are 
taken from the work of Rajagopal et. a l . 2 5
Kohn and Sham have further deduced a set of Schrodinger like equations 
for a  set of single particle functions ipj(r ) by taking variations of the total- 
energy w ith respect to  V’J ( r )  under the following plausible assumptions:
=  /  V f ( r ) ( - V 2)V</(r)<i3r, (2.3)
a j **
( o ccu p ied )
* r ) =  E  E  w « i 2- <2-4 )
<7 J 
( o ccu p ied )
and restricted  by the to tal num ber conservation rule Sf  p(r)d3r  =  0.
The Kohn-Sham  equation reads:
[—V 2 +  V ' ( r M ( r )  = (2.5)
w ith
V 'W  =  2  Y , J  0 } ^ ' + 2  E  0 k ; \ +  n"c(r). (2 .6 )
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where,
V ff (r ) =  d£sc[p] , 2  ^
xci j dp*(r)'  K ’
is the exchange-correlation potential.
Here, we use the index a to  denote the spins of electrons ( |  or J,). Notice 
th a t Eq. (2.5) can only be solved self-consistently since V<T(r) depends on 
ipf(r)  through Eq. (2.4). In Eq. (2.3) and (2.4), the index j  is summed 
over all the occupied states in accord w ith the Fermi-Dirac statistics.
Unlike the  Hartree-Fock equation, the eigenvalues (except for the high­
est occupied Fermi level of extended systems) of the Kohn-Sham equa­
tion does not exactly correspond to the single-electron ionization energies. 
M athem atically these A’s are merely Lagrange multipliers due to  the par­
ticle num ber conservation rule. However, according to Slater, these eigen­
values are physically meaningful if one does not regard the single-particle 
occupation num ber as an integer of either 0  or 1 , bu t regards it as a  con­
tinuous quantity. Then one has,
\<r _  dEtot . .
A ‘ ~  ’ ( 2 ’8 )
where E i s  the to tal energy and n f is the single particle occupation num ­
ber. This relation was proven by J. F. Janak . 2 6  Based on this interpretation, 
Slater also introduced a very useful transition sta te  procedure to  evaluate 
the single-particle excitation energies. According to  this procedure, one 
needs to carry out a separate self-consistent calculation for a  ’’transition 
s ta te” , in which a certain occupation num ber is kept at 1 / 2  instead of 0  or 
1 as required by Fermi-Dirac statistics. It is proven th a t the absolute value
of the eigenvalue corresponding to the half occupied state will be equal to 
the am ount of energy required to remove an electron from th a t level with 
the error being of the th ird  order in the derivative of the total energy with 
respect to the particle occupation number, whereas the corresponding value 
obtained from the original Fermi-Dirac occupation involves an error of sec­
ond order in the derivative of the to tal energy. To prove this statem ent, 
one only needs to be rem inded th a t the real ionization energy of the system 
does not only involve a single electron bu t all the electrons of the system. 
T hat is :
Etot{ni +  8ni) =  Eioi{ni) +  (d E tot/dni)&ii
+ | i ( 9 2£« .(/an?)(*Ji)2 +  i ( d 3.EW an?X A if)3 + ........ (2.9)
Substitu te this equation into the following relation:
Etot(ni  -j- 1) — Etot(ni) =  E i 0t((jii -f —) +  ^ ) ~ E t 0t((ni  +  —) — - ) ,  (2.10)
it is easily seen th a t the th ird  term  of Eq. (2.9) is canceled, and one then 
proves the validity of the Slater transition sta te  method.
2.2. The T ight B inding M ethod
In order to  solve the Kohn-Sham Eq. (2.5), one may expand the single 
particle wave function into a  set of known basis functions. The choice of 
these basis sets is certainly not unique. The m ajor difference among the 
m ost commonly used m ethods for solid state electronic structure studies 
is in fact a t their choices about the basis functions. An extensive review 
on several different com putational methods can be found in the textbook 
by J. Callaway . 1 The present work uses the tight binding m ethod to  solve 
Eq. (2.5). In this scheme, which is also known as the Linear Combination 
of Atomic Orbitals(LCAO) m ethod, the single-particle wave functions are 
expanded into a set of atom ic orbitals centered around each nucleus of the 
system,
V-f =  £ C ( 2 .1 1 )
j
where CJj’s are the expansion coefficients and Uj is the basis function. Here 
it is chosen to be a Gaussian type function,
Uj =  r(r)exp(-aj(r -  Rj)2), (2.12)
which is centered around R j w ith a w idth determ ined by aj .  Y (r) is a Kubic
harm onic function ( 1 , x ,y ,z ,xy ,xz ,...... ). The advantage of using Gaussian
orbitals is th a t almost all the integrals may be evaluated analytically. The 
disadvantage is th a t a Gaussian function does not behave as a  true single 
electron wave function asymptotically either at large separation from the 
nuclei or a t short distance near the nuclei. Thus, a large num ber of basis
functions w ith a ^ s  ranging from 107 to  10-2 are needed in order for Eq. 
(2.11) to be complete. This problem can, however, be partially  solved by 
using contracted-basis functions as dem onstrated by our study of the copper 
oxygen superconducting system in the next chapter. In the contracted-basis 
scheme, instead of using a single Gaussian function for Eq. (2.12) one uses a 
linear combination of these prim itive Gaussian functions. The combination 
coefficients are determ ined by fitting the Uj  into an atomic subshell wave 
function.
Through Eq. (2.11), equation (2.5) is then changed into a familiar 
secular equation,
i r c r  =  A 'SC *, (2.13)
where S is the overlap m atrix  (Sij=(Ui\ |Uj)) and H  denotes the Hamilto­
nian m atrix:
^  = C T-v> + 2 E j ^
+2 T , f  d3r'- 0 } \  + w  w  • <2-14)
2.3. M atrix E lem ents And Total Energy
The m atrix  elements of the  first two term s of the above equation (2.14) 
can be expressed in closed forms and they are easily evaluated. The Coulomb 
term , also called the four center (or two electron) integral,
<2-15)
could also be calculated analytically. But, because of the charge density 
relation,
/>"(■•) = E  E  C yC fmP,*(r)C/„(r), (2.16)
(occup ied )
the m ost straightforw ard m ethod of evaluating the Coulomb interaction of 
Eq. (2.15) would require com putation and storage of about N4  numbers 
(Here, N is the num ber of independent basis functions in the expansion of 
Eq. (2.11). For a  cluster system of about ten atom s, N4  is on the order of 
108  ). This is not always practical to  do except for the simplest problems. 
Therefore, we have m ade an auxiliary fit to  the charge density to  avoid this 
difficulty. We write,
^ ( r ) =  ] C a f/*'(r )> (2-17)
t
to  replace Eq. (2.16) in the evaluation of the Coulomb m atrix  elements. In 
Eq. (2.17), the / , ( r ) ’s represent a  set of basis functions composed of simple 
Gaussians of s-type (e~ar2) and r 2-type (r 2 e-Q,r2) centered on each atom. 
The exponents of the s-type Gaussians are twice those of the corresponding 
functions used in the wave-function expansion, whereas those for r2-type
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Gaussians are twice those of the corresponding p-wave function exponents. 
We also add a few diffuse basis functions in order to improve the quality of 
charge fitting in the bond region between the nuclei. A lim itation of this 
approach is th a t the fitting basis functions are restricted to be spherical 
functions. However, this restriction is believed to be helpful to ensure th a t 
the fitted  charge density to be positive definite in the in terstitial bond 
region. The fitting coefficients {af} of Eq. (2.17) are determ ined by a 
variational procedure which requires th a t the charge fitting should produce 
m inim um  errors in the electrostatic energy.
i.e.
g j  _  0i (2.18)
w ith the restriction,
f>Ntot = f i j  p(r)c/3r  =  0. (2.19)
This m ethod was originally introduced by Sambe and Felton1 8  and has 
been used by Lee and Callaway in the calculations for cubic clusters . 2 0 , 2 1  
Equations (2.18) and (2.19) lead to  the following solution for { a f },
a* =  S " 1
, rNt0t — n  • S - 1  • t ff 't  +  -----------——;---------- li
L n  • S " 1 • n  J (2 .20)
M atrix notation has been used here. In Eq. (2.20),
s »  = J  (2-21>
/ /• ( r K £ ) A d y ,  (2 .2 2 )r  — r
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ni = J  f i ( r )d3r, (2.23)
and Ntot stands for the to tal num ber of electrons inside the system.
Another difficulty encountered in the evaluation of H{j arises from the 
fact th a t the m atrix  elements of the last term  of Eq. (2.14), the exchange- 
correlation potential, can not be determ ined analytically. An additional 
fitting procedure is introduced for this potential, which is similar to  Eq.
(2.17):
O r )  =  £  bjfj(r),  (2.24)
j
where we have used the same set of fitting basis functions as in the case
of charge fitting to  reduced some extra work in the com putation of the
resulting three center overlap integrals. However the fitting coefficient {6J} 
of Eq. (2.24) are determ ined by a  separate least-squares fitting procedure.
We minimize the quantity,
D  =  j  d ^ K ( r )  -  O r ) ] 2. (2.25)
One finds a  set of linear equations to  determ ine the {bj}.  This set of 
equations can be w ritten in m atrix  notation,
M  • b a =  v*, (2.26)
w ith the definition of m atrix  M ,
(2.27)
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and a vector v17,
v't = J  d3r f k(r)V°c(r). (2 .2 S)
It is im portant th a t the m atrix  elements M\m be obtained analytically so
th a t Eq. (2.26) can be solved accurately. However, the elements v£ can
not be evaluated analytically. Numerical integration techniques are u ti­
lized here. We convert Eq. (2.28) into a  discrete summ ation over a set of 
sampling points {rj} with corresponding weights {wi},
vk = Y l  ^ f k ( r i ) V xffc(n) .  (2.29)
i
It is clear th a t the accuracy of the representation given by Eq. (2.24) 
of the exchange-correlation potential depends heavily on the way in which 
these sampling points and weights are chosen. Among various kinds of sam­
pling points we tested, two sets were found to be superior. One scheme of 
generating {rt} is to make the distribution of these points follow the shape 
of V£c(r) very closely. This can be approximately achieved by the follow­
ing m ethod. We first fit VIC(r) of each atom  as a sum m ation of simple 
Gaussians as in Eq. (2.24). This can be done ra ther easily since only one­
dimensional integrations are needed in the atomic case. Then, the sampling 
points {r8}’s are obtained as a superposition of sets of random  points gen­
erated around each atom  in the cluster. Each set of random  points follows 
a simple Gaussian distribution as defined by function ft'(r) in Eq. (2.24), 
whereas the to tal num ber of random  points generated for each set is an 
integer proportional to  the corresponding expansion coefficient 6 , defined 
in the VIC fitting. Integration weights {w,} can also be obtained from Eq.
(2.24) by a simple normalization. We found this sampling procedure for 
fitting the exchange-correlation potential to  be very accurate in some test 
calculations for Fe and A1 dimers.
Another procedure of generating sampling points for Eq. (2.29) follows 
the Diophatine m ethod , 1 3  which was first applied in electronic structure 
calculations by Ellis and P ain ter . 1 1 , 1 2  Essentially, this set of points is gen­
erated  by a random  point technique with an equal-interval sampling in the 
angular coordinates (9, <f>). The radial distribution of these points follows a 
simple function
~  r 2 [i _|_ e«(r-ro)] ’ (2.30)
around each atom. In Eq. (2.30), a  and r 0 are two param eters which can 
be adjusted to  achieve the optim al fitting (usually, a  ~  l,an d  r0 ~  1  in 
atom ic units). To generate the random  points following the distribution of 
Eq. (2.30), we use a transform ation method. A m apping {r} —> {£} is used 
here,
r = r0 - ~  \n[ea^ ~ ^ A -  1], (2.31)
a
w ith A  =  in^+garo)- The points {r} will follow the distribution of Eq. (2.30) 
if the values of {£} are evenly distributed between 0  and 1 .
To check the quality of these sampling points, we used them  to  integrate 
numerically the to tal charge of the system, and we found the error was less 
than  1%. We also compare the actual V£c w ith the fitted V£c in some
regions of the cluster. We found th a t the error was less than  one percent in
the atomic core region and a few percent in the in terstitial bond region. In
view of the relative smallness and smoothness of the exchange-correlation 
potential in comparison with other term s in Eq. (2.14), we believe the 
current treatm ent of VJC is adequate and efficient.
W ith the help of the above two fitting procedures for the charge and 
Vzc of equations (2.17) and (2.24), we can then reduce our com putation of 
H(j into the two following three center integrals,
(2.32)
for the Coulomb potential and,
J  U i(r)U j(r)fi(r)d3r, (2.33)
for the exchange-correlational potential. These two integrals can be calcu­
lated analytically.
Finally, the two electron integration of Eq. (2.1) for the to tal energy 
of the system can also be avoided by using equations (2.3) and (2.5). One 
can derive the following expression for the to tal energy,
£«.< = \{m + E  A? -  E//>'(r)lX(r)c(3r}
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2.4. C om putational Procedures
Based on the general principles and com putational m ethods discussed 
in the previous sections, we have developed a package of com puter pro­
grams which enables us to perform self-consistent calculations to  study the 
electronic structure of a general cluster w ithout any restrictions on the 
geometric symm etry of the cluster. The introduction of the two fitting pro­
cedures for charge and Vzc as described in Section 2.3 has been the key 
factor in our successful treatm ent of a general cluster of a moderately large 
size (about fifteen atoms). It helped us to reduce the com putational efforts 
(cpu-time and disk storage) by a  factor of about one hundred. In a more 
powerful com putational environment, larger clusters could also be handled 
by our programs. In this section, we give a description of the com puta­
tional procedure. The program  codes are listed in Appendix-B, where we 
also include a test case for the calculation of the electronic structure of an 
FN 3 molecule.
By performing the self-consistent calculations using our program s, we 
can obtain the following basic information from the cluster system: (1 ) 
the wave function and the electronic charge distribution in the cluster, (2 ) 
the eigenenergies, and (3) the photo-emission spectrum  calculated from the 
knowledge of the wave functions and the eigenvalues. Through transition 
sta te  calculations we are also able to give accurate estim ations on the local 
excitation energies; usually these local excitations involve very strong corre­
lations among electrons and the single-particle eigenvalues fail to give good 
quantitative predictions. An typical example is the transition m etal oxide
system such as the C u-0  system which will be fully elaborated in the next 
chapter. Since we can calculate the to tal energy of a cluster, the following 
quantities are also obtainable by a series of to tal energy calculations, ( 1 ) 
the binding energy of the system, and (2 ) the vibrational frequencies for 
each atom  of the cluster. At present time, we have not considered any rela- 
tivistic corrections since our attention has been mainly focused on systems 
composed of relatively light atoms.
The starting  point of our calculation is to  build a  tria l Ham iltonian 
to in itiate the iteration steps. Because the Ham iltonian only depends on 
the charge density, our first com puter program  creates the trial charge 
density by overlapping the densities of free atoms. There is an extensive 
literatu re  on studies of free atom s by using Gaussian orb itals . 2 7 - 2 9  The 
accuracy of the starting  charge density is not crucial here. Sometimes the 
charge density yielded from a simplified Ham iltonian which only contains 
two term s; the kinetic energy, and the nuclei attraction , can also lead to 
the final self-consistent resu lts . 3 0  We use a least-squares m ethod to  fit the 
initial charge density in accord w ith Eq. (2.17). Since the charge fitting and 
Vxc fitting use the same set of basis functions, the least-squares procedure 
for the charge fitting is not redundant even though during the later self- 
consistent iterations we only use the variational m ethod for the charge 
fitting. The basic m atrix  calculated in this first program  is exactly the 
same as Eq. (2.27) which is used in the V xc fitting. After building the 
initial charge density, our second program  first generates a set of sampling 
points for the numerical integration of Eq. (2.29) and performs the initial 
Vzc fitting. The th ird , fourth, and fifth program s calculate m atrix  elements
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for the following: the kinetic energy, the nuclei attraction, the three center 
exchange-correlation integral and the Coulomb interaction of Eq. (2.32) 
and (2.33). All of these integrals are expressed as closed analytical forms 
as fully described by our group’s previous works on energy bands and cubic 
clusters . 1 7 , 2 0  These quantities only need to  be calculated once, and they are 
read out repeatedly for each iteration in the self-consistent step.
After finishing these initialization steps, our last program  performs the 
self-consistent iterative calculations to solve the Kohn-Sham equation (2.5). 
For each iteration, an input potential is constructed from the solutions of 
the previous one or two steps. The solution of the Hamiltonian for this 
step is then used to construct another new input potential to  begin the 
next iteration. This process is repeated continuously until convergence of 
the input and ou tpu t potentials has been reached. However, it is known 
th a t an iterative m ethod does not always give the self-consistent solution 
for a  nonlinear equation. An iterative m ethod th a t guarantees a  converged 
solution requires the knowledge of the derivative of the nonlinear equation. 
Unfortunately, in this calculation, the derivative of the Ham iltonian with 
respect to  the input potential cannot be determ ined before one actually 
solves it. In the practice of solving the Schrodinger equation for a  system 
of a  large degree of freedom, the dam ping m ethod has been proven to be 
effective and it is very widely used in electronic structure calculations. In 
this m ethod, the input potential for the new iteration is constructed as 
follows,
(2 .35)
where the subindex in denotes a input potential and out is for the output 
potential. A is a damping factor ranging from 0  to 1 . A choice of very large A 
usually causes the iterative calculation to oscillate. However, if a calculation 
is converging, A should be chosen as large as possible such th a t the total 
num ber of iterations can be reduced. From our experience, the values of A 
m ay be chosen as large as 0.5 to  0.8 for systems involving non-transition 
m etals (atom s with s and p shells only). For a system containing transition 
m etals, A should be very small, around 0.03 to  0.1. The process leading to 
convergence for a  large cluster consisting of transition m etal atom s is slow 
because near the Fermi level the energy level structure is very rich. In some 
cases, the  Fermi energy is even degenerate and we have to  use fractional 
occupations for the single-particle levels at the Fermi energy in order to 
achieve a convergent result.
Several factors have been m onitored to judge if the calculation has 
reached convergence or not. The first factor to  check is the change of to tal 
energy during each iteration. Another is to  watch the change of the lowest 
eigenvalue of the cluster. Finally, we define the following convergency factor 
,Cov , to  m onitor the change of the wave functions.
CoB= jU E W j-'S T 1]2} 2- (2-36)
with
=  E  E  C‘-C‘r  (2 .3 7 )
ij 1
( o ccu p ied )
dij is usually called the charge density m atrix. In Eq. (2.36), N is the 
num ber of basis functions, and Ctm’s are defined in Eq. (2.11). We consider
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a final calculation is converged once Cov is less than  10- 6  and the change 
of the lowest eigenvalue is smaller than 10~5 Ry. The change of to ta l energy 
could be no more than  10~ 6 Rydbergs for a  small cluster, while for a  system 
w ith a large num ber of degrees of freedom we sometimes could only make 
the the change of to tal energy to be less than 1 0 - 2  i'N-' 10 3 Ry. The number 
of iterations needed for one to  achieve the convergency also depends on the 
size of cluster. For small system composed of non-transition metal atoms 
only, about fifty iterations are enough. For a cluster containing a large 
num ber of electrons, the dam ping factor is very small (A ~0.05), and about 
two to three hundred of iterations are needed in this case.
Our com putations are performed on the FPS264 computers which sup­
port some features of parallel algorithms. We have taken advantage of 
this to  store the files containing the two largest three-center m atrices, Eqs.
(2.32) and (2.33), in the asynchronous way. In this way, we can perform 
the cpu com putations and the I/O  simultaneously during the last iterative 
steps. This saves a lot of com puter tim e for us since these two large files 
have to be read in for each iteration. For the test case of the FN 3 molecule, 
the cpu-time used per iteration is 10 seconds. In addition it takes about 
10 m inutes to  run the first five initialization programs. For a large system 
like the Ba4 Cu2 0 7  cluster w ith three hundred electrons, the cpu tim e per 
iteration is a  little over 3 minutes.
C H A P T E R  3
C LU STER  M ODELS OF TH E ELECTRO NIC ST R U C T U R E  
OF H IG H -T C SU PE R C O N D U C T O R S
3.1. Introduction
As an example of applications of the cluster-calculation m ethod de­
veloped in C hapter 2 , we present a study of the electronic structure of 
copper-oxygen clusters present in the recently discovered high-Tc supercon­
ductors. At present time, a  unique explanation for the origin of the high-Tc 
superconducting phenom ena is still not available. There are many compet­
ing theories such as the conventional BCS theory , 31 the resonating valence 
bond(RVB) m odel , 3 2  and the polarization induced pairing mechanism 3 3  
and so on. Although local-spin-density-functional calculations cannot in 
any explicit way explain superconductivity they can contribute to  the se­
lection of an appropriate theory through the determ ination of the spectrum  
of single-particle state and of the charge and spin density of the system. 
It is commonly believed th a t superconductivity comes from the interac­
tion between certain quasi-particle pairs. The pairing is m ediated through 
some residual interactions neglected in the approxim ate treatm ent of the 
quasi-particles such as in Landau’s theory of the Fermi-liquid where quasi­
particles are identified as stable elementary excitations in the vicinity of 
the Fermi surface . 3 4  In certain sense, the formulation of density function 
theory may be regarded as a real space representation of Landau’s Fermi- 
liquid theory which is usually expressed in m om entum  space. Thus the 
single-particle picture obtained by using density functional calculation will
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provide valuable information on the elem entary excitations th a t might be 
present in the high-Tc superconductors.
We have performed all-electron, spin-polarized, self-consistent calcu­
lations for several clusters representing various portions of the copper- 
oxygen system in the high-Tc superconductors: La2 Cu 0 4 (T c ~  40iif),35 
YBa2 Cu3 0 7 (Tc ~  90-fT)36 and T l2 Ba2 CaCu2 0 s(Tc ~  115K).37 The specific 
clusters we have studied are: B a-jC ^O ? representing the chains present in 
YBa2 Cu3 0 7 , C u 0 6 present in La2 Cu 0 4 , and the CU4 O4  plane present in all 
these high-Tc superconductors. Their structures are shown in Figs 1, 2 and 
3. For the heavily negatively charged C u 0 6-1° cluster, we have employed a 
point charge embedding procedure by placing fractional point charges sur­
rounding the C u 0 6  cluster to  simulate the correct M adelung potential at 
the center Cu site and to neutralize the cluster. To study the effects on the 
changes of the electronic structure  by various substitutions in the high-Tc 
superconductors, we have also studied Ba4 Cu2 0 eN and Ba4 C u 2 0 eF clus­
ters.
We use contracted-basis sets as follows: B a(6s/4p/2d); C u(7s/5p/3d); 
0 (5 s /2 p /ld ) ;  F (5 s /2 p /ld ); N (5 s /2 p /ld )  in order to  keep the  size of the 
H am iltonian a t a manageable level. These sets were obtained from several 
sources . 2 6 - 2 8  In the case of copper we used a set given by W achters2 7  for the 
2D  atomic state, and we added to  Cu basis a polarization p function with 
exponent of 0.155 and a  diffuse d function with exponent 0.1612. To study 
the question of basis set completeness, we have also done some calculations 
using a slightly different basis set for the atomic sta te  2 S' w ith a  contraction 
scheme suggested by Bagayoko . 3 8  The changes in the final results due to
different choices of basis sets are negligible. For the Ba4 Cu 2 0 7  cluster the 
dimension of the H am iltonian m atrix  to  be diagonalized is 319x319. As 
introduced in C hapter 2, a variational charge fitting is used in the evaluation 
of the  m atrix  elements of the  electrostatic potential, and a  separate least- 
squares fitting is used in regard to  the exchange-correlation potential.
Although m any band calculations have already been reported for these 
high-Tc superconductor crystals , 3 9 - 4 8  we chose to  investigate the electronic 
structure of these m aterials by means of cluster calculations. It is, a t the 
present tim e, still quite difficult to achieve appropriate accuracy for large 
systems, and in fact we have to  restrict our consideration to  a  portion of 
these m aterials ra ther th an  to  consider a  cluster big enough to  represent 
the entire form ula unit. Furtherm ore, it is also very difficult to  sim ulate the 
effect of the crystalline environment on a cluster of atom s adequately. The 
problem  of embedding a  cluster to  represent the real bulk-solid environ­
m ent has not been solved satisfactorily. However, there are some unique 
offsetting advantage to  cluster calculations which make this approach to 
electronic structure  interesting and informative in the present case. These 
calculations, although restricted to a  small num ber of atom s, can be m ade 
accurately self-consistent. Perhaps more significantly, it is possible to  com­
pute the  energies of localized excitations with allowance for electronic relax­
ation through applications of S later’s transition  state  approach as described 
in C hapter 2. This m ethod is employed here to determ ine energies of peaks 
in the photoemission spectra, to  com pute the intra-atom ic Coulomb in­
teraction param eter U (the H ubbard param eter), to find the energies of 
C u -0  charge transfer process, and to study the relaxation effects on core
level energies. These results may be useful in estim ating the param eters of 
model Hamiltonians, and in assessing theories of the interaction leading to 
superconductivity.
Experim ental photoemission studies which are the m ost direct probe 
of the electronic structure have been reported by several groups.49-54 An 
im portant discrepancy between these m easurem ents and the results of band 
structure  calculations exists in th a t the energies of photoemission peaks in­
dicate stronger electron binding than  do the calculations. The peaks in the 
band structure density of states are closer to  the Fermi energy th an  are the 
experim ental peaks by about 2 eV. This has been a ttribu ted  to  electronic re­
laxation in the final s ta te .55 O ur results of transition sta te  calculations have 
confirmed this suggestion. In addition, to  compare w ith experim ental da ta  
directly, we have calculated the valence band photoemission cross-sections 
by using the traditional tim e-dependent dipole pertu rbation  to  take into 
account of the orbital overlapping effects.
Numerous a ttem pts are m ade to  raise the T c to  the room tem pera­
ture. Several groups reported of observing T c been dram atically increased 
by fluorine or nitrogen treatm ents to  the YBa2 Cu 3 C>7 crystal.56-58 How­
ever, we have not seen th a t these experim ental observations are repeated 
by other groups, and detailed informations (both  experim ental and theo­
retical) about these m aterials are still lacking. W ith  a  cluster approach, it 
is very easy to  study the local im purity problems. We have investigated the 
effects of F  and N substitutions in the copper oxygen system by considering 
Ba4 Cu2 C>6 F and Ba4 Cu2 0 eN clusters.
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3.2. Ground State R esu lts for Ba4Cu2 0 7  C lusters
Among all the High-Tc superconductors discovered up to date, it is a 
common feature th a t they all contain the CU-O2 plane which is now believed 
to be responsible for the superconductivity. In addition to  the CU-O2 plane, 
the 90-degree-superconductor YBa2 Cu3 0 7  has another structurally  distin­
guished copper-oxygen system, the C u (l)-0 (1 ) chains. Evidence indicates 
th a t if the chains are disrupted by removal of oxygen the transition tem ­
perature T c decreases and superconductivity ultim ately disappears . 5 9  On 
the other hand, in another experiment by G. Xiao et a l , 6 0  it was reported 
found th a t T c rem ained around 81K when 20% of Cu atom s in the chain 
were substitu ted by Ga while T c dropped to zero when 15% of Cu atoms 
in the plane were substitu ted by Zn, and they concluded th a t the C u(l) 
site in the chain played only a  minor role in the high-Tc superconductivity. 
In the absence of a comprehensive theory of superconductivity in copper 
perovskites, the role of the C u -0  chains in the high-Tc superconductivity 
is still not clear.
In this section we present a study of the ground sta te  properties for the 
Ba4 Cu2 0 7  clusters. The atomic positions in this cluster are determ ined 
from the C u ( l) -0 ( l) -0 (4 )  chain coordinations of the YBa2 Cu3 0 7  crystal 
s tructure given by Beno et a l . 6 1  In view of the almost identical nearest- 
neighbor oxygen coordinations, this small cluster could in fact also serve 
as the basic building block for the CU-O2 plane. Thus we believe th a t the 
general information obtained here for the electronic structure of Cu atoms 
may also be applicable to the Cu atoms in the copper-oxygen plane system.
Fig. 1 shows the geometry of this cluster. Note th a t in an ionic model 
the Ba4 Cu2 0 7  cluster would be expected to be electrically neutral if the 
copper were in the Cu3+ state, whereas if the copper were Cu2+, the cluster 
would be expected to  be negatively charged: Ba4 Cu2 0 7  . Calculations 
for these clusters convinced us th a t an ionic model was not appropriate, 
and we have considered the charge states Ba4 Cu2 0 7+ and Ba4 Cu2 0 7++ as 
well. In this way we include the possibility th a t the cluster might serve as 
an electron donor to the rest of the crystal. Table 1 lists the Fermi energy 
of the Ba4 Cu 2 0 7  cluster in + 2, + 1 , 0, -2 charge states. Judging from the 
energy of the Fermi level, we think th a t Ba4 Cu2 0 7+ should represent the 
original crystal more realistically. On the other hand, we find th a t all four 
clusters give essentially the same results for the charge distribution and 
energy level structure.
The actual charge s ta te  of the cluster, in reference to a  bulk sample, 
cannot be determ ined rigorously. If it were possible to isolate a  portion 
of the real crystal corresponding to the cluster we study, we m ight expect 
to  find in a tim e average th a t the charge state of the cluster was not an 
integer. Our calculation, however, is performed only for the lim ited num ber 
of states listed. Two plausible bu t not inconclusive argum ents suggest th a t 
the choice of Ba4 Cu 2 0 7+ is m ost resonable: (1) Results of a  large num ber 
of calculations th a t have been performed previously for other clusters with 
transition m etal atoms for which the charge sta te  is known in advance, 
including NiO , 6 2  yield a Fermi energy in the neighborhood of 4eV below 
the vacuum level. A Fermi energy just a t the vacuum level (our result for a 
neutral cluster) or 9eV below ( the + 2  state) seems to  be unreasonable. (2)
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TABLE 1.
Fermi levels of Ba4 Cu 2 0 7  clusters
E f (Ry)
Bct4C u 20 7++ -0 .661
B a 4C u 20 7+ -0 .321
B a 4C u 20 7  —0.008
B a 4C u 20 7 0.532
Energy band calculations3 9 " 4 8  unfortunately do not show the vacuum level, 
bu t find th a t the band associated w ith the C u -0  chains extends about 2  
eV above E f .  If it is assumed th a t an electron could be pu t into one of 
these states w ithout escaping from the crystal, the Fermi energy should be 
more than  2 eV below the vacuum level. We are unaware of any evidence 
for an exceptionally low work function. These argum ents ignore possible 
electrostatic energy shifts due to  charging and electrostatic potentials on the 
atom s surrounding the cluster (Y, and the C u(2)-0 (2 )-0 (3 ) planes). The 
generally good comparison of the density of states with th a t obtained from 
band calculations argues against m ajor errors in our work due to charging; 
bu t it would be necessary in order to make a more conclusive statem ent to 
have band  results to  indicate the Fermi level w ith respect to the vacuum.
We want to  emphasize th a t we did not find any local m agnetic moments 
in the Ba4 Cu 2 0 7  clusters in any of the four different charge states even 
though our calculations are spin polarized. The calculations were begun 
with the assum ption th a t there is a  m oment, bu t the m oment disappeared 
quickly during the first few iterations leading to self-consistency. O ther 
cluster ground sta te  properties obtained here such as high covalency of 0 -p 
bond, strong hybridization between Cu-d and 0 -p  orbitals and low valency 
of the copper atom  all support this zero moment result in a  consistent way.
Local spin density functional theory as im plem ented for clusters w ith 
presently available exchange-correlation potential seems to  err in the direc­
tion of predicting local m om ents in systems where they do not exist (dilute 
Ni in Cu, for example63). Therefore the failure to find a  m oment in these 
calculations is an indication th a t no moment is to be expected. In contrast,
anti-ferrom agnetic order has been observed in L ^C u C ^-j,, w ith small mo­
m ents and a  Neel tem perature about 220K . 6 4  However, in the La2 CuC>4 
system, every copper atom  is inside a elongated octahedron w ith six oxy­
gen atom s at each corner as shown in Fig. 3. In this geometry, which is 
ra ther different from th a t studied here, a  local moment can be formed as 
dem onstrated by the antiferrom agnetism  of NiO. In Appendix A of this 
dissertation, we will present our calculations on a  cluster which has this 
king of geometry. At present time, we are not aware th a t local density 
band (or cluster) calculations have obtained converged copper-moment in 
La2 CuC>4 . The ra ther small value of the H ubbard U obtained in local den­
sity calculations for NiO suggests th a t such calculations may overestimate 
p-d hybridization and thus underestim ate localization (and m agnetism) in 
transition  m etal oxide system. It seems clear now th a t no Cu atoms have 
static  moments above T c in YBa2 Cus0 7 . A possibility th a t YBa2 Cus0 7  
m ight be a Kondo system w ith a high T #  is hard  to exclude, but is open 
to  the objection th a t the system fails to  screen moments when Y is re­
placed by a  rare  earth  ion . 6 5  Recent work shows th a t if the oxygen content 
of YBa2 Cu 3 0 7  is reduced to  about 06 , which destroys the C u -0 ( l) -0 (4 )  
chains, a  m oment and antiferrom agnetic order can be observed . 6 6
The prediction of local spin density theory th a t there are no moments 
on copper contrasts with the results of more conventional quantum  chem­
istry calculations in which moments are obtained for a  variety of clusters , 6 7  
including the chains studied here. We believe th a t m ethods based on the 
Hartree-Fock approxim ation may err in the opposite direction from local 
density in overemphasizing a  tendency toward localization.
T hat the C u-0  chain system is covalently bonded can be inferred from 
Fig. 4. This point is dem onstrated further by population analyses shown 
in Tables 2 and 3. Two m ethods have been used to analyse the valence- 
electron charge distribution. One is the traditional Mulliken population 
analysis in term s of atomic states (s,p,d). The oxygen atom s are treated 
as equivalent in the Mulliken analysis given in Table 2, although there are 
some differences between the three different oxygen sites in the cluster. For 
the Ba4 Cu 2 0 7+ cluster, this analysis yields the to tal (s+ p ) charges for the 
oxygen atoms: 6.09, 0 (1 ) center; 4.54, 0 (1 ) edge; and 5.27, 0 (4 ). The Mul­
liken procedure is not always reliable quantitatively, particularly for diffuse 
functions. Therefore, we have considered another m ethod which involves 
numerical integration of the charge density through a sphere around each 
atom. The sphere radii were chosen to  be covalent radii (Ba: 2.47; Cu: 
2.21; and 0 : 1.38,in a.u.). The results of these two analyses axe in fairly 
good agreement, except for oxygen.
Several im portan t conclusions can be drawn from Tables 2 and 3. We 
first note th a t present calculation clearly indicates th a t copper atom s is in 
a  low valence state. Cu+++ is not found. Numerically, Cu is in a  state 
around C u+1-4. This result is qualitatively consistent w ith the conclusions 
of Ref. 54. There it is observed th a t the oxidation of Cu in YBa2 Cu 3 C>7 
is less than  th a t of CuO, and th a t Cu+++ does not occur. In reality, the 
copper atom s may fluctuate between Cu+ and Cu++ states and produce 
instantaneous moments. But the study of fluctuation effects is beyond the 
scope of this work. Consistently w ith the observation th a t Cu atom s are in 
low valence states, we find the oxygen atom s are not in a strong negatively
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TABLE 2.
Mulliken population analysis for each atom
B a  — s Cu — s Cu — p Cu — d O — s O — p
B a 4C u 20 7++ 0.15 0.25 0.34 9.32 0.13 4.92
B a 4C u 20 7+ 0 . 2 2 0.24 0.32 9.30 0 . 1 2 5.05
B a 4C u 20 7 0.33 0.23 0.30 9.30 0 . 1 0 5.16
B a 4C u 20 7 0.67 1.03 0.42 9.18 0 . 0 2 5.25
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TABLE 3.
Numerical integration for each atom
B a  Cu  0 (1 ) center 0 (1 ) edge 0 (4 )
0.12 9.56 3.0 2.73 3.02
Ba.4,Cu207+ 0.13 9.57 3.0 2.85 2.99
B a^C uiO i 0.15 9.59 3.0 2.87 2.98
Ba^Cu^O^ 0.21 9.66 3.0 2.88 2.98
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charged state. Most of the oxygen is present as O - . From this and from the 
density of states described below, we conclude th a t O-p holes are im portant 
in the conduction mechanism. Fig. 5 shows the wave function of the single 
particle sta te  at Ey. The Q-2pir type distribution is ra ther evident there. 
Also note th a t no appreciable differences between the population of center 
0 (1 ) and the 0 (4 ) sites are found in the numerical calculation. T hat the 
population of 0 (1 ) a t edges is always smaller can be a ttribu ted  to  the 
special geometry of the cluster studied here. The omission of two positively 
charged Cu atom s will naturally  raise the levels associated with the edge 
0 (1 ) atoms. And these single-particle levels are distributed across the Ey as 
dem onstrated in Fig. 5 and the detailed studies of the charge distribution 
on an orbital by orbital basis in Table 8 . Therefore the cluster calculation 
overestimates the 0 -2p  content near the Fermi surface in comparison with 
band calculations.
The fact th a t the value of the charge given by integration of the  den­
sity around each copper atom  is very close to  th a t of the Cu-d Mulliken 
population analysis indicates Cu-d electrons are substantially localized in­
side a sphere of radius about 2.2 a.u. On the other hand, the small results 
obtained by numerical integration around the oxygen sites indicate that 
the oxygen charge distribution is quite diffuse. The general picture of the 
copper-oxygen subsystem which emerges from these calculations, including 
the results presented in Tables 2 and 3, the absence of moments on the Cu 
atom s, and the more detailed Mulliken population analysis for the individ­
ual eigenstates (shown in Table 8 ) emphasize 0 -p  Cu-d hybridization and 
covalent bonding. Finally, we note th a t each of the Ba ions simply donates
its two valence electrons to  the Cu-Q chain.
Next we study the distribution of single particle eigenvalues in the 
ground state. Core levels for each atom  are listed in Table 4. Due to 
their diffuse nature, 0-2s states and Ba-5p states axe hybridized w ith each 
other producing an distribution w ith a w idth of about 5.5 eV. Experim en­
ta l results indicate Ba-5p states span a  range of about 5 ~  6  eV bu t the 
binding energies for these states are lower th an  the results obtained from 
this cluster study. A similar discrepancy is also found for the Ba-5s states, 
where the experim ental value of binding energy is about 2.13 Ry while this 
work gives a  value around 2.24 Ry. A lthough only a m inimum basis is used 
for the Ba atom s here, so th a t the accuracy of the Ba levels is limited, 
these results may indicate th a t the charge sta te  of Ba in the bulk m ate­
rial is slightly different from th a t found here. A discrepancy here is not 
unexpected since the Ba atom s are boundary atom s in this cluster.
X-ray spectra of Ref. 49 indicate the Cu-3p states have a  binding energy 
of 5.42 Ry; the Cu-2p sta tes,69.0 Ry; and the O -ls states, 38.9 Ry. These 
values are comparable to bu t lower th an  the cluster results, we notice th a t 
single particle energies agree w ith experim ental results be tte r for the Cu- 
3p states th an  for the Cu-2p states. This is due to  different am ounts of 
final-state relaxation. Transition state calculations for these core states are 
reported in the next seqtion.
We present the valence band single particle levels graphically in Fig. 6 , 
where each single particle level has been broadened by a Gaussian function, 
e-(E-Ei) /A2 ^  A =0.5  eV. Table 5 lists the results of the Mulliken pop­
ulation analyses for a few energy levels centered around the m ajor peaks
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TABLE 4.
Core levels(Ry) in Ba4 Cu2 0 7  +
B a  Cu O
Is  -2608.2  -641.87  -37 .24
2s -401.65 -76 .51  -1 .7 4  ~  -1 .4 6
2p -379 .34  -67 .24
3s -8 4 .8 4  -8 .8 3
3p  -7 5 .2 6  -5 .4 9  ~  -5 .3 6
3 d -57 .29
4s -16 .71
4p  -13 .25
4 d  -7 .0 0
5s -2 .6 0  ~  -2 .5 0
5p  -1 .8 6  ~  -1 .4 5
of Fig. 6 . It is quite obvious from this table and Fig. 6  th a t the valence 
band is mainly composed of Cu-d and O-p electrons. The valence band 
w idth is about 11 eV which is a little wider than  th a t obtained from band 
calculations (about 7 eV). Very close to  Fermi energy, states are mainly of 
0 -p  type as discussed above. At about 2 eV above the Fermi level, a peak 
of unoccupied Ba-6 s states is found (peak G). At 0.8 eV below Ey, peak 
F  is composed of states predom inately O-p. Another peak, E, w ith states 
predom inately Cu-d is found at about 3.4 eV below the Fermi energy.
In general, the valence band picture presented here is consistent with 
the results obtained from the energy band calculations cited earlier. As 
can be seen from Table 5, the sta te  at the Fermi level is mainly of O-p 
nature, while band calculations indicate more Cu-d components than  the 
present cluster results. But, the m ain results of this cluster calculation 
such as the strongly covalent bonding, non-existence of m agnetic moments, 
the  location of peaks in density of states as well as the chemical origin for 
each peak agree fairly well w ith the results of most of the band calculations 
(especially, w ith Ref. 39, where detailed comparison is possible). However, 
we also note here th a t one set of results for energy bands based on LMTO- 
ASA m ethod differs ra ther substantially from the results obtained by other 
band calculations. Judging from graphical data, the results obtained of 
Ref. 41 seem to  imply th a t Cu-d states axe concentrated a t about 1 - 2 eV 
below the Fermi level.
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TABLE 5.
Mulliken population analyses for a Few selected single 
particle levels. Labels for each peak are defined in Fig. 6
Location Energy(eV ) B a  — s B a  — p Cu  — s Cu — d 0  — s 0  — p
Peak A  -2 4 .2  0.84 0.13
Peak B  -2 1 .8  0.30 0.59
Peak C  -2 0 .4  0.49 0.44
Peak D  -9 .4 7  0.44 0.53
Peak E  -7 .7 5  0.69 0.28
Peak F  -5 .1 8  0.11 0.86
E f  -4 .3 7  0.04 0.94
Peak G -2 .3 0  0.90 0.04 0.06
3.3 Transition State R esu lts for the Ba^t^O y" C luster
In Fig. 7, our calculated density of states is compared w ith the ultravi­
olet resonant photoemission measurements of K urtz et al . 51  A substantial 
degree of agreement can be found here. However, as in the band calcula­
tions cited , 3 9 - 4 8  the calculated density of states is shifted to higher energy 
w ith respect to  the peaks in photoemission spectrum  by about 2 eV. We 
show here through transition state calculations th a t this shift is due to 
electronic relaxation.
It is shown in Chapter 2 th a t the Slater transition state procedure is 
expected to  give an accurate evaluation of electronic transition energy be­
cause the dependence of to ta l energy on occupation num ber is eliminated 
up to  the th ird  order. Thus results obtained by transition state procedure 
are expected to be different from those obtained from ground sta te  eigenval­
ues if single-particle correlations are not negligible. This is exactly the case 
for the Ba4 Cu 2 0 7  cluster studied here. For a sta te  in peak F of Fig. 6 , the 
ionization energy obtained from the transition sta te  procedure is 0.533 Ry 
while the value directly obtained from single particle eigenvalues is 0.381 
Ry. We thus see th a t peak F  should be shifted down toward lower energy 
by 0.152 Ry, about 2 eV, when electronic relaxation is taken into account. 
A similar transition  sta te  calculation on a  sta te  in peak E of Fig. 6  gives 
an ionization potential of 0.739 Ry. We conclude from comparison with 
the  eigenvalues listed in Table 5, th a t this peak should be shifted down by 
about 2.3 eV. Therefore, after inclusion of electronic relaxation the loca­
tions of peak E and peak F  of Fig. 6  should be at 5.7 eV and 3.0 eV below
F f .  This is a  significant improvement over the single-particle picture in 
comparison with experim ents where photoemission spectra show two peaks 
at 4.6 eV and 2.6 eV below E j  from Ref. 53; 4.3 eV and 2.3 eV from Ref. 
50;. The physical processes likely to be involved in the electronic relaxation 
are discussed in Ref. 55.
Charge transfer transitions can also be studied via the transition state 
procedure. In contrast to  the results for the ionization potential, we find 
th a t values obtained from transition state calculations are not significantly 
different from values deduced from single-particle-eigenvalue differences. 
Through a transition state  procedure we calculated the energy required to 
move an electron from a Cu-d state to the first unoccupied sta te  (61% O-p 
from Mulliken analysis) to  be about 4.4 eV, directly from eigenvalues we 
found the corresponding value is 4.2 eV. Since the band width of predom ­
inately Cu-d states is about 1 eV (from Fig. 6 ), we infer th a t the charge 
transfer energy from Cu-d to  unoccupied O-p is in the range of 3.9~5.2 
eV. The small difference between the results from transition sta te  calcula­
tions and those from eigenvalues implies th a t electronic relaxation effects 
are relatively small for these process as would be expected in a  highly hy­
bridized situation. Similar observations have been made about Ni-d to O-p 
transition  in a NiO ^ " 1 0  cluster calculation . 6 2
We calculated the electron affinity energy for the unoccupied peak G 
of Ba-6 s state. The transition sta te  calculation gives a  value of about 
0.5 eV. The eigenvalue of the corresponding state is -2.3 eV. The charge 
transfer energy from O-p to  Ba-s can then be calculated from the difference 
between the O-p ionization potential (7.25 eV) and the the Ba-6 s affinity
energy. And we find it is around 6.7 eV.
The H ubbard param eter Udd which measures the intra-atom ic Coulomb 
interaction energy between d-electrons on Cu sites is of considerable im­
portance because several model theories of high-tem perature superconduc­
tivity are based upon nonphonon mechanisms stressing the im portance of 
electronic correlations as studied through the H ubbard H am iltonian . 3 2 , 6 8 , 6 9  
W hen all d-orbitals are alm ost full, in the single particle picture, the Hub­
bard  param eter can be estim ated by the following procedure,
Udd — — A.E2, (3.1)
with
A £i =  E tot{n\,  nj) -  E iot(n \  -  1, rcj), (3.2)
A.E2 =  Et0t(nji — l , ^ )  — Et0t(n \  — l ,n ^  — 1 ). (3-3)
The quantities A E \  and A E 2 can be easily evaluated through transition 
sta te  procedures. They are -0.739 Ry and -1.14 Ry. Thus our result for the 
H ubbard param eter is,
Udd =  OAOlRy =  5.45eV
This value is in good agreement w ith the estim ates of 5 - 6  eV from syn­
chrotron radiation photoemission studies by Takahashi et al . 5 3  and Shen et 
a l . 5 4  This value is not large compared to the band w idth (7~11 eV), but it 
is large enough so th a t electron correlations should be im portant. A fully 
localized picture for Cu-d electrons, however, is unlikely to be appropriate.
By performing similar transition sta te  calculations on a  single particle 
sta te  inside peak F  of Fig. 6 , we find: E<0 <(n|, np)-Et0t(np — l,rap)=-0.533 
Ry and E<0 <(n| —1 , n |) -E i0 <(n| —1, np — 1)=-0.S85 Ry. We thus can estim ate 
the on-site p-p interaction energy,
Upp = 4.79eV.
A Mulliken population analysis indicates this single particle state has over 
85% O-p nature, and its charge density is d istributed mainly around one 
of the edge 0 (1 ) atoms. An alternative calculation of Upp as the difference 
between the ionization energy and the electron affinity gives a result of 5.2 
eV for Upp. Here the single particle state used for electronic affinity calcu­
lation has about 57% O-p character and its charge density is distributed 
among two edge 0 (1 ) atom s and 0 (4 ) atom s ra ther evenly.
From spectroscopy experim ents W endin7 0  has deduced XJPP ~ 4  eV and 
U dd 6  eV, which are in resonable agreement w ith the present estimations.
Additional transition sta te  calculations have been performed to  deter­
m ine the ionization energies of some core levels. We find, for the oxygen-Is 
sta te , 39.2 Ry; for Cu-2 p state, 69.0 Ry; and for Cu-3p, 5.70 Ry. These 
can be compared with the experim ental results of Ref. 49 (obtained from 
graphical d a ta  which are referenced to  the Fermi level) of 38.9, 69.0 and 
5.42 Ry. Presumably, these values need to  be corrected by 0.2~0.3 Ry 
to  allow for the difference between the Fermi level and the vacuum. The 
results for O -ls depend on the oxygen sites by only 0.1 Ry.
3.4  P h o to e m is s io n  S p e c tr a
To make a  direct comparison with photoemission experiments , we 
present in this section a  m ethod of calculating the theoretical cross sec­
tions from the single-particle wave functions in the LCGO scheme.
The interaction of an electron with an external electromagnetic field
characterized by a vector potential A  can be taken into account by the
following canonical transform ation:
P  -► P  +  cA. (3.4)
If the  field intensity is not strong, the dipole approxim ation is usually valid 
and  one can derive the  semiclassical expression for the photoemission dif­
ferential cross section as follows, 7 1
i f .  =  i ! ^ / | P |2 / 3
da 3 X 0 0 ) ' 1 ’ ’
where L  is the size of a  cubic box used to normalize the continuum func­
tions. a  is the fine-structure constant, and u> is the angular frequency of 
the incident monochromatic radiation. The expression is averaged over po­
larization and the direction of incident light. The transition  m atrix  P  is 
defined as
P = j  d3 r^ /(r)V V -,(r). (3.6)
?/>j(r) is a  initial bound state  w ith eigenvalue A* corresponding to  the solu­
tion of the Kohn-Sham  Eq. (2.5). We approxim ate the final sta te  tjif by a
plane wave:
V>/(r) =  e x p ( - * k / • r). (3.7)
This final sta te  m ust obey the to tal energy conservation rule, kj- = uj + A;. 
Using equation (3.7), Eq. (3.6) can be w ritten as ,
=  k f  \ J  d3rtp i(r)exp(ik f  • r) (3.8)
In LCGO m ethod ipi(r) is expanded into Gaussian functions as Eq. (2 .1 1 ) 
of C hapter 2,
tpi =  ^   ^CjjUj, 
j
and
Uj(r) = f j ( r  -  R j)Y ,m(r).
f f r  ~  R j)  is a  radial Gaussian function and T/m(r) denotes the Kubic har­
monic function centered a t origin (not a t Ry). O ur calculation is actually 
the Fourier transform ations of Gaussian functions. The com putation can 
be simplified by using the following well known relation,
e'k r  =  4 7 T J 2  i 'h (kr)Y lm( r )K 4 (k ) , (3.9)
lm
and the orthonorm al relations for l / m’s. After taking an average over the 
direction of ky to  discard the directional effects, the theoretical photoemis­
sion cross section can be expressed as follows,
k %
<7, °c C j i C j t i X j X j i I , (3.10)
id'
where,
X lj  =  J  dr kixr2 j\{kfr)f){r).  ( 3 . 1 1 )
Notice in Eq. (3.11) / j ( r )  is centered at origin not at Rj .  j i  is a  Bessel 
function. The quantity I  is defined as
I s  J <K2eat'-(^ -BJ')y;m,( i / )ylra( t / ). (3 .12)
W hen the outgoing electrons have very high energy, Eq. (3.12) can be 
approxim ated by the following relation.
(3.13)
However, in this work, we are interested in the photoemission spectra of the 
outgoing electrons at the energies around 70 eV. As dem onstrated below, 
Eq. (3.13) is not a  good approxim ation and we have to  evaluate equation 
(3.12) exactly. Its value is as follows,
/  =
if R j =  Rj»;
i f  7 —  7' — 0 m  —  m'-
3 s i n [kf(Rj--Ry)]  j f  7 _  7 '  _  1 m
k j ( R j - R j i )  ’ n  1 ~  1 — i ,  m  — m  ,
(3.14)
10, otherwise.
We are now ready to calculate the photoemission cross sections for the 
YBa2 Cu 3 C>7 crystal based on the self-consistent solution for the Ba4 Cu 2 0 "^
cluster. The final cross section is a sum m ation over all the contributing 
initial states satisfying —A,- <  u .  Each discrete single-particle sta te  is 
broadened into a  Gaussian function. Since the real crystal has a copper 
to oxygen ratio  3 : 7 while the Ba4 Cu2 0 7  cluster has the ratio  2 : 7, we 
need to  renormalize this ratio  in order to  make a direct comparison. The 
final result for the cross section is,
a (E ) = ^ 2  ( L 5£cu +  £o)exP~(£_Ai)2/A2<7b (3-15)
(\> “>)
where g*cu is the  percentage of copper population in the ith eigenstate ob­
tained from the Mulliken population analyses, <r,- is defined in Eq. (3.10), 
and A =0.5 eV.
O ur results are shown in Fig. 8  and 9, where we have also included 
two experim ental curves from Ref. 54. The incident photon energy is 75 
eV, for Fig. 8 ; 70 eV, for Fig. 9. The theoretical curves are shifted down 
tow ard higher binding energy for about 2 eV. This shift has been justified 
in the previous subsection. The results of Fig. 8  are calculated based on the 
approxim ation of Eq. (3.13); Fig. 9 shows the results of calculation w ith­
out using any approximations. The difference between these two curves is 
evident. T ha t the more accurate calculation smears out two peaks shown 
in Fig. 8  is ra ther easy to  explain. At lower energy, the relaxation tim e is 
longer and orbital overlapping effects are not negligible since C u -0  system 
is highly covalent as just shown. At present time, it is very difficult to 
make stable and pure single crystal samples of these high-Tc superconduc­
tors. The two experimental curves are obtained from two different samples.
Private communication with the author of Ref. 54 indicated th a t the sam­
ple corresponding to the curve in Fig. 9 to be purer; the shoulder at -2.5 
eV in the  experimental curve of Fig. 8  was a ttribu ted  to  Y 2 O 3 . The extra 
peak at -12 eV in the experim ental curves has been identified as having a 
Cu 3d origin and been assigned to 3d8 final sta te  charge fluctuation which 
is a m any body effect th a t cannot be directly studied in our work.
In general, the shape of our calculated curve follows the experim ental 
results reasonably well. The theoretical peak is about 30% wider than  the 
m easured peak. This seems to  be due to  the finite size effect of cluster cal­
culations. As noticed before, band calculations give narrower peaks in the 
density of states. Redinger and Freeman el a l . 7 2  have in fact calculated the 
photoemission spectra using their energy band results for the  YBa2 Cu 3 C>7 
crystal. However, in their work, the general shape of the spectrum  does not 
follow the experimental values as well as this work does. Their curve shows 
a  strongly dom inant O-p peak at about -2 eV while the experim ental peak 
is centered a t about -4.5 eV.
3 .5 . Ba4Cti2(>6F and Ba4Cu2C>6N C lusters
A n atu ra l a ttem pt to  increase the transition tem perature of the high- 
T c superconductors is to try  various substitutions for different atom s inside 
the crystals. Variations and replacements in the metallic portion of the 
YBa2 Cu 3 C>7 compound have not been fruitful. It was found th a t y ttrium  
could be replaced by most of the rare-earth  metals with achievement of ap­
proxim ately the same T c . 7 3  And the replacement of copper by other transi­
tion m etals generally leads to  much lower or zero transition tem perature . 7 4  
However, there do exist a  few reports of observing increased T c when the 
Y Ba2 Cu3 C>7 samples were trea ted  in nitrogen or fluorine rich environments. 
M atthew s reported the observation of increases of almost 40K in the tra n ­
sition tem perature in YBa2 Cu 3 0 7  superconducting ceramics by exposure 
to  nitrogen . 5 6  Ovshinsky et al. have presented evidence th a t a  five-element 
com pound w ith nominal composition YBa2 Cu3 F 2 0 J/ contained supercon­
ducting phases w ith onset tem perature above 150K.57 A similar value of 
T c has also been observed by Bhargava and co-workers w ith tem perature 
cycling in Y -B a-C u-0 and Y -B a-C u-0:F  sam ples . 5 8
It is pointed out in the beginning of this chapter th a t local-density 
functional calculation alone cannot lead to  the determ ination of supercon­
ductivity of a  crystal. O ur atten tion  is thus mainly focused on the changes 
of the electronic structure due to F  and N substitutions in comparison with 
results for Ba4 Cu 2 0 7  clusters we have previously studied.
It is by now well known th a t the 0 (1 ) oxygens in the chain of the 
YBa2 Cu 3 0 7  crystal are the m ost easily removable oxygens, and removal
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of these 0 ( 1 ) oxygens causes the phase transition from a orthorombic 
YBa2 Cu3 0 7  crystal into a tetragonal YBa2 Cu3 0 6  crystal . 7 5  It is therefore 
resonable to assume th a t the 0 (1 ) sites are most suitable for both  F  and N 
substitutions. The structures of the two clusters studied here correspond to 
the replacement of the center 0 (1 ) atom  of Fig. 1 by a fluorine or a  nitrogen 
atom. We have kept the same C u-0  distance as in the Ba,iCu2 0 7  cluster. 
The experim ental reports have emphasized the possibility of a phase transi­
tion caused by the fluorine substitu tion . 5 8  To study the crystalline structure 
is beyond the scope of this cluster work. Here we are only concerned with 
localized properties.
Our calculations for both  the Ba4 Cu2 0 eF and Ba4 Cu2 0 eN clusters were 
carried out in the same way as for the Ba4 Cu2 0 7  cluster. In the following, 
we will compare the results of electronic structure calculations for these 
three clusters. Just as in the case of the Ba4 Cu2 0 7  clusters, the ground 
sta te  of Ba4 Cu2 0 eN cluster is not spin polarized. The assumed local mo­
m ents on copper sites disappeared very quickly after first few iterations. 
For the Ba4 Cu 2 0 eF cluster, it was at first very difficult to achieve a con­
vergent result. The ground sta te  oscillated between two different configu­
rations. We were finally able to obtain a convergent result after restricting 
the cluster into either one of these configurations, and we found two almost 
degenerate states. One state, with a to tal energy Eto<=-70646.28±0.005 
Ry, does not show any magnetic moment , but the other possible ground 
sta te  w ith E tot=-70646.29±0.008 Ry does show a to ta l cluster moment of 
1  h b  (Nf- Nj =  l  ). Further study of the charge distribution of this state 
indicates, however, th a t this cluster moment is not localized bu t ra ther dif­
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fuse throughout the whole cluster. Fig. 10 shows the spin density plot of 
P j(r) — P j(r) in the C u-0  plane. Since the spin density remains positive on 
both  copper sites, the system is ferromagnetic. Beside the center F  ion, we 
see th a t all remaining 0 (1 ) and 0 (4 ) sites show some magnetic moment, 
bu t the m agnetization on Cu sites are apparently larger. At this moment, 
we are not aware of any experim ental evidence of the existence of local mo­
m ents inside these fluorine or nitrogen treated YBa2 Cu3 0 7  compound. As 
an  indirect evidence supporting our finding of the ferromagnetic ordering 
in Ba4 Cu2 0 eF is we note th a t K 2 CUF4  has experimentally been verified as 
ferrom agnet . 7 6
The characters of valence-band charge distribution for these clusters is 
summarized in Tables 6  and  7. Again we have used Mulliken population 
analyses and numerical integrations for the charge density inside a  sphere 
around each atom  of the cluster. The sphere radius is 1.36 a.u. for F; 1.42
a.u. for N. From Tables 6  and 7 it is clear th a t the charge distributions 
around Cu, 0 (1 ) and 0 (4 ) atom s rem ain almost unchanged for all three 
clusters listed there. Thus the general picture of covalent bonding between 
Cu and 0  is not drastically altered by either N or F  substitution. The 
much smaller value of to tal charge for nitrogen as compared w ith others is 
expected since the electronegativity of N is the smallest among N, 0  and 
F. So the bonding between Cu and N should be more covalent. Both tables 
show th a t F-p population is the largest among the three. In fact, state 
by sta te  Mulliken population analyses indicate th a t the lowest six states in 
the valence band are mainly of F-p character. This means th a t the charge 
sta te  of fluorine in Ba4 Cu2 0 eF is F - . It is common for F  to bond ionically.
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TABLE 6.
Mulliken population analyses for B a^C ^O eN  and Ba4 Cu 2 0 eF
Cu-s Cu-p Cu-d O-s O-p N-s N-p
Ba4 C u 2 C>6 N 0 . 2 0 0.50 9.30 0.05 5.04 0 . 1 0 5.24
Cu-s Cu-p Cu-d O-s O-p F-s F-p
Ba4Cu20eF(para.) 0.39 0.50 9.48 0.05 5.09 0 . 0 0 5.58
Ba4 Cu 2 0 6 F (fe rro ,|) 0 . 2 0 0.25 4.76 0 . 0 2 2.06 0 . 0 0 2.83
Ba4 Cu 2 0 6 F(ferro ,i) 0.18 0.26 4.71 0.03 2.03 0 . 0 0 2.84
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TABLE 7.
Valence integrations for Ba^jCi^OeF’ and Ba4 Cu 2 0 eN
Cu 0 (1 ) 0 (4 ) N F
Ba4 Cu2 0 eN 9.60 2.87 2.99 2.04
Ba4 Cu2 0 eF (para.) 9.69 2.87 2.99 4.00
Ba4 Cu 2 0 eF (ferro. | ) 4.87 1.44 1.51 2 . 0 0
Ba4 Cu2 0 eF (ferro. J,) 4.82 1.43 1.50 2 . 0 0
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Both the numerical integration m ethod and Mulliken population analysis 
give the same quantitative estim ation for the local m oment on a copper 
site. It is about 0.05 h b -
Figures 11 through 18 dem onstrate the single-particle energy level dis­
tributions. Com paring with Fig. 6  it is easy to  make the following obser­
vations: ( 1 ) The positions of Cu-d states are not changed in these clusters. 
Neither are the O-p peaks. The O-p peak at -5.5 eV in the density of 
states (DOS) plots of Fig. 6  is absent in the plots for Ba4 Cu2 0 eF and 
Ba4 Cu2 0 eN simply because this peak arises from those states which be­
long to  the  O-p of the  center 0 (1 ) atom  in the original Ba4 Cu2 0 7  cluster.
(2) The changes of DOS a t the Fermi level is almost negligible for all three 
cluster. Since it is impossible to determ ine the exact charge sta te  for those 
clusters the m inor changes of DOS a t E/  axe not physically significant here.
(3) The occupied F-p and em pty F-p states are widely separated. The en­
ergies for occupied F-p sta te  are in the range from -12 eV to  - 8  eV. (4) The 
band w idth for N-p states is about the same as th a t for O-p states. Its 
location also coincides w ith th a t of O-p, so degeneracy between Cu-d and 
N-p states exists.
Up to  now, it seems th a t these experiments on fluorinated YBa2 C u 3 0 7  
are not reliably repeatable. According to our knowledge there does not 
exist any experim ental photoemission d a ta  for these m aterials. One work 
th a t could be compared w ith ours is a  energy band calculation by Hsu et 
al. using the first-principles pseudofunction m ethod . 7 7  They have compared 
the  band structures of pure and various forms of fluorinated YBa2 Cu3 0 7 , 
bu t their work did not offer m any quantitative results. Qualitatively, they
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noticed th a t the one-dimensional band features were disrupted if F  atoms 
replaced O atom s belonging to  the C u ( l) -0 ( l) -0 (4 )  chain, which is obvious 
from our calculations since F  is very negatively ionic. They found occupied 
F  levels were a t -12 eV below E /  which is also in resonable agreement with 
our results
From  this study on fluorine and nitrogen substitutions, we could not 
find any evidence th a t is directly supporting the observations of increased 
T c reported in Ref. 56, 57 and 58. Fluorine doping may induce magnetic 
m om ents on Cu sites, bu t it is seems to  us th a t these moments should not 
be connected w ith the m agnetic moments predicted by some theoretical 
models (such as RVB) for the  high-Tc superconductivity . 3 2 ,6 8 ,6 9  F irst, the 
theoretical models generally require antiferrom agnetic orderings in contrast 
to  our finding of ferrom agnetism . Another fact th a t has been emphasized 
is th a t the energy-level degeneracy between the  Cu-d and O-p states is 
im portan t to  high-Tc superconductivity. Our calculation shows th a t the 
direct involvement of F-p electrons to the conduction is prohibited since 
their energy levels are about 10 eV below E / .  For the nitrogen substitution, 
only m inor changes in the electronic structure are found here. Unless the 
electron-phonon interactions are playing im portan t roles in the high-Tc 
superconductivity (which seems not to be true because of the absence of 
the isotope effect) , 7 8 ,7 9  the nitrogen substitution cannot increase the T c 
drastically. So our conclusion is th a t the substitutions of F  and N for the 
oxygen atom s in the C u -0  system should not improve the superconductivity 
directly. We support the earlier suggestion5 8  th a t the increase in T c may be 
be associated with some structu ra l phase transition or ordering occurrence
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induced by N or F doping. The superconducting portions in these nitrogen 
and fluorine treated  m aterials may still be the copper oxygen systems with 
some modified structures like, for example, the C u-0  planes present in 
the T l2 Ba2 CaCu 2 0 8  superconductors w ith T c around 120K . 3 7  To verify 
this point, more experim ental information with regard to  the structure and 
photoemission spectra of these m aterials are greatly desired.
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3.6. Sum m ary
We have shown results for the electronic structure of Ba4 Cu2 0 7 clusters 
in four different charge states studied via an all-electron, spin-polarized, 
local-density-functional approach. We did not find any magnetic moment 
on the Cu atoms. The charge distribution in the copper oxygen chain 
shows highly covalent bonding. The valence band structure agrees very 
well w ith several energy-band calculations. We find Cu-d states are very 
strongly hybridized with O-p states, while near the Fermi level, O-p states 
dominates.
Transition state  calculations of photoemission energies give good agree­
m ent w ith experiments, which indicate, contrary to  some opinions, th a t 
density functional calculations can be reasonably successful in this system. 
Specifically, we are able to  explain the shift of calculated valence band 
structure near Ey relative to the photoemission data. Electronic relaxation 
is found to  be very im portant here. We also report charge transfer transi­
tion energy from Cu-d to  O-p in the range of 4 - 5 eV, while the transition 
energy between O-p and Ba-s is about 6.7 eV.
A ra ther im portant conclusion from the present work is th a t the re­
pulsive energy of electrons with opposite spin in copper orbitals is 5.5 eV 
and 4.8 eV for the oxygen p orbitals. Together w ith the large relaxation 
effects observed, the fact th a t the H ubbard param eter is in the range of 
50 to  80% of the valence band w idth indicates m oderately strong correla­
tions between Cu-d electrons. We believe correlations between Cu-d and 
O-p m ust be very im portant in the mechanism of high-Tc superconductiv­
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ity. Single particle local density function calculations are not appropriate 
for further study of these correlation effects. However, the present results 
may be useful in estim ating the param eters of m any body theories of the 
superconducting interaction.
We have also presented a m ethod of calculating the photoemission spec­
trum  from the self-consistent LCGO solution of the Kohn-Sham equations. 
Our results show the im portance of the exact treatm ent of Fourier trans­
form ations of Gaussian orbitals. Comparing our results with available ex­
perim ental data, we find a  resonable agreement.
Finally, we have investigated the effects of fluorine and nitrogen sub­
stitu tions to  the copper oxygen system. Even though F  doping may cause 
small localized magnetic moments on Cu sites, these moments may not 
be connected w ith those moments predicted by some theoretical models of 
superconductivity. Changes in the electronic structure caused by nitrogen 
substitu tion are only minor. No dram atic increases in density of states at 
E f  are found for both  F  and N substitutions. O ur calculations show th a t F 
and N m ay not be directly involved in the mechanism of superconductivity. 
It is possible th a t C u -0  system undergoes a structural transition to  a phase 
with a  higher superconducting tem perature when the system is treated  in 
a nitrogen or fluorine rich environment.
TABLE 8.
Valence band Mulliken population analyses for the Ba4Cu207+ cluster
O rbital # E(Ry) Ba-s Ba-p Cu-s Cu-p Cu-d O-s 0 (4)-p 0 (l)-p ,c tr . 0(l)-p ,edge
141 -0.812 0 . 0 1 1 0.017 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0.108 0 . 0 1 2 0 . 0 2 1 0.800 0 . 0 0 2
142 -0.753 0 . 0 2 0 0.009 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0.176 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 2 0.741 0 . 0 0 0
143 -0.737 0.005 0 . 0 0 2 0.047 0 . 0 1 2 0.334 0.047 0.580 0.019 0 . 0 0 0
144 -0.718 0 . 0 1 0 0.004 0.006 0 . 0 1 1 0.374 0.004 0.551 0.006 0 . 0 0 2
145 -0.696 0.003 0.003 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0.438 0.043 0.357 0 . 2 0 1 0.016
146 -0.675 0 . 0 1 1 0 . 0 0 1 0.033 0 . 0 0 0 0.384 0.042 0.381 0.169 0.025
147 -0.659 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0.017 0.015 0.405 0 . 0 1 0 0.285 0.233 0.042
148 -0.621 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 1 0.003 0 . 0 2 2 0.400 0 . 0 2 2 0.368 0.156 0.039
149 -0.608 0.030 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 0 0.016 0.486 0 . 0 0 2 0.461 0 . 0 0 0 0.007
150 -0.601 0 . 0 1 2 0.003 0 . 0 0 1 0.007 0.585 0 . 0 0 0 0.374 0.009 0.008
151 -0.592 0.004 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0.008 0.715 0.006 0.183 0.026 0.061
152 -0.581 0.018 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 2 0.643 0.046 0.160 0.031 0.139
153 -0.570 0.003 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 0.006 0.693 0.006 0.113 0.124 0.048
154 -0.560 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0.018 0.529 0 . 0 2 0 0.395 0.030 0.030
155 -0.547 0.009 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0.005 0.536 0.018 0.303 0.129 0.044
156 -0.541 0.006 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0.030 0.263 0.024 0.601 0.056 0.045
157 -0.528 0.028 0.003 0.006 0.026 0.260 0 . 0 0 1 0.594 0.066 0.016
158 -0.495 0.019 0 . 0 0 1 0.027 0.025 0.291 0.015 0.553 0.007 0.077
159 -0.490 0.009 0 . 0 0 2 0.034 0.030 0.288 0.019 0.490 0.033 0.114
160 -0.480 0.016 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 0 0.014 0.374 0 . 0 0 1 0.584 0.005 0.005
r\D
TABLE 8. (cont’d)
O rbital # E(Ry) Ba-s Ba-p Cu-s Cu-p Cu-d O-s 0(4)-p 0 (l)-p ,ctr. 0 (l)-p,edge
161 -0.446 0.062 0 . 0 0 1 0.051 0 . 0 1 0 0.140 0.047 0.390 0.026 0.319
162 -0.415 0 . 0 2 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0.000 0.271 0.003 0.645 0 . 0 2 1 0.042
163 -0.400 0 . 0 1 0 0.000 0.007 0 . 0 2 1 0.163 0 . 0 2 0 0.466 0.051 0.281
164 -0.382 0 . 0 0 1 0.000 0.000 0.025 0.114 0 . 0 0 2 0.039 0.005 0.815
165 -0.377 0 . 0 2 1 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.142 0.000 0.645 0.025 0.161
166 -0.353 0.028 0.000 0.017 0.000 0.094 0 . 0 1 0 0.419 0.050 0.382
167 -0.336 0.066 0.000 0.006 0.024 0.017 0.000 0.417 0.000 0.470
168(E/) -0.320 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.017 0.058 0.000 0 . 0 2 1 0 . 0 0 2 0.897
169 -0.313 0.006 0.000 0.000 0 . 0 1 0 0.035 0 . 0 1 0 0.024 0.003 0.921
170 -0.284 0.032 0.000 0.000 0 . 0 2 2 0.273 0.000 0.292 0.019 0.278
171 -0.266 0.653 0.006 0.028 0 . 0 0 2 0.076 0.000 0.143 0.038 0.046
172 -0.224 0.116 0 . 0 0 2 0.006 0.006 0.254 0.000 0.279 0.128 0.209
173 -0.169 0.901 0.008 0 . 0 0 2 0.043 0 . 0 1 0 0.000 0.039 0.000 0 . 0 1 1
174 -0.158 0.879 0.009 0 . 0 0 1 0.044 0.003 0.000 0.074 0.000 0.005
175 -0.075 0.901 0.005 0.000 0.009 0.000 0.000 0.073 0 . 0 1 1 0.000
176 +0.036 0 . 0 1 2 0.000 0.000 0.490 0.189 0.000 0.043 0.231 0.066
CT»
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FIG U R ES
FIG. 1 . S tructure of the Ba4 Cu2 0 7  cluster, consisting of a CU2 O 7 
plane intersected by a Ba4 plane perpendicularly in the middle.
<2>0d ° 0 ( l )
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FIG. 2 . S tructure of the Cu06 cluster.
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FIG. 4. Contour plot of valence charge density in the C u-0  plane of the 
Ba4 Cu2 C>7 cluster. The adjacent contours differ by a factor of 2, with initial 
value=0.0002 (the outm ost contour). Coordinates are in atomic units.
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FIG. 5. Single-particle wave function of the Ba4 Cu 2 C>7 + cluster at the 
Fermi level. Contours range from -0.24 to -f 0.24 w ith an interval of 0.03.




FIG. 6 . Top: total electronic density of states of the Ba4 Cu2 0 r + cluster; 
Middle: projected density of states for 0 -p . The Fermi energy has been 
chosen as the zero of the energy scale.
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FIG. 7. The calculated to tal density of state of Ba4 Cu 2 0 7  neutral clus­
ter (solid line) as compared w ith experimental photoemission da ta  (dashed 
line) of Ref. 51.
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FIG. 8 . Theoretical (solid line) and experimental (dotted line) photoe­
mission spectra. The incident photon energy is 75 eV. Theoretical results 
are obtained by the use of the approximation of Eq. (3.13). Experim ental 
data  are from Ref. 54 for sample No. 2.
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FIG. 9. Same as in Fig. 8 . The theoretical results are calculated 
rigorously using Eq. (3.14). Experim ental da ta  are from Ref. 54 for sample 






FIG. 10. Spin density (p j — pj)  plot for the spin-polarized sta te  of the 











FIG. 1 1 . Total density of states for the Ba4 Cuo0 6 F cluster. The curve 
is obtained by broadening each single-particle level into a  simple Gaussian 
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FIG. 12. Density of states for O-p orbitals of the Ba4 Cu 2 0 eF cluster. 
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FIG. 18. Density of states for Cu-d orbitals of the Ba4Cu20eN cluster.
lOo
FIG. 19. Spin density (pT -  p{) plot for the ground state of the CU4 O4
cluster.
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FIG. 23. Single-particle wave function of the CU4 O4  cluster at the Fermi 
level. Contours range from -0.48 to +0.48 with an interval of 0.06.
A P P E N D IX  A  
RESULTS FO R O TH ER  SY STEM S  
A .l  Fe2 D im er
The local density functional (LDF) description of the small transition 
m etal clusters like the iron atom  or the Fe2 dimer still remains unsatisfac­
tory  in spite of the big sucess1 6 ,1 7  of LDF treatm ent for the bulk transition 
m etal solids. As an example, the LDF theory shows8 0  th a t the ground 
sta te  configuration of an Fe atom  is 3d6 ,4 4s1 6  and th a t of a Co atom is 
3d 7 -9 4s1-1, while the experimental configuration is 3d6 4s2 for Fe and 3d7 4s2 
for Co. For the Fe2 dimer, the agreement between theoretical calculations 
and experiment is also very fax from satisfactory despite th a t a  fairly large 
num ber of investigations of the Fe2 molecule have been published . 8 1 - 8 5  In 
an early theoretical study, Harris and Jones8 5  have performed the local 
density calculations for a series of transition m etal dimers with a  perturba- 
tive scheme to  trea t the exchange correlation energy. Recently Shim and 
Gingerich8 1 ,8 2  have repeated their Hartree-Fock(HF) and configuration in­
te ra c t io n a l)  calculations for the transition metal dimers. Together with an 
experim ent to study the laser photoemission spectra, Rohlfing et a l . 8 4  also 
did some calculations for the  iron dimer and trim er by the X -a scattered 
wave m olecular-orbital m ethod. More recently, Kelires and associates8 3  
studied the hyperfine properties of an Fe2 molecule by the self-consistent - 
field unrestricted HF procedure, and they suggested th a t the Fe2 molecule 
should have a  low-spin ground-state configuration 3 E S when they compared 
the theoretical results with experim ental values of the hyperfine quantities.
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This low-spin configuration is in contradiction with all the earlier calcula­
tions mentioned above. This thus raised a question of the reliability of the 
previous calculations.
As pointed out in C hapter 2, a basic question for the LCGO method is 
the completeness of the basis set functions. In the present work for the iron 
dimer, special attention has been paid to this problem. The basis exponents 
used in the current work is listed in Table 9. No contraction has been used 
here. This basis set is constructed based on the atomic basis of W achters , 2 7  
which is very commonly used in solid state band calculations . 1 6 ,1 7  However, 
in this work, it is augmented by several diffuse functions. Comparing the 
current basis set with the original one (14s/9p/5d), we see th a t the size 
of the present basis is almost twice as large as the one used for bulk solid 
calculations. In our opinion, this size is necessary because, unlike in the 
solid, the small molecule lacks the interatom ic overlaps among the basis 
functions.
We have used the two fitting procedures as described in Chapter 2. The 
basis set exponents for these fittings are constructed following the rules 
of C hapter 2 (i.e. doubling the s and p exponents of wave functions). In 
addition, this work employs some Gaussian functions centered in the middle 
of the bond in order to describe the molecular bonding more accurately. 
These in terstitial fitting functions are the simple s-type Gaussians with 
exponents ranging from 0.1 to 4.0. For a very small system like a dimer, 
the charge density fitting procedure is really not necessary. However, this 
work emphasizes on the im portance about the completeness of the orbital 
basis functions. An unusually large basis set is used for the study of the Fe2
T A B L E  9.

















molecule. The calculation for the iron dimer is the first work done using the 
new program s developed by the author. This work also serves as a  testing 
case.
Our results for the equilibrium ground-state properties of the Fe2 dimer 
axe shown in Table 10, where we have also compared our results with other 
calculations and the experimental results.
We found th a t the ground state has the symmetry configuration 7 A u. 
O ur conclusion of a high spin ground state (N j-N j= 6 ) is consistent with 
previous calculations81-86, except for the recent one by Kelires, Mishra, 
Duff and Das(KM DD ) . 8 3  In the case of KM DD’s calculations of the hyper­
fine properties as compared with experimental data, their final results are 
in fact not very conclusive. Among the three hyperfine interactions stud­
ied there, only the isomer shift and quadrupole splitting results supported 
the lower spin state, 3 E ff, while the hyperfield m easurement was actually 
supporting a  higher spin s ta te  7 Eff. The size of the Gaussian basis used 
there is also questionable. The LCGO m ethod with a  small basis may not 
provide good results for hyperfine properties because the unphysical behav­
ior of Gaussian functions near a  nucleus leads to  inaccuracy in the wave 
functions. This inaccuracy can only be partially compensated by use of a 
lim ited basis set. KMDD also made analogy between the Fe2 dimer with 
the lower spin Cr2  dimer to  support their results. However, we think this 
analogy can be misleading in view of the well known fact th a t solid Fe is 
ferrom agnetic while solid Cr is antiferromagnetic.
To get the dissociation energy De of the molecule, we have also per­
formed an atomic calculation using exactly the same basis functions as
TABLE 1 0 .
G round state properties of the iron dimer
re(A) V cm > De(eV) I.P.(eV) Term
Present 1.97 435 2.78 7.40 7 A„ 
4.13<a)
HF-CI(Ref. 81) 2.40 204 unbound ' A u
(Ref. 82) 2.63 134
X-a(Ref. 84) 1.9 6 . 1  7 A tt
LDF(Ref. 85) 2.09 390 3.45 7 A It
LDF(Ref. 86)W 1.93 430 2.55 7 A„
Exp. 1.87(Ref. 89) 
2.02(Ref. 92)
300.26(Ref. 90) 0.78(Ref. 81) 6.3(Ref. 84) 7 E„(Ref. 91)
% (R e f .  83)
Note:
(a) The to tal energy of Fe atom  is -2523.1404 Ry without using the basis-set superposition correction 
(BSC) scheme; the corresponding value is -2523.1901 Ry with the BSC. The total energy of the molu- 
cule is -5046.5846 Ry.
(b)The total energy of Fe atom  calculated by Dhar and Kestner is -2523.17938 Ry (the atomic con­
figuration is 3d6 4s2); they found the total energy of the Fe2 molucule is -5046.54582 Ry.
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the dimer calculation. This means th a t we also expand both the wave func­
tions and the charge density around an empty site where the other atom 
of the dimer used to sit. In this scheme, the basis-set superposition error 
can be elim inated in the estim ation of the cohesive energy. The m agnitude 
of this basis-set superposition error is large in our calculation. We have 
also done a single atom calculation without those basis functions centered 
around the em pty site, and we found tha t the dissociation energy is al­
most doubled. We find th a t the lowest energy configuration for the atomic 
ground sta te  is a noninteger one: (3d'f)5 (3 d |) 1 ‘3 5 (4 s t) 1 (4sJ.)0,65, which is in 
agreement w ith the previous LDF work by Moruzzi et a l . 8 0
The vibrational frequency of the molecule is deduced by fitting the curve 
of the to tal energy against the dimer separation into a parabola. We also 
report here the first ionization potential of the molecule, calculated using 
the Slater transition state procedure.
To investigate whether our calculation have converged with respect to 
the basis functions used for both the wave function expansion and the 
charge fitting, we have done a series of calculations for the ground state 
to tal energy by using several variations of the basis functions reported in 
Table 9. The results of this study is shown in Table 1 1 . As can be seen there, 
both the orbital basis and the fitting basis are quite complete in viewing 
their good convergency quality. One point may be noted from this table is 
th a t the diffuse d-orbitals play a very im portant rule in the determ ination 
of the ground sta te  spin structure. The calculation using basis set E of 
Table 11 gives a ground state moment of S instead of 6 . Notice th a t when 
two more diffuse d-orbitals are added to this basis (the case for basis F),
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TABLE 11.
Variations of the to tal energy against basis sets
OrbitalBasis F it t in g  Basis A E tot(Ry.) N  T —N  1
B a - 0 . 0 0 1 6
A 0 0.003 6
C 0 0.0027 6
D 0 -0 .005 6
A 7 0.042 6
E 0 0.073 8
F 0 -0 .053 6
Note:
1. All calculations were done at r e=3.72 a.u.
2. O rbital basis A (16/13/8) denotes the basis of Table 9.
3. Basis set B (16/13/7) is the the set with most diffuse d exponent being re­
moved from set A.
4. Set C (16/11/8) is deduced from set A by removing the last two diffuse p- 
orbitals.
5. Set D (15/13/8) removes one diffuse s-orbital from set A.
6 . Set E (14/10/5) is described in Ref. 17; set F  augments set E by two more 
diffuse d orbitals w ith exponents: 0.208 and 0.0999.
7. F itting  basis a  corresponds to orbital basis A. 0  corresponds to basis E. 
And 7  is the one with all the bond-centered fitting functions being removed.
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lower-moment result is recovered. Obviously, this indicates th a t d-orbitals 
are playing an im portant role in the chemical bonding of the Fe2 system.
To summarize for this part of Appendix A, we have done a local-density 
functional study on the Fe2 molecule by using a very large basis set. The 
results we have obtained are: the equilibrium distance (1.97.A), the cohe­
sive energy (2.78 eV), the vibrational frequency (433 ^ ) ,  and the first 
ionization potential (7.40 eV). In general, these results are in resonable 
agreement with most of the theoretical calculations and the experimental 
data. We have achieved a fair am ount of improvement on the estim ation 
of the cohesive energy over the earlier LDF work,85, bu t the agreement 
w ith experim ent is still not satisfactory. It is in fact a general problem 
associated with the LDF m ethod th a t local density results always favor a 
higher binding energy. Recently, there has been some interesting work on 
the correction of this problem by employing non-local exchange-correlation 
potentials . 8 7 , 8 8  Definite improvement has been obtained for a few selected 
dimers. An obvious extension of this work would be to conduct a  systematic 
investigation on the effects of the non-local corrections to all the transition 
m etal dimers.
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A .2. C u O e and C 1 1 4O4 C lu s te rs
In this subsection we discuss the results of calculations for two planar 
clusters: Cu06 and CU4 O4  . Their structure are shown in Figures 2 and
3. The C u -0  distances are : for C u-0(4), 4.56 a.u; for C u-O (l), 3.57 a.u; 
and for C u-O (l) in CU4 O 4 , 3.64 a.u. The structural d a ta  for C u06 cluster 
correspond to the La4 C u 0 2  crystal while for CU4 O4  they correspond to 
the planes inside the YBa2 Cu 3 0 7  and T l2 Ba2 CaCu 2 0 8 crystals (C u-O (l) 
distance is 3.64~3.70 a.u. in YBa2 Cu3 C>7 ; 3.64 a.u. in T l2 Ba2 CaCu2 0 8 ).
We first discuss results for the Cu ( > 6  cluster. This cluster is negatively 
charged. If one assume Cu is in Cu++ state  and 0  in O , the charge state 
for the cluster would be CuOe-10. Since our previous calculations indicate 
th a t a  fully ionic picture for the C u-0  system may not be appropriate, we 
have also considered other charge states such as CuOe-6 , CuOe - 7  ,Cu0 6 - 8  
and CuOe-9 . As was pointed out in C hapter 1 , for a heavily charged clus­
ter it is im portant to consider the crystalline environmental effects posed 
as boundary conditions for th e  system. In this work, we sim ulate bound­
ary effects by the following method. We first calculate the electrostatic 
energy (the M adelung potential) on the central Cu site of the cluster. To 
carry out the Madelung sum m ation, we have assumed the following ionic 
charges in the La4 CuC>2 crystal: La+3, Cu+2, and O-2 ; the value of the 
M adelung potential is about 0.99 in atomic units. We then pu t 30 fraction­
ally charged points uniformly on a sphere surrounding the cluster. These 
em bedding points carry the charge needed to  neutralize the cluster. The 
radius of the sphere is determ ined so th a t these point charges reproduce
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the original M adelung potential at the center of the cluster. The embed­
ding technique of employing fractional charges has been used previously 
by Shashkin and G oddard 2 3  for KCU2 F 4 , and by Brener and Callaway6 2  
for NiOg 10. Results of convergent calculations for the CuOe clusters with 
several different charge states are summarized in Table 12. From Table 12. 
it is apparent th a t the covalent bonding prevails the copper oxygen system. 
A lthough our calculations show th a t some clusters possess total moments, 
these moments are, unexpectedly, localized on the 0 (4 ) sites. This is in 
disagreement with the experimental finding of antiferromagnetic ordering 
on Cu atom s in La4 Cu 0 2  solid. The reason for such a disagreement is 
th a t the exact charge sta te  of the CuOe cluster as a portion of the real 
crystal cannot be determined. So the Fermi level is set arbitrarily  on a 
single-particle sta te  which is mainly localized on two 0 (4 ) sites. This is 
further dem onstrated by the fact th a t the Ey remains positive for all the 
cluster states studied here. It means th a t electrons tend to  escape from the 
system even w ith an applied embedding potential. A more intrinsic reason 
for the zero-moment results of LDF calculations is discussed in Chapter
2. LDF calculations appear to  overestimate the p-d hybridization and to 
predict larger covalent bonding than  expected; thus the bonding is covalent 
when it ought to be ionic. An improved m ethod to  describe localizations 
in the density functional formalism is the self-interaction-corrected (SIC) 
LDF approxim ation . 9 4  The SIC exchange-correlation potential subtracts 
the  nonphysical Coulomb interaction of an electron with itself. This self­
interaction is believed to cause the LDF approxim ation to give delocalized 
solutions.
TABLE 12.
Properties of CuC>6 clusters
E/(Ry) Nt -N* E*0 *(Ry)
Numerical Integration 
Cu 0 (1 ) 0 (4 )
Mulliken Analyses 
Cu-d O-p
C uO e6 0.391 1 -4279.70 4.75 1.49 1.50 4.42 2.72
(spin I) 4.76 1.39 1.31 4.44 2.56
CuOe 7 0.512 0 -4297.87 9.50 2 . 8 8 2.82 8.76 5.50
CuOg8 0.442 1 -4334.77 4.75 1.49 1.51 4.36 2.94
(spin J.) 4.73 1.40 1.32 4.33 2.78
CuO ^ 9 0.777 0 -4334.33 9.46 2.90 2.82 8.46 5.94
CuO ^ 1 0 1 . 1 1 0 -4333.47 9.44 2 . 8 8 2.82 8.56 6 . 2 0
ocn
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We have thus reached the conclusion th a t for a strongly covalent sys­
tem, the point charge embedding techniques may not be very effective. In 
addition, for a heavily charged cluster, the electrostatic energy shift is a 
very im portant factor th a t has to  be taken into consideration. These obser­
vations lead us to seek for some charge-neutral clusters, such as the CU4 O4  
which will be studied below.
We find th a t the ground state of CU4 O 4 has a to tal magnetic moment 
of 4 fis- The to tal energy of this state is -13699.695 Ry. The Fermi level 
is at -4.71 eV. Slightly above this ground state, there is another param ag­
netic sta te  ( Nj-N^=0 ) with a  to tal energy of -13699.688 Ry (Ey=-5.07 ev). 
We can obtain self-consistent results for the param agnetic states by apply­
ing the spin-zero restriction in the iterations. (In fact our calculation can 
be performed under any occupational restriction.) We find the magnetic 
moments are more localized on Cu sites than  on 0  sites. The system has 
ferromagnetic ordering. It is interesting to note th a t even if we set the intial 
spin-configuration to  be antiferromagnetic the final self-consistent results 
always show the ferromagnetic ordering. Each copper has a moment of
0.47 HB' each oxygen has about 0.32 //#. The appearance of local moments 
on Cu sites is consistent with further studies on the density of states and 
valence-band charge distributions. As can be seen from Figs. 20 and 22, 
the state near Ey have a fairly large percentage of Cu-d character. Fig. 23 
is a plot of the eigenfunction for the state at the Ey. This sta te  obviously 
shows the o bonding between Cu-d and O-p. Table 13 list the numerical in­
tegrations for the valence-band charge density and the Mulliken population 
analyses for the cluster.
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TABLE 13.
Valence charge of CU4 O4  clusters
Numerical Int. Mulliken Ana.
Cu 0 Cu-d 0 -p
Cu4 C>4 (ferro. f) 5.57 1.37 4.91 2.69
Cu4 0 4 (ferro. J.) 5.04 1.05 4.55 2 . 0 1
Cu 4 0 4 (para.) 9.72 2.42 9.49 4.72
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To date, the existence of magnetization in the copper oxygen plane 
in YBa2 Cu 3 0 - and TbB a^CaC i^O gcrystals has not been experimentally 
dem onstrated. Only La4 Cu 0 2  has clearly dem onstrated the existence of an­
tiferrom agnetism  with a local moment on Cu of about 0.5/i# . 6 4  Although 
our calculations predict the right am ount of magnetic moment, we find fer­
romagnetic ordering instead of antiferromagnetic ordering. A m ajor draw­
back for the CU4 O4 cluster is th a t all atoms of the cluster are at the 
boundary.
We present results for the CuOg and CU4 O4  clusters here to demon­
stra te  an im portan t point. A lthough the cluster approach has been proven 
very useful to describe some of the local properties of bulk solids, one needs 
to  be very careful to  choose a  cluster to study these properties. Unless the 
crystalline embedding potential can be accurately determ ined, extremely 
charged clusters should be avoided. So far, it seems th a t the point charge 
embedding technique has only been effective on ionic clusters . 6 2 , 2 3 , 2 4  Asso­
ciated w ith the embedding problem, one should also be careful in drawing 
conclusions from the calculations for atoms which are located a t the bound­
ary of a cluster. As early as in 1914,95 von Laue has already suggested th a t 
the local density of states a t the central site for a  free cluster cannot re­
semble th a t of a bulk site unless the central site is located far from the 
boundary.
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C N S ............./ /  OF  S O RB IT A L  ; NP  #  OF P  ORBITAL
1 3  F O R M A T ( 7 F 8 . 5 )
DO 15  1 = 1 , N S ( K )
R E A D ( 1 , 1 3 )  ( A ( I , J , K ) , J = 1 , N E X P S ( K ) )
1 5  CONTINUE 
N P 1 = N S ( K ) + 1  
N P 2 = N P ( K ) + N S ( K )
DO 1 6  I = N P 1 , N P 2
R E A D ( 1 , 1 3 )  ( A ( I , J , K ) , J = 1 , N E X P P ( K ) )
1 6  CONTINUE
C READ IN  ATOM I N F O  FOR N 
K =2
R E A D ( 1 , 1 )  N A M E ( K ) , N E X P S ( K ) , N E X P P ( K ) , N E X P D ( K )
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 )  N A M E ( K ) , N E X P S ( K ) , N E X P P ( K ) , N E X P D ( K )
C READ IN  ATOMIC OCCUPATION #
R E A D ( 1 , 3 )  ( O Q U P ( I , K ) , 1 = 1 , N O B T L ( K ) )
R E A D ( 1 , 3 )  ( O Q D N ( I , K ) , 1 = 1 , N O B T L ( K ) )
C READ IN  S , P , D  E X P O N E N T S - - E X P ( I , J )  FOR S 1 = 1 ;  FOR P  1 = 2  
R E A D ( 1 , 1 0 )  ( E X P 1 ( 1 , I , K ) , I = 1 , N E X P S ( K ) )
R E A D ( 1 , 1 0 )  ( E X P 1 ( 2 , 1 , K ) , 1 = 1 , N E X P P ( K ) )
C R E A D ( 1 , 1 1 )  ( E X P 1 ( 3 , I , K ) , 1 = 1 , N E X P D ( K ) )
C READ I N  EXP ANSION C O E F F I C I E N T  A ( I , J )  FOR S P  D ORB IT A LS  
DO 1 8  1 = 1 , N S ( K )
R E A D ( 1 , 1 3 )  ( A ( I , J , K ) , J = 1 , N E X P S ( K ) )
1 8  CONTINUE 
N P 1 = N S ( K ) + 1  
N P 2 = N P ( K ) + N S ( K )
DO 1 9  I = N P 1 , N P 2
R E A D ( 1 , 1 3 )  ( A ( I , J , K ) , J = 1 , N E X P P ( K ) )
1 9  CONTINUE
C N D 1 = N P 2 + 1






C 2 0  R E A D ( 1 , 1 3 )  ( A ( I , J , K ) , J = 1 , N E X P D ( K ) ) 
= = = = = = = = = = = =  F I N I S H  READING A . I  = = = = = =
SUBROUTINE " A M S I T "  CREATES THE F I T T I N G  B A S I S
CALL A M S I T 1 ( NATM, N T P 1 , N T P 2 , A N Z , A R )
C READ THE F I T T I N G  INFORMATION 
CALL A S F I T ( N A R G )
O P E N ( U N I T = 9 2 , F I L E = ' N E W F I T . D A T A , L E N G T H = 1 6 0 0 0 '
0  , FORM=' UNFORMATTED' )
R E A D ( 9 2 )  NMAX
R E A D ( 9 2 )  ( A L ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
R E A D ( 9 2 )  ( E T A ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
R E A D ( 9 2 )  ( L F T ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
R E A D ( 9 2 )  ( X ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N M A X ) , ( Y ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX) , ( Z ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX) 
C L O S E ( 9 2 )
C CALCULATE THE F I T T I N G  OVERLAP MATRIX 
DO 8 0  1 = 1 , NMAX 
DO 8 0  J = 1 , I  
Y A ( 1 ) = X ( I )
Y A ( 2 ) = Y ( I )
Y A ( 3 ) = Z ( I )
Y C ( 1 ) = X ( J )
Y C ( 2 ) = Y ( J )
Y C ( 3 ) = Z ( J )
R E S = 0 . D O
I F ( L F T ( I ) . E Q . 0 . AND. L F T ( J ) . E Q . 0 )  THEN
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I ) , Y A , 0 , 0 , 0 , A L ( J ) , Y C , 0 , 0 , 0 , R E S )
E L S E  I F ( L F T ( I ) . E Q . 1 . A N D . L F T ( J ) . E Q . 0 )  THEN 
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I ) , Y A , 2 , 0 , 0 , A L ( J ) , Y C , 0 , 0 , 0 , R 0 1 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I ) , Y A , 0 , 2 , 0 , A L ( J ) , Y C , 0 , 0 , 0 , R 0 2 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I ) , Y A , 0 , 0 , 2 , A L ( J ) , Y C , 0 , 0 , 0 , R 0 3 )  
R E S = R 0 1 + R 0 2 + R 0 3
E L S E  I F ( L F T ( I ) . E Q . O . A N D . L F T ( J ) . E Q . 1 )  THEN 
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I ) , Y A , 0 , 0 , 0 , A L ( J ) , Y C , 2 , 0 , 0 , R 0 1 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L C I ) , YA , 0 , 0 , 0 , A L ( J ) , Y C , 0 , 2 , 0 , R 0 2 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I ) , Y A , 0 , 0 , 0 , A L ( J ) , Y C , 0 , 0 , 2 , R 0 3 )
R E S = R 0 1 + R 0 2 + R 0 3
E L S E
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I ) , Y A , 2 , 0 , 0 , A L ( J ) , Y C , 2 , 0 , 0 , R 0 1 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I ) , Y A , 2 , 0 , 0 , A L ( J ) , Y C , 0 , 2 , 0 , R 0 2 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I ) , Y A , 2 , 0 , 0 , A L ( J ) , Y C , 0 , 0 , 2 , R 0 3 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I ) , Y A , 0 , 2 , 0 , A L ( J ) , Y C , 2 , 0 , 0 , R 0 4 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I ) , Y A , 0 , 2 , 0 , A L ( J ) , Y C , 0 , 2 , 0 , R 0 5 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I ) , Y A , 0 , 2 , 0 , A L ( J ) , Y C , 0 , 0 , 2 , R 0 6 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I ) , Y A , 0 , 0 , 2 , A L ( J ) , Y C , 2 , 0 , 0 , R 0 7 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I ) , Y A , Q , 0 , 2 , A L ( J ) , Y C , 0 , 2 , 0 , R 0 8 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I ) , Y A , 0 , 0 , 2 , A L ( J ) , Y C , 0 , 0 , 2 , R 0 9 )
R E S = R 0 1 + R 0 2 + R 0 3 + R 0 4 + R 0 5 + R 0 6 + R 0 7 + R 0 8 + R 0 9





F U ( I , J ) = R E S  
8 0  F U ( J , I ) = F U ( I , J  )
C CALCULATE F I T T I N G  C O E F F I C I E N T S  
DO 9 1  1 = 1 , 3  
9 1  Y B ( I ) = 0 . D O
DO 9 0  1 1 = 1 , NMAX 
Y C ( 1 ) = X ( I I )
Y C ( 2 ) = Y ( I I )
Y C ( 3 ) = Z ( I I )
S U P = 0 . D O  
S D N = 0 . D O  
DO 9 2  I V = 1 , N A T M  
Y A ( 1 ) = A R ( I V , 1 )
Y A ( 2 ) = A R ( I V , 2 )
Y A ( 3 ) = A R ( I V , 3 )
THE FOLLOWING D I S T I N G U I S H  D I F F E R E N T  TYPE OF  ATOM
I F ( I V . L E . N T P l )  THEN 
K = 1  
E L S E  
K = 2  
E N D I F
DO 9 2  1 0 = 1 , N O B T L ( K )
I F ( I O . L E . N S ( K ) )  THEN 
DO 9 3  J U = 1 , N E X P S ( K )
DO 9 3  J P = 1 , N E X P S ( K )
R N J 1 = D S Q R T ( 2 . D 0 * ( ( 2 . D 0 * E X P 1 ( 1 , J U , K ) ) * * 1 . 5 D 0 ) /DGAMMA( 1 . 5 D 0 ) ) 
R N J  2 = D S Q R T ( 2 . D O * ( ( 2 . D O * E X P 1 ( 1 , J P , K ) ) * * 1 . 5 D 0 ) /DGAMMA( 1 . 5 D 0 ) )  
F U P = A ( 1 0 , J U , K ) * A ( 1 0 , J P , K ) * R N J 1 * R N J 2 * 0 Q U P ( I O , K )
F D N = A ( I 0 , J U , K ) * A ( I 0 , J P , K ) * R N J 1 * R N J 2 * 0 Q D N ( I 0 , K )
G 1 = E X P 1 ( 1 , J U , K ) + E X P 1 ( 1 , J P , K )
R E S = 0 . D O
I F ( L F T ( I I ) . E Q . 0 )  THEN
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , 0 , 0 , 0 , G 1 , Y A , 0 , 0 , 0 , R E S )
E L S E
CALL R S 2 0 V P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , G 1 , Y A , 0 , 0 , 0 , R E S )
E N D I F
S U P = S U P + R E S * F U P  
9 3  SD N= SD N+ RES *F DN
E L S E  I F ( I O . L E . ( N S ( K ) + N P ( K ) ) )  THEN 
DO 9 4  J U = 1 , N E X P P ( K )
DO 9 4  J P = 1 , N E X P P ( K )
R N J 1 = D S Q R T ( 2 . D O * ( ( 2 . D O * E X P 1 ( 2 , J U , K ) ) * * 2 . 5 D 0 ) /DGAMMA( 2 . 5 D 0 ) )  
R N J 2 = D S Q R T ( 2 . D O * ( ( 2 . D O * E X P 1 ( 2 , J P , K ) ) * * 2 . 5 D 0 ) /DGAMMA( 2 . 5 D 0 ) )  
F U P = A ( 1 0 , J U , K ) * A ( I O , J P , K ) * R N J 1 * R N J 2 * 0 Q U P ( I O , K )
F D N = A ( I 0 , J U , K ) * A ( I 0 , J P , K ) * R N J 1 * R N J 2 * 0 Q D N ( I 0 , K )
G 1 = E X P 1 ( 2 , J U , K ) + E X P 1 ( 2 , J P , K )
R E S = 0 . D O
I F ( L F T ( I I ) . E Q . O )  THEN
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , 0 , 0 , 0 , G 1 , Y A , 2 , 0 , 0 , R E 1 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , 0 , 0 , 0 , G 1 , Y A , 0 , 2 , 0 , R E 2 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , 0 , 0 , 0 , G 1 , Y A , 0 , 0 , 2 , R E 3 )
R E S = R E 1 + R E 2 + R E 3
E L S E
CALL R S 2 0 V P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , G 1 , Y A , 2 , 0 , 0 , R E 1 )
CALL R S 2 0 V P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , G 1 , Y A , 0 , 2 , 0 , R E 2 )
CALL R S 2 0 V P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , G 1 , Y A , 0 , 0 , 2 , R E 3 )
R E S = R E 1 + R E 2 + R E 3
E N D I F
S U P = S U P + R E S * F U P
9 4  SDN=SDN+ FDN *RE S 
E L S E
DO 9 5  J U = 1 , N E X P D ( K )
DO 9 5  J P = 1 , N E X P D ( K )
R N J 1 = D S Q R T ( 2 . D O * ( ( 2 . D O * E X P 1 ( 3 , J U , K ) ) * * 3 . 5 D 0 ) /DGAMMA( 3 . 5 D 0 ) )  
R N J 2 = D S Q R T ( 2 . D O * ( ( 2 . D O * E X P 1 ( 3 , J P , K ) ) * * 3 . 5 D 0 ) / D G A M M A ( 3 . 5 D 0 ) )  
F U P = A ( I 0 , J U , K ) * A ( I 0 , J P , K ) * R N J 1 * R N J 2 * 0 Q U P ( I 0 , K )
F D N = A ( I 0 , J U , K ) * A ( I 0 , J P , K ) * R N J 1 * R N J 2 * 0 Q D N ( 1 0 , K )
G 1 = E X P 1 ( 3 , J U , K ) + E X P 1 ( 3 , J P , K )
I F ( L F T ( I I ) . E Q . O )  THEN
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , 0 , 0 , 0 , G 1 , Y A , 4 , 0 , 0 , R E 1 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , 0 , 0 , 0 , G 1 , Y A , 0 , 4 , 0 , R E 2 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , 0 , 0 , 0 , G 1 , Y A , 0 , 0 , 4 , R E 3 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , 0 , 0 , 0 , G 1 , Y A , 2 , 0 , 2 , R E 4 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , 0 , 0 , 0 , G 1 , Y A , 2 , 2 , 0 , R E 5 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , 0 , 0 , 0 , G 1 , Y A , 0 , 2 , 2 , R E 6 )
E L S E
CALL R S 2 0 V P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , G 1 , Y A , 4 , 0 , 0 , R E 1 )
CALL R S 2 0 V P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , G 1 , Y A , 0 , 4 , 0 , R E 2 )
CALL R S 2 0 V P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , G 1 , Y A , 0 , 0 , 4 , R E 3 )
CALL R S 2 0 V P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , G 1 , Y A , 2 , 0 , 2 , R E 4 )
CALL R S 2 0 V P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , G 1 , Y A , 2 , 2 , 0 , R E 5 )
CALL R S 2 0 V P ( A L ( I I ) , Y C , G 1 , Y A , 0 , 2 , 2 , R E 6 )
E N D I F
S U P = S U P + ( R E 1 + R E 2 + R E 3 ) * F U P + 2 . D 0 * ( R E 4 + R E 5 + R E 6 ) * F U P
9 5  S D N =S D N + FD N *( R E 1 +RE 2 + R E  3 ) + 2 . D O * ( R E 4 + R E 5 + R E 6 ) *FDN 
END I F
9 2  CONTINUE
C U P ( I I ) = S U P / ( 4 . D 0 * P I )
9 0  C D N ( I I ) = S D N / ( 4 . D 0 * P I )
C CALCULATE THE IN V E R S  OF  F I T T I N G  MATRIX 
C BUT F I R S T  WRITE THEM OUT BEFORE IN VE R T IN G
O P E N ( U N I T = 1 4 9 , F I L E = 1V X T E E . MAT ' , FORM =' UNFORMATTED * )
DO 1 1 4 9  1 = 1 ,NMAX 
1 1 4 9  W R I T E ( 1 4 9 )  ( F U ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N M A X )
CALL G M I S ( NMAX, F U , F , WK, D D E , NMAX)
O P E N ( U N I T = 1 4 8 , F I L E = 1F I T . MAT' , FO RM =1 UNFORMATTED’ )
DO 1 1 4 8  1 = 1 , NMAX 
1 1 4 8  W R I T E ( 1 4 8 )  ( F U ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N M A X )
C L O S E ( 1 4 8 )
O P E N ( U N I T = 1 4 8 , F I L E = ' L S F I T . MAT' , FO RM =’ UNFORMATTED1 )
DO 1 4 4 8  1 = 1 , NMAX 
1 4 4 8  W R I T E ( 1 4 8 )  ( F U ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N M A X )
C 1 = 0 . D O  
C 2 = 0 . D O  
C 3 = 0 . D O
DO 2 4 0  1 = 1 , NMAX 
DO 2 4 0  J = 1 ,N M A X  
F ( I , J ) = F U ( I , J )
C 1 = C 1 + E T A ( I ) * F ( I , J ) * C U P ( J )  
C 3 = C 3 + E T A ( I ) * F ( I , J ) * C D N ( J )
2 4 0  C 2 = C 2 + E T A ( I ) * F ( I , J ) * E T A ( J )
T Z U P = 0 . D O
T ZD N =0 .D O
C THE  FOLLOWING D I S T I N G U I S H  D I F F E R E N T  TYPE OF  ATOM
DO 1 0 2  1 = 1 ,NATM
I F ( I . L E . N T P l )  THEN
K =1
E L S E
K =2
E N D I F
DO 1 0 2  L = 1 , N O B T L ( K )
T Z U P = T Z U P + O Q U P ( L , K )
1 0 2  T ZD N =T ZD N+ OQ DN (L ,K )
A L U P = ( T Z U P - C 1 ) / C 2  
A L D N = ( T Z D N - C 3 ) / C2  
C ONLY USED WHEN T E S T I N G  F I T T I N G  
A L U P = 0 . DO 
A LDN =0 .DO  
C I . E .  NO LANGERANGE M U L T I P L I E R  
DO 2 4 2  1 = 1 , NMAX 
R O U P ( I ) = O . D O  
R O D N ( I ) = O . D O  
R R = 0 . D O  
R S = 0 . D O
DO 2 4 1  J = 1 , N M A X  
R S = F ( I , J ) * ( C U P ( J ) + A L U P * E T A ( J ) ) + R S
2 4 1  R R = F ( I , J ) * ( C D N ( J ) + A L D N * E T A ( J ) ) + R R  
R O U P ( I ) = R S
2 4 2  RODN( I ) =RR 
C N = 0 . D O  
CM=0 .DO
DO 2 4 4  1 = 1 , NMAX 
CM=RODN( I ) * E T A ( I ) +CM 
2 4 4  C N = R O U P ( I ) * E T A ( I ) + C N
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  '  F I T T E D  TOTAL C HA R GE ,U P  & D N ) ' , C N , C M  
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  '  ACTUAL TOTAL C HA R GE ,U P  & D N ) ' , T Z U P , T Z D N  
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  1 THEY SHOULD BE CLOSE ! ! ! '
C W RI TE  THE I N I T I A L  CHARGE F I T T I N G  C O E F F I C I E N T S  TO A F I L E  
O P E N ( U N I T =  7 3 , F I L E = ' ROU PDN . D AT A ' , FORM= ' UNFORMATTED' )
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W R I T E ( 7 3 )  NMAX
W R I T E ( 7 3 )  ( R O U P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX) 
W R I T E ( 7 3 )  ( R O D N ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX) 
R E W I N D ( 7 3 )















* * * * *  PROGRAM 2 .  * * * * *
T H I S  PROGRAM PERFORMS THE EXCHANE- CORRELATION 
P O T E N T I A L  F I T T I N G  BY A LEA ST -SQ UA RE S METHOD.
MFT' ............................... D I MENSION OF CHARGE F I T T I N G  MATRIX
N F 1 ................................ D I MENSION OF V ( X C )  F I T T I N G  MATRIX
NOT E:  USER SHOULD CHANGE "M F T "  , " N F l "  AND " N F 2 " .
USER SHOULD ALSO PAY ATTENTION TO THOSE L I N E S  
FOLLOWING " C = = = = = = = = = =  * * * * * *  = = = = = = = = = = = "
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
PARAMETER ( MF T= 10  0 , N F 1 = 1 0  0 , N F 2 = 10  0 , M P T S = 6 0  0 0 0 )  
DIMENSION A Z Z ( 4 0 ) , A R R ( 4 0 , 3 ) , N D G ( M F T ) , I D G ( M F T , 1 0 )  
DIME NSI ON X R ( M P T S , 3 ) , D E N T ( M P T S )
DIME NSI ON A X ( 2 0 ) , A Y ( 2 0 ) , A Z ( 2 0 )
DIME NSI ON A H ( 3 ) , B H ( 3 ) , C H ( 3 ) , B Q ( M P T S )
DIME NSI ON A M T ( N F 1 , N F 1 ) , A I N V ( N F 1 , N F 1 ) , W U P ( M F T ) , W D N ( M F T )  
2  , R U P ( M F T ) , RDN( MFT) , C U ( N F 1 ) , C D ( N F 1 ) , C U 1 ( N F 1 ) , C D 1 ( N F 1 )  
DIME NSI ON D U ( N F 2 ) , D D ( N F 2 ) , A M S ( N F 2 , N F 2 ) , B I N V ( N F 2 , N F 2 )  
DIMENSION V E U P ( M P T ^ ) , V E D N ( M P T S ) . V P U P ( M P T S ) . V P D N ( M P T S )  
DIME NSI ON W E U P ( M P T S ) , W E D N ( M P T S ) , W P U P ( M P T S ) . W P D N ( M P T S )  
EQUIVALENCE (A MT,AMS)
C O M M O N /C O E F / B I N ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , D B F C ( 1 1 ) , P I  
C O M M O N / C F I T / L F T ( M F T ) , E T A ( M F T ) . R O U P ( M F T ) , R O D N ( M F T )
1 , A G ( M F T ) , X F ( M F T ) , Y F ( M F T ) , Z F ( M F T )
C O M M O N / V F I T l / L G D ( M F T ) , G A ( M F T ) , X G ( M F T ) , Y G ( M F T ) , Z G ( M F T )  
C O M M O N / V F I T 2 / L G L ( M F T ) , G A P ( M F T ) , X H ( M F T ) , Y H ( M F T ) , Z H ( M F T )  
DO 1 9 8  1 = 1 , 1 0  
DO 1 9 8  J = 1 , I  
1 9 8  B I N ( I , J ) = F A C ( I - 1 ) / F A C ( J - 1 ) / F A C ( I - J )
D B F C ( 1 ) = 1 . 0D0  
D B F C ( 3 ) = 1 . 0D0 
D B F C ( 5 ) = 3 . 0D0 
D B F C ( 7 ) = 1 5 . 0 D 0  
D B F C ( 9 ) = 1 0 5 . 0D0  
D B F C ( 1 1 ) = 9 . 0 D 0 * D B F C ( 9 )
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 3 5 8 9 7 9 8 D 0  
0 = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  * * * * * * * *  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C CALL OUT ATOM AND F I T T I N G  LOCATIONS
CALL A M S I T 1 ( N AT, N T P 1 , N T P 2 , A Z Z , ARR)
C CALL OUT INTEGRATION SAMPLING P O I N T S  
CALL D V M P T 2 ( 4 0 0 0 ) .................
C READ OUT CHARGE F I T T I N G  B A S I S
O P E N ( U N I T = 9 0 , F I L E = ' N E W F I T . D A T A , L E N G T H = 1 6 0 0 0 '
0  , FORM=' UNFORMATTED' )
R E A D ( 9 0 )  NMAX
R E A D ( 9 0 )  ( A G ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
R E A D ( 9 0 )  ( E T A ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
R E A D ( 9 0 )  ( L F T ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
R E A D ( 9 0 )  ( X F ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NM AX) , ( Y F ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX), ( Z F ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX) 
C L O S E ( 9 0 )
NMM=NMAX
NMMP=NMAX
C CALLOUT THE VEX F I T T I N G  EXPO & LOCATIONS NMM-> RAM F I T T I N G ;  
CALL VEFI T(NMM,NMMP)
C READ I N  CHARGE F I T T I N G  C O E F F I C I E N T S
O P E N ( U N I T = 7 3 , F I L E = ' ROUPDN. DATA1 , FORM=' UNFORMATTED' )
R E A D ( 7 3 )  NMAX
R E A D ( 7 3 )  ( R O U P ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NMAX)
R E A D ( 7 3 )  ( R O D N ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
R E W I N D ( 7 3 )
C L O S E ( 7 3 )
C READ I N  CHARGE F I T T I N G  MA TRI X.  ( I N V E R S E  OF OVLP)
O P E N ( U N I T = 1 4 8 , F I L E = ' F I T . MAT ' , FORM=' UNFORMATTED' )
DO 8 1 0  1 = 1 , NMAX 
8 1 0  R E A D ( 1 4 8 )  ( A I N V ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N M A X )
C L O S E ( 1 4 8 )
C R EA F  THE SAMPLING P O I N T S  CREATED BY "DVMPT2"
O P E N ( U N I T = 1 3 , F I L E = ' RAM PT ' , FORM =' UNFORMATTED' )
R E A D ( 1 3 )  N F I T  
DO 3 9 9 9  1 = 1 , N F I T  
3 9 9 9  R E A D ( 1 3 )  X R ( I , 1 ) , X R ( I , 2 ) , X R ( I , 3 ) , D E N T ( I )
C L O S E ( 1 3 )
C T E S T  THE SAMPLING P T S  
U U = 0 . D 0  
U P = 1 . D O
DO 1 9 0 1  1 = 1 , N F I T
I F ( A B S ( X R ( 1 , 1 ) - A R R ( 2 , 1 ) ) . L E . 0 . 5 0 . A N D . A B S ( X R ( 1 , 2 ) - A R R ( 2 , 2 ) )
) . L E . 0 . 5 0 . AND. A B S ( X R ( I , 3 ) - A R R ( 2 , 3 ) )
* . L E . 0 . 5 0 )  U U = U U + D E N T ( I )
1 9 0 1  CONTINUE
W R I T E ( 6 , * ) *  QUALI TY OF  S A M P L I N G * , U U , '  COMPARE ' , U P  
C EVALUATE EXCHANGE P O T E N T I A L  AT EVERY DVM P T S  
C G U P = 0 .
C G D N = 0 .
DO 1 1 2 0  1 = 1 , N F I T  
E P = 0 . D O  
E N = 0 . D O
DO 1 1 2 1  J = 1 , N M A X
R 1 = ( X R ( I , 1 ) - X F ( J ) ) * * 2 + ( X R ( I , 2 ) - Y F ( J ) ) * * 2  
R + ( X R ( I , 3 ) - Z F ( J ) ) * * 2
T S S = 0 . D O  
U I = A G ( J ) * R 1
I F ( A B S ( U I ) . L E . 3 0 . DO) T S S = D E X P ( - U I )
I F ( L F T ( J ) . E Q . l )  T S S = T S S * R 1  
E P = E P + R O U P ( J ) * T S S
1 1 2 1  E N = E N + R O D N ( J ) * T S S
C GU P=C GU P+E P*D EN T( I )
CGDN=CGDN+EN*DENT( I )
CALL V B H ( E P , E N , E T , E P A , Q 1 , Q 2 , X U P , X D N )
W E U P ( I ) = X U P  
WEDN( I ) =XDN 
V E U P ( I ) = Q 1  
1 1 2 0  V E D N ( I ) = Q 2
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  '  THE FOLLOWING I S  ALSO A T E S T  OF SAMPLING P T S '
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  '  INTEGRAL OF TOTAL CHARGE' ,CGUP,CGDN
DO 2 3 1  L=1 ,NMM
U P = 0 . D O
D N = 0 . D O
U P 1 = 0 . D O
D N 1 = 0 . D O
DO 2 3 2  J = 1 , N F I T
R 1 = ( X R ( J , l ) - X G ( L ) ) * * 2 + ( X R ( J , 2 ) - Y G ( L ) ) * * 2  
R  + ( X R ( J , 3 ) - Z G ( L ) ) * * 2
A U = R 1 * G A ( L )
B 1 = 0 . D O
I F C A U . L E . 3 0 . 0 )  B 1 = E X P ( - A U )
I F ( L G D ( L ) . E Q . l )  B 1 = B 1 * R 1  
B Q ( J ) = B 1
U P = U P + V E U P ( J ) * B Q ( J ) * D E N T ( J )
DN=DN+VEDN( J ) * B Q ( J ) * D E N T ( J )
U P 1 = U P 1 + W E U P ( J ) * B Q ( J ) * D E N T ( J )
DN1 =D N1 +WEDN( J ) * B Q ( J ) * D E N T ( J )
2 3 2  CONTINUE 
W U P ( L ) = U P 1  
WD N( L )= DN 1 
R U P ( L ) = U P  
R D N ( L ) = D N  
2 3 1  CONTINUE
DO 2 5 0  1 = 1 , NMM
C U ( I ) = 0 . D O
C D ( I ) = 0 . D O
C U 1 ( I ) = 0 . D O
C D 1 ( I ) = 0 . D O
DO 2 5 0  J = 1 , N M M
C U ( I ) = C U ( I ) + A I N V ( I , J ) * R U P ( J )
C D ( I ) = C D ( I ) + A I N V ( I , J ) * R D N ( J )
C U 1 ( I ) = C U 1 ( I ) + A I N V ( I , J ) * W U P ( J )
C D 1 ( I ) = C D 1 ( I ) + A I N V ( I , J ) * W D N ( J )
2 5 0  CONTINUE 
V 1 = 0 . 0  
V 2 = 0 . 0
DO 2 5 5  1 = 1 , NMM 
P I A L = ( P I / G A ( I ) ) * * ( 3 / 2 )
I F ( L G D ( I ) . E Q . 1 )  P I A L = 1 . 5 D 0 * P I A L / G A ( I )
V 1 = V 1 + P I A L * C U ( I )
2 5 5  V 2 = V 2 + P I A L * C D ( I )
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VV=V1+V2
0 P E N ( U N I T = 1 4 , F I L E = ' R A M P T 1 ,FORM='UN FOR MA TTE D' )
R E A D ( 1 4 )  N F I T  
DO 3 7 7 9  1 = 1 , N F I T  
3 7 7 9  R E A D ( 1 4 )  X R ( I , 1 ) , X R ( I , 2 ) , X R ( I , 3 ) , D E N T ( I )
C L O S E ( 1 4 )
C THE FOLLOWING I S  A SECOND ORDER CORRECTION PROCEDURE 
C OF  THE V ( X C )  F I T T I N G  WHICH I S  NOT USED I N  CURRENT CASE 
A T E U P = 0 .
A T E D N = 0 .
C EVALUATE THE F I T T E D  D IF F E R E N C E  
DO 1 1 6 0  1 = 1 , N F I T  
P X = X R ( I , 1 )
P Y = X R ( I , 2 )
P Z = X R ( I , 3 )
E P = 0 . D O  
E D = 0 . D O  
W E P =0 .D O  
WED=0.DO 
DO 1 1 6 1  J = 1 , N M M
R 1 = ( P X - X G ( J ) ) * * 2 + ( P Y - Y G ( J ) ) * * 2 + ( P Z - Z G ( J ) ) * * 2
T S S = 0 . D O
U I = G A ( J ) * R 1
I F ( U I . L E . 3 0 .D O )  T S S = D E X P ( - U I )
I F ( L G D ( J ) . E Q . l )  T S S = T S S * R 1  
WED=WED+CD1 ( J ) * T S S  
WEP=WEP+CU1 ( J ) * T S S  
E D = E D + C D ( J ) * T S S  
1 1 6 1  E P = E P + C U ( J ) * T S S  
E R D = 0 . D O  
E R U = 0 . D O
DO 1 1 6 5  J = 1 , N M A X
R 1 = ( P X - X F ( J ) ) * * 2 + ( P Y - Y F ( J ) ) * * 2 + ( P Z - Z F ( J ) ) * * 2
T S S = 0 . D O
U I = A G ( J ) * R 1
I F ( U I . L E . 3 0 . D O )  T S S = D E X P ( - U I )
I F ( L F T ( J ) . E Q . l )  T S S = T S S * R 1  
ERD=ERD+RODN( J ) * T S S  
1 1 6 5  E R U = E R U + R O U P ( J ) * T S S
CALL V B H ( E R U , E R D , E E T , E 1 , Q Q 1 , Q Q 2 , E Q , E 0 )
V P U P ( I ) = Q Q 1 - E P  
V P D N ( I ) = Q Q 2 - E D  
W P U P ( I ) = E Q - W E P  
W P D N (I )= E O ~ W E D
A TE U P =A T E U P + V P U P ( I ) * V P U P ( I ) * D E N T ( I ) 
A T E D N = A T E D N + V P D N ( I ) * V P D N ( I ) * D E N T ( I )
1 1 6 0  CONTINUE
DO 2 2 3 1  L =1 , N MM P 
U P = 0 . D O  
D N = 0 . D O  
UPW=0 .DO
2 2 3 2
2 2 3 1
2 2 5 0
4 3 3 3
DNW=0.DO
DO 2 2 3 2  J = 1 , N F I T
R 1 = ( X R ( J , l ) - X H ( L ) ) * * 2 + ( X R ( J , 2 ) _ Y H ( L ) ) * * 2 + ( X R ( J , 3 ) - Z H ( L ) ) 
A U = R 1 * G A P ( L )
B 1 = 0 . D O
I F ( A U . L E . 3 0 . 0 )  B 1 = E X P ( - A U )
I F ( L G L ( L ) . E Q . l )  B 1 = B 1 * R 1  
B Q ( J ) = B 1
UPW=UPW+WPUP( J ) * B Q ( J ) * D E N T ( J )
DNW=DNW+WPDN( J ) * B Q ( J ) * D E N T ( J )
U P = U P + V P U P ( J ) * B Q ( J ) * D E N T ( J )




R U P ( L ) = U P  
R D N ( L ) = D N  
CONTINUE 
DO 2 2 5 0  1 = 1 ,NMMP 
D U ( I ) = 0 . D O  
D D ( I ) = 0 . D O  
DO 2 2 5 0  J = 1 , N M M P  
B I N V ( I , J ) = A I N V ( I , J )
C U 1 ( I ) = C U 1 ( I ) + B I N V ( I , J ) * W U P ( J )
C D 1 ( I ) = C D 1 ( I ) + B I N V ( I , J ) * W D N ( J )
D U ( I ) = D U ( I ) + B I N V ( I , J ) * R U P ( J )
D D ( I ) = D D ( I ) + B I N V ( I , J ) * R D N ( J )
CONTINUE
DO 4 3 3 3  1 = 1 , NMAX
D U ( I ) = 0 . 0
D D ( I ) = 0 . 0
O P E N ( U N I T = 8 3 , F I L E = ' VEXUPDN. D AT A 1 , FORM= ’ UNFORMATTED' )  
W R I T E ( 8 3 )  ( C U ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N M M P ) , ( C D ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NMMP)





C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C * * * * *  * * * * *
C * * * * *  PROGRAM 3 .  * * * * *
C
C T H I S  I S  TO CALCULATE THE OVERLAP,  K I N E T I C  PLUS 
C NUCLEAR PO TE N TI AL  MA TRI CES .
C THREE CENTER V ( X C )  MATRIX ELEMENTS ARE ALSO 
C CALCULATED H E R E .
C I T  ALSO HAS THE FOLLOWING FE ATU RES:
C A )  CONTRACTED B A S I S ,
C B )  ASYNCHRONOUS I / O .
C N O T E :
C "MWF" I S  THE DI MENSION OF WAVE F U NC T IO N .
C " M F T "  I S  THE DIM ENS ION  OF CHARGE ( OR V ( X C )  )  F I T T I N G .
C " M B G " = ( M W F + l ) * M W F / 2 .
C " N A S N " ,  " N P R T " ,  AND " N W S l "  ARE PARAMETERS USED IN  THE
C ASYNCHRONOUS I / O .
C I F  MWF ODD "N ASN"=MW F; MWF EVEN "N AS N "=M WF /2
C I F  MWF ODD " N P R T " = ( M W F + l ) / 2 ; MWF EVEN "NPRT"=MWF+1
C " N W S l " = ( I N T ( M F T * N A S N / 6 4 ) + l ) * 6 4 - M F T * N A S N - l
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
PARAMETER ( MWF=56 , M F T = 1 0 0 , M B G = 1 5 9 6 , N W S 1 = 1 5 , N P R T = 5 7 , N A S N = 2 8 )  
PARAMETER ( N R E C L 1 = 8 * ( M F T * N A S N + N W S 1 ) )
DI ME NSI ON A L ( M W F , 2 0 ) , X ( M W F ) , Y ( M W F ) , Z ( M W F ) , N T ( M W F ) , A F ( 3 , M W F )  
* , L P ( 3 , 3 , M W F ) , A N K ( M W F , 2 0 ) , L Y Z ( M W F ) , N N L ( M W F ) , A C T ( M W F , 2 0 ) , C T ( M W F )  
D IM E NS IO N  A X ( 2 0 ) , A Y ( 2 0 ) , A Z ( 2 0 ) , A Z Z ( 4 0 ) , A R R ( 4 0 , 3 )
D IM E NS IO N  A H ( 3 ) , B H ( 3 ) , C H ( 3 )
D IM E NS IO N  T P V ( M W F ,M W F ) , O V L P (M W F ,M W F ) , W A S T 1 (N W S 1)
DIM EN SI ON  X G ( M F T ) , Y G ( M F T ) , Z G ( M F T ) , L G D ( M F T ) , E T A ( M F T ) , G A ( M F T )  
D IM E NS IO N  I D T F ( M B G ) , J D T F ( MBG) , T C 1VX( NASN , MFT) , TC 2V X ( NASN , MFT) 
DIM EN SI ON  I D P ( M W F ) , K D P ( M W F ) , M D P ( M W F ) , N E X P ( 5 , 5 ) , N C T ( 2 0 , 4 , 4 )  
D IM E NS IO N  A C O E F ( 4 , 2 0 , 2 0 , 4 ) , E X P 1 ( 4 , 2 0 , 2 0 , 4 )
C O M M O N / C O E F / B I N ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , D B F C ( 1 1 ) , P I  
C OM M O N /S H E N /O O V (8 0 )
DO 1 9 8  1 = 1 , 1 0  
DO 1 9 8  J = 1 , I  
1 9 8  B I N ( I , J ) = F A C ( I - 1 ) / F A C ( J - 1 ) / F A C ( I - J )
D B F C ( 1 ) = 1 . 0D0
D B F C ( 3 ) = l . O D 0
D B F C ( 5 ) = 3 . 0 D 0
D B F C ( 7 ) = 1 5 . 0D0
D B F C ( 9 ) = 1 0 5 . 0D0
D B F C ( 1 1 ) = 9 . 0 D 0 * D B F C ( 9 )
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 2 5 3 5 8 9 7 9 8 D 0
CALL  OUT ATOMIC LOCATIONS
CALL A M S I T 1 ( N A T , N T P 1 , N T P 2 , A Z Z , A R R )
DO 1 9 9  1 = 1 , NAT 
A X ( I ) = A R R ( I , 1 )
AY C I ) = A R R ( 1 , 2 )
1 9 9  A Z ( I ) = A R R ( I , 3 )
C CALL OUT ORB IT A L  B A S I S  FU NCTIONS 
CALL A S S IG N (N A R G )
O P E N ( U N I T = 9 5 , F I L E = ' C L S . DATA' , FO RM =' UNFORMATTED' )
REA D( 9 5 )  NWFX
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( N T ( I ) , I = 1 , N W F X )
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( L Y Z ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( N N L ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( X ( I ) , I = 1 , N W F X ) , ( Y ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N W F X ) , ( Z ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX) 
DO 5 9  1 = 1 , NWFX
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( A L ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N N L ( I ) )
REA D( 9 5 )  ( A N K ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N N L ( I ) )
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( A C T ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N N L ( I ) )
N B T = N T ( I )
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( A F ( J , I ) , J = 1 , N B T )
5 9  R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( ( L P ( J J , I I , 1 ) , J J = 1 , 3 ) , I I = 1 , N B T )
R E W I N D ( 9 5 )
C L O S E ( 9 5 )
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ’ CLS  MATRIX DIM IN  3RD MAIN PGM I S  ’ ,NWFX 
O P E N ( U N I T = 9 1 , F I L E = ' P H O T O . EM ’ ,F O R M = ' UNFORMATTED1 )
R E A D ( 9 1 )  ( I D P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
R E A D ( 9 1 )  ( K D P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
R E A D ( 9 1 )  ( M D P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
R E A D ( 9 1 )  ( ( N E X P ( L , K ) , K = 1 , 3 ) , L = 1 , 3 )
DO 3 1 5 0  K = 1 , 3  
DO 3 1 5 0  L = 1 , 3  
DO 3 1 5 0  1 = 1 , N E X P ( L , K )
R E A D ( 9 1 )  N C T ( I , L , K )
R E A D ( 9 1 )  ( E X P 1 ( L , I , L D , K ) , L D = 1 , N C T ( I , L , K ) )
R E A D ( 9 1 )  ( A C O E F ( L , I , L D , K ) , L D = 1 , N C T ( I , L , K ) )
3 1 5 0  CONTINUE 
R E W I N D ( 9 1 )
C L O S E ( 9 1 )
C
C = = = = = = = = = =  CALCULATE OVLP MATRIX ELEMENTS = = = = = = = = = = = =
C
DO 5 7 0  1 = 1 , NWFX 
A H ( 1 ) = X ( I )
A H ( 2 ) = Y ( I )
A H ( 3 ) = Z ( I )
DO 5 7 0  J = 1 , I  
B H ( 1 ) = X ( J )
B H ( 2 ) = Y ( J )
B H ( 3 ) = Z ( J )
S 0 = 0 . D O
DO 5 7 1  L M = 1 , N N L ( I )
DO 5 7 1  1 1 = 1 , N T ( I )
L 1 = L P ( 1 , I 1 , I )
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M 1 = L P ( 2 , 1 1 , 1 )
N 1 = L P ( 3 , I 1 , I )
DO 5 7 1  L N = 1 , N N L ( J )
DO 5 7 1  1 2 = 1 , N T ( J )
L 2 = L P ( 1 , 1 2 , J )
M 2 = L P ( 2 , I 2 , J )
N 2 = L P ( 3 , 1 2 , J )
0 0 = 0 . DO
CALL 0 V E R L P ( A L ( I , L M ) , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1  
C , A L ( J , L N ) , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , 0 0 )
S 0 = S 0 + 0 0 * A F ( I 1 , I ) * A F ( I 2 , J ) * A C T ( I , LM) * A C T ( J , L N )
% * A N K ( I , L M ) * A N K ( J , L N )
5 7 1  CONTINUE
O V L P ( I , J ) = S O  
O V L P ( J , I ) = S O  
5 7 0  CONTINUE 
C RENORMALIZE THE OVERLAP FOR THE CONTRACTED B A S I S  
DO 8 7 0 0  1 = 1 , NWFX
8 7 0 0  C T ( I ) = 1 . D O / D S Q R T ( O V L P ( I , I ) )
DO 8 7 0 1  1 = 1 , NWFX 
L = L Y Z ( I )
K = K D P ( I )
I S = I D P ( I )
DO 8 7 0 1  L M = 1 , N N L ( I )
A C T ( I , L M ) = C T ( I ) * A C T ( I , L M )
8 7 0 1  A C O E F ( L , I S , L M , K ) = A C T ( I , L M ) * A N K ( I , L M )
DO 8 7 0 2  1 = 1 , NWFX
DO 8 7 0 2  J = 1 , I
O V L P ( I , J ) = C T ( I ) * C T ( J ) * O V L P ( I , J )
8 7 0 2  O V L P ( J , I ) = O V L P ( I , J )
C REWI TE THE RENORMALIZED B A S I S
O P E N ( U N I T = 9 5 , F I L E = ' C L S . DAT A' , FORM =' UNFORMATTED1)
W R I T E ( 9 5 )  NWFX 
W R I T E ( 9 5 )  ( N T ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 5 )  ( L Y Z ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 5 )  ( N N L ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 5 )  ( X ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N W F X ) , ( Y ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N W F X ) , ( Z ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX) 
DO 8 7 5 9  1 = 1 , NWFX
W R I T E ( 9 5 )  ( A L ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N N L ( I ) )
W R I T E ( 9 5 )  ( A N K ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N N L ( I ) )
W R I T E ( 9 5 )  ( A C T ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N N L ( I ) )
N B T = N T ( I )
W R I T E ( 9 5 )  ( A F ( J , I ) , J = 1 , N B T )
8 7 5 9  W R I T E ( 9 5 )  ( ( L P ( J J , I I , I ) , J J = 1 , 3 ) , 1 1 = 1 , NBT)
R E W I N D ( 9 5 )
C L O S E ( 9 5 )
O P E N ( U N I T = 9 1 , F I L E = ' P H O T O . E M ' , FORM =' UNFORMATTED’ )
W R I T E ( 9 1 )  ( I D P ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 1 )  ( K D P ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 1 )  ( M D P ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 1 )  ( ( N E X P ( L , K ) , K = 1 , 3 ) , L = 1 , 3 )
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DO 3 1 5 1  K = 1 , 3  
DO 3 1 5 1  L = l , 3  
DO 3 1 5 1  1 = 1 , N E X P ( L , K )
W R I T E ( 9 1 )  N C T ( I , L , K )
W R I T E ( 9 1 )  ( E X P 1 ( L , I , L D , K ) , L D = 1 , N C T ( I , L , K ) )
W R I T E ( 9 1 )  ( A C O E F ( L , I , L D , K ) , L D = 1 , N C T ( I , L , K ) )
3 1 5 1  CONTINUE 
R E W I N D ( 9 1 )
C L O S E ( 9 1 )
C
C = = = = = = = = = =  CALCULATE T&V MATRIX ELEMENTS = = = = = = = = = = = =
C
DO 7 0  1 = 1 , NWFX 
A H ( 1 ) = X ( I )
A H( 2 ) = Y ( I )
A H ( 3 ) = Z ( I )
DO 7 0  J = 1 , I  
B H ( 1 ) = X ( J )
B H ( 2 ) = Y ( J )
B H ( 3 ) = Z ( J )
S T = 0 . D O  
S U = 0 . D O
DO 7 1  L M = 1 , N N L ( I )
DO 7 1  1 1 = 1 , N T ( I )
L 1 = L P ( 1 , 1 1 , 1 )
M 1 = L P ( 2 , I 1 , I )
N 1 = L P ( 3 , I 1 , I )
DO 7 1  L N = 1 , N N L ( J )
DO 7 1  1 2 = 1 , N T ( J )
L 2 = L P ( 1 , I 2 , J )
M 2 = L P ( 2 , I 2 , J )
N 2 = L P ( 3 , I 2 , J )
T T = 0 . D O
CALL K I N T I C ( A L ( I , L M ) , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A L ( J , L N ) , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , T T )  
S T = S T + T T * A F ( I 1 , I ) * A F ( I 2 , J ) * A C T ( I , LM) * A C T ( J , L N ) *A NK ( I , LM) *  
*  A N K ( J , L N )
L L 1 = M A X ( L 1 , M 1 , N 1 )
L L 2 = M A X ( L 2 , M 2 , N 2 )
L L = L 1 + M 1 + N 1
C D I J - S . D I J - P  AND D I J - D K L  CASE FOR I D X = 1  AND 
C D I I - S ,  D I I - P ,  D I J - D K K  CASE (  D I I - D K K  WHEN I D X = 3  )
I D X = 2
I F ( L L 1 . L E . 1 . A N D . L L 2 . L E . 1 )  I D X = 1  
I F ( L L 2 . E Q . 2 . A N D . L L 1 . E Q . 2 )  I D X = 3  
C J D X = 1  WHEN L 1 = S , P  OR X Y - T Y P E ,  AND L 2 = X * X  TYPE
C I D X = 3  WHEN L 1 = X * X  L 2 = Y * Y ,  = 2  WHEN ONE OF THEM=X*X FORM
C POTEN FOR N U C -A T R C .  PART ONLY HERE
L M N2 =L2 +M 2+N 2  
U U =0 .D O
DO 7 7 3  I A = 1 , N A T  





C H ( 2 ) = A R R ( I A , 2 )
C H ( 3 ) = A R R ( I A , 3 )
A TR R =0 .D O
I F ( L L 1 . E Q . 1 . A N D . L L 2 . E Q . 2 . A N D . L L . E Q . 2 )  GOTO 8 8 1  
I F ( L L . L T . L M N 2 )  GO TO 8 8 1  
CALL N U C A T ( A L ( I , L M ) , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1
C , A L ( J , L N ) , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , C H , I D X , A TT R )
GO TO 8 8 2
8 8 1  CALL N U C A T ( A L ( J , L N ) , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2
C , A L ( I , L M ) , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , C H , I D X , A TT R )
8 8 2  CONTINUE
7 7 3  UU=UU+ATTR*AZZ( I A )
7 1  S U = S U + U U * A F ( I I , I ) * A F ( I 2 , J ) * A C T ( I , L M ) * A C T ( J , L N )
*  * A N K ( I , L M ) * A N K ( J , L N )
T V = ( S U + S T )
T P V ( I , J ) = T V  
T P V ( J , I ) = T V  
7 0  CONTINUE
O P E N ( U N I T = 9  0 , F I L E = ' O V L P . MAT' , FO RM =' UNFORMATTED' )
DO 3 0 0 1  1 = 1 , NWFX
3 0 0 1  W R I T E ( 9 0 )  ( O V L P ( J , I ) , J = 1 , N W F X )
R E W I N D ( 9 0 )
C L O S E ( 9 0 )
O P E N ( U N I T = 9 1 , F I L E = ' T P L V . MAT' , FO RM =* UNFORMATTED' )
DO 3 0 0 2  1 = 1 , NWFX
3 0 0 2  W R I T E ( 9 1 )  ( T P V ( J , I ) , J = 1 , N W F X )
R E W I N D ( 9 1 )
C L O S E ( 9 1 )
O P E N ( U N I T = 4 0 , F I L E = ' N E W F I T . DAT A, LE N G TH =1 6 0 0 0 * , F O R M =' UNFORMATTED' )
R E A D ( 4 0 )  NMM
READ ( 4 0 )  ( G A ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMM)
R E A D ( 4 0 )  ( E T A ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMM)
R E A D ( 4 0 )  ( L G D ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMM)
READ( 4 0 )  ( X G ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMM) , ( Y G ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMM) , ( Z G ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMM) 
R E W I N D ( 4 0 )
C L O S E ( 4 0 )
C D E F I N E  I , J  W . R . T .  KK 
KK=0
DO 9 1 0  1 = 1 , NWFX 
DO 9 1 0  J = 1 , I  
KK=KK+1 
I D T F ( K K ) = I  
J D T F ( K K ) = J  
9 1 0  CONTINUE
CALL S Y S $ G E T T I M E ( C T I M E 1 , W T I M E 1 )
O P E N ( U N I T = 4 1 , F I L E = ’ TCVEX1 . MAT, D I S K = 2 0  * , R E C L = N R E C L 1 ,
0  S Y N C = ' ASYNCHRONOUS * , FORM =' UNFORMATTED' )
= = = = = = = = = =  THREE CENTER V ( X C )  MATRIX = = = = = = = = = = =
DO 3 1 2 1  K I = 1 , N A S N
I = I D T F ( K I )
J = J D T F ( K I )
A H ( 1 ) = X ( I )
A H ( 2 ) = Y ( I )
A H ( 3 ) = Z ( I )
B H ( 1 ) = X ( J )
B H ( 2 ) = Y ( J )
B H ( 3 ) = Z ( J )
DO 3 1 2 1  K=1,NMM 
C H ( 1 ) = X G ( K )
C H ( 2 ) = Y G ( K )
C H ( 3 ) = Z G ( K )
A U = 0 . D O  
ID X = L G D ( K )
DO 4 4 3 7  L M = 1 , N N L ( I )
DO 4 4 3 7  1 1 = 1 , N T ( I )
L 1 = L P ( 1 , 1 1 , 1 )
M 1 = L P ( 2 , 1 1 , 1 )
N 1 = L P ( 3 , I 1 , I )
DO 4 4 3 7  L N = 1 , N N L ( J )
DO 4 4 3 7  1 2 = 1 , N T ( J )
L 2 = L P ( 1 , 1 2 , J )
M 2 = L P ( 2 , I 2 , J )
N 2 = L P ( 3 , I 2 , J )
E P 1 = A L ( I , L M )
E P 2 = A L ( J , L N )
CALL V E X 0 P ( E P 1 , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , E P 2 , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , G A ( K ) , C H , I D X , R E S )  
4 4 3 7  A U = A U + R E S * A F ( I 1 , I ) * A F ( 1 2 , J ) * A C T ( I , L M ) * A C T ( J , L N ) * A N K ( I , L M ) *
*  A N K ( J , L N )
T C 1 V X ( K I , K ) = A U  
3 1 2 1  CONTINUE
DO 1 3 3 6  K S = 1 , N P R T - 1
W R I T E ( 4 1 , W A I T = . F A L S E . )  T C 1V X, WAST1
DO 4 1 2 1  K I = 1 , N A S N
K J= K S * N A S N + K I
I = I D T F ( K J )
J = J D T F ( K J )
A H ( 1 ) = X ( I )
A H ( 2 ) = Y ( I )
A H ( 3 ) = Z ( I )
B H ( 1 ) = X ( J )
B H ( 2 ) = Y ( J )
B H ( 3 ) = Z ( J )
DO 4 1 2 1  K=1,NMM 
C H ( 1 ) = X G ( K )
C H ( 2 ) = Y G ( K )
C H ( 3 ) = Z G ( K )
A U = 0 . D O  
I D X = L G D ( K )
DO 5 4 3 7  L M = 1 , N N L ( I )
DO 5 4 3 7  I 1 = 1 , N T ( I )
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L 1 = L P ( 1 , 1 1 , 1 )
M 1 = L P ( 2 , I 1 , I )
N 1 = L P ( 3 , 1 1 , 1 )
DO 5 4 3 7  L N = 1 , N N L ( J )
DO 5 4 3 7  1 2 = 1 , N T ( J )
L 2 = L P ( 1 , 1 2 , J )
M 2 = L P ( 2 , 1 2 , J )
N 2 = L P ( 3 , 1 2 , J )
E P 1 = A L ( I , L M )
E P 2 = A L ( J , L N )
CALL V E X 0 P ( E P 1 , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , E P 2 , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , G A ( K ) , C H , I D X , R E S )  
5 4 3 7  A U=A U+ RES *A F( 1 1 , 1 ) * A F ( 1 2 , J ) * A C T ( I , LM) * A C T ( J , L N ) *ANK( I , LM) *
*  A N K ( J , L N )
T C 2 V X ( K I , K ) = A U  
4 1 2 1  CONTINUE 
W A I T ( 4 1 )
DO 4 1 2 4  J H = 1 , N A S N  
DO 4 1 2 4  KH=1,NMM 
4 1 2 4  TC 1V X ( J H , KH) = T C 2 V X ( J H , KH)
1 3 3 6  CONTINUE
W R I T E ( 4 1 )  TC1 VX ,WA ST 1
CALL S Y S $ G E T T I M E ( C T I M E 2 , W T I M E 2 )
C T T 1 = C T I M E 2 - C T I M E 1
WTT1=WTIME2-WTIME1
R A T T =W T T1 /C TT 1
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* * * * *  PROGRAM 4 .  * * * * *
T H I S  PROGRAM CALCULATES THE TWO-ELECTRON INTEGRAL 
MATRIX ELEMENTS.
V A R IA T I O N A L  CHARGE F I T T I N G  MATRIX I S  ALSO 
EVALUATED.
I T  U S ES  THE ASYNCHRONOUS I / O  
NOTE:
"MWF" I S  THE DIME NSI ON OF WAVE FU NC TIO N .
" N F T "  I S  THE DIM ENS ION  OF CHARGE (  OR V ( X C )  )  F I T T I N G .  
" M B G " = ( M W F + l ) * M W F / 2 .
" N A S N " ,  " N P R T " ,  AND " N W S l "  ARE PARAMETERS USED I N  THE 
ASYNCHRONOUS I / O .
I F  MWF ODD "NASN"=MWF;  MWF EVEN "NASN "=M WF/2
I F  MWF ODD " N P R T " = ( M W F + l ) / 2 ;  MWF EVEN "NPRT"=MWF+1
" N W S l " = ( I N T ( M F T * N A S N / 6 4 ) + l ) * 6 4 - M F T * N A S N - l
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
PARAMETER ( N F T = 1 0 0 , M W F = 5 6 , M B G = 1 5 9 6 , N W S 1 = 1 5 , N P R T = 5 7 )  
PARAMETER ( NASN=2  8 , N R E C L 1 = 8 * ( N A S N * N F T + N W S I) )
D IM E N S I O N  A L ( M W F , 2 0 ) , X ( M W F ) , Y ( M W F ) , Z ( M W F ) , N T ( M W F ) , A F ( 3 , M W F )  
* , L P ( 3 , 3 , M W F ) , A N K ( M W F , 2 0 ) , L Y Z ( M W F ) , N N L ( M W F ) , A C T ( M W F , 2 0 )  
D IM E N S I O N  T E E ( N F T , N F T ) , F I V ( N F T , N F T ) , W K ( N F T )
D IM E N S IO N  L F T ( N F T ) , E T A ( N F T ) , R O R E ( M W F , M W F )
D IM E N S IO N  A H ( 3 ) , B H ( 3 ) , C H ( 3 ) , T E L E L ( N A S N , N F T ) , R O R D ( M W F , M W F )  
D IM E N S IO N  A G ( N F T ) , X F ( N F T ) , Y F ( N F T ) , Z F ( N F T ) , T E D ( 5 0 )
D IM E N S IO N  I D T F ( M B G ) , J D T F ( M B G ) , W A S T 1 ( N W S 1 ) , T E L E L P ( N A S N , N F T )  
C O M M O N / C O E F / B I N ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , D B F C ( 1 1 ) , P I  
COMMON/FUN/FUN( 1 0 )
DO 1 9 8  1 = 1 , 1 0  
DO 1 9 8  J = 1 , I  
1 9 8  B I N ( I , J ) = F A C ( I - 1 ) / F A C ( J - 1 ) / F A C ( I - J )
D B F C ( 1 ) = 1 . 0D0
D B F C ( 3 ) = 1 . 0D0
D B F C ( 5 ) = 3 . 0D0
D B F C ( 7 ) = 1 5 . 0 D 0
D B F C ( 9 ) = 1 0 5 . 0 D 0
D B F C ( 1 1 ) = 9 . ODO*DBFC( 9 )
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 2 5 3 5 8 9 7 9 8 D 0
O P E N ( U N I T = 9 5 , F I L E = ' C L S . DAT A' , FORM =' UNFORMATTED' )
READ ( 9 5 )  NWFX
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( N T ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
READ ( 9 5 )  ( L Y Z ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( N N L ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( X ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N W F X ) , ( Y ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N WF X) , ( Z ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NWFX)
DO 5 9  1 = 1 , NWFX
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( A L ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N N L ( I ) )
READ ( 9 5 )  ( A N K ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N N L ( I ) )
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( A C T ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N N L ( I ) )
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N B T = N T ( I )
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( A F ( J , I ) , J = 1 , N B T )
5 9  R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( ( L P ( J J , I I , I ) , J J = 1 , 3 ) , 1 1 = 1 , N B T )
R E W I N D ( 9 5 )
C L O S E ( 9 5 )
O P E N ( U N I T = 2 0 , F I L E = 1N E W F I T . DATA, L ENG TH= 1 6 0  0 0 ’ , FORM=' UNFORMATTED' )
R E A D ( 2 0 )  NMAX
R E A D ( 2 Q )  ( A G ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
R E A D ( 2 0 )  ( E T A ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NMAX)
R E A D ( 2 0 )  ( L F T ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
R E A D ( 2 0 )  ( X F ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX) , ( Y F ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX) , ( Z F ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX) 
R E W I N D ( 2 0 )
C L O S E ( 2 0 )
KK=0
DO 6 0  1 = 1 , NWFX 
DO 6 0  J = 1 , I  
KK=KK+1 
I D T F ( K K ) = I
6 0  J D T F ( K K ) = J
C
C = = = = = = = = = =  CALCULATE TWO-EL MATRIX ELEMENTS = = = = = = = = = = = =
C
O P E N ( U N I T = 3 0 , F I L E = ' T W O E L E L . M A T R , D I S K = 6 0 1 , R E C L = N R E C L 1 ,
0  S Y N C = ’ ASYNCHRONOUS' ,F O R M = ' UNFORMATTED1 )
DO 6 6 6  K K I = 1 , N A S N  
I = I D T F ( K K I )
J = J D T F ( K K I )
A H ( 1 ) = X ( I )
A H ( 2 ) = Y ( I )
A H ( 3 ) = Z ( I )
B H ( 1 ) = X ( J )
B H ( 2 ) = Y ( J )
B H ( 3 ) = Z ( J )
DO 6 6 6  I F = 1 , N M A X  
C H ( 1 ) = X F ( I F )
C H ( 2 ) = Y F ( I F )
C H ( 3 ) = Z F ( I F )
A R 1 = ( A H ( 1 ) - B H ( 1 ) ) * * 2 + ( A H ( 2 ) - B H ( 2 ) ) * * 2 + ( A H ( 3 ) - B H ( 3 ) ) * * 2  
A R 2 = ( C H ( 1 ) - B H ( 1 ) ) * * 2 + ( C H ( 2 ) - B H ( 2 ) ) * * 2 + ( C H ( 3 ) - B H ( 3 ) ) * * 2 + A R 1  
L L T = L Y Z ( I ) + L Y Z ( J )
L L S = 2 * I N T ( L L T / 2 )
I F ( A R 2 . L T . 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 . A N D . L L S . N E . L L T )  THEN 
S U = 0 . D O  
E L S E  
S U = 0 . D O
DO 7 1  L M = 1 , N N L ( I )
DO 7 1  1 1 = 1 , N T ( I )
L 1 = L P ( 1 , I 1 , I )
M 1 = L P ( 2 , I 1 , I )
N 1 = L P ( 3 , I 1 , I )
DO 7 1  L N = 1 , N N L ( J )
DO 7 1  1 2 = 1 , N T ( J )
L 2 = L P ( 1 , 1 2 , J )
M 2 = L P ( 2 , 1 2 , J )
N 2 = L P ( 3 , I 2 , J )
L L 1 = M A X ( L 1 , M 1 , N 1 )
L L 2 = M A X ( L 2 , M 2 , N 2 )
L L = L 1+ M 1 +N 1
C D I J - S , D I J - P  AND D I J - D K L  CASE FOR ID X = 1  AND 
C D I I - S ,  D I I - P ,  D I J - D K K  CASE ( D I I - D K K  WHEN I D X = 3  )
ID X = 2
I F ( L L 1 . L E . 1 . A N D . L L 2 . L E . 1 )  ID X= 1  
I F ( L L 2 . E Q . 2 . A N D . L L 1 . E Q . 2 )  ID X= 3  
C J D X = 1  WHEN L 1 = S , P  OR X Y - T Y P E ,  AND L 2 = X * X  TYPE
C I D X = 3  WHEN L 1 = X * X  L 2 = Y * Y ,  = 2  WHEN ONE OF THEM=X*X FORM
C POTEN FOR N U C -A T R C .  PART ONLY HERE
LMN2=L2+M2+N2  
U U= 0 . D O  
A Z S 1 = A L ( I , L M )
A Z S 2 = A L ( J , L N )
I F ( L L 1 . E Q . 1 . AND. L L 2 . E Q . 2 . AND. L L . E Q . 2 )  GOTO 8 8 1  
I F ( L L . L T . L M N 2 )  GO TO 8 8 1  
I F ( L F T ( I F ) . E Q . O )  THEN
CALL T W 0 E L ( A Z S 1 , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A Z S 2 , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , C H , A G ( I F ) , I D X , T E D )  
E L S E
CALL R S Q E L ( A Z S 1 , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A Z S 2 , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , C H , A G ( I F ) , I D X , T E D )
E N D I F
GO TO 8 8 2
8 8 1  CONTINUE 
I F ( L F T ( I F ) . E Q . O )  THEN
CALL T W O E L ( A Z S 2 , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , A Z S 1 , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , C H , A G ( I F ) , I D X , T E D )  
E LS E
CALL R S Q E L ( A Z S 2 , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , A Z S 1 , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , C H , A G ( I F ) , I D X , T E D )  
E N D I F
8 8 2  CONTINUE 
U U = T E D ( 1 )
7 1  S U = S U + U U * A F ( 1 1 , 1 ) * A F ( 1 2 ,  J ) * A C T ( I , L M ) * A C T ( J , L N ) * A N K ( I , L M ) *
*  A N K ( J , L N )
E N D I F
TV=SU
T E L E L ( K K I , I F ) = T V  
6 6 6  CONTINUE
DO 7 0  K S = 1 , N P R T - 1
W R I T E ( 3 0 , W A I T = . F A L S E . )  TELE L,W AST 1
DO 2 6 6 6  K Y =1 , N A S N
KKI= KS*NASN+KY
I = I D T F ( K K I )
J = J D T F ( K K I )
A H ( 1 ) = X ( I )
A H ( 2 ) = Y ( I )
A H ( 3 ) = Z ( I )





B H ( 2 ) = Y ( J )
B H ( 3 ) = Z ( J )
DO 2 6 6 6  IF = 1 , N M A X  
C H ( 1 ) = X F ( I F )
C H ( 2 ) = Y F ( I F )
C H ( 3 ) = Z F ( I F )
A R 1 = ( A H ( 1 ) - B H ( 1 ) ) * * 2 + ( A H ( 2 ) - B H ( 2 ) ) * * 2 + ( A H ( 3 ) - B H ( 3 ) ) * * 2  
A R 2 = ( C H ( 1 ) - B H ( 1 ) ) * * 2 + ( C H ( 2 ) - B H ( 2 ) ) * * 2 + ( C H ( 3 ) - B H ( 3 ) ) * * 2 + A R 1  
L L T = L Y Z ( I ) + L Y Z ( J )
L L S = 2 * I N T ( L L T / 2 )
I F ( A R 2 . L T . 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 . A ND . L L S . N E . L L T )  THEN 
S U = 0 . D O  
E L S E  
S U = 0 . D O
DO 7 2 1  L M = 1 , N N L ( I )
DO 7 2 1  1 1 = 1 , N T ( I )
L 1 = L P ( 1 , 1 1 , 1 )
M 1 = L P ( 2 , I I , I )
N 1 = L P ( 3 , I 1 , I )
DO 7 2 1  L N = 1 , N N L ( J )
DO 7 2 1  1 2 = 1 , N T ( J )
L 2 = L P ( 1 , I 2 , J )
M 2 = L P ( 2 , I 2 , J )
N 2 = L P ( 3 , I 2 , J )
L L 1 = M A X ( L 1 , M 1 , N 1 )
L L 2 = M A X ( L 2 , M 2 , N 2 )
L L = L 1 + M 1 + N 1
C D I J - S , D I J - P  AND D I J - D K L  CASE FOR I D X = 1  AND 
C D I I - S ,  D I I - P ,  D I J - D K K  CASE (  D I I - D K K  WHEN I D X = 3  )
I D X = 2
I F ( L L 1 . L E . 1 . A N D . L L 2 . L E . 1 )  I D X = 1  
I F ( L L 2 . E Q . 2 . AND. L L 1 . E Q . 2 )  I D X = 3
J D X = 1  WHEN L 1 = S , P  OR X Y - T Y P E ,  AND L 2 = X * X  TYPE 
I D X = 3  WHEN L 1 = X * X  L 2 = Y * Y ,  = 2  WHEN ONE OF THEM=X*X FORM 
POTEN FOR N U C -A T R C .  PART ONLY HERE 
L MN 2=L 2+M 2+N 2  
U U =0 .D O  
A Z S 1 = A L ( I , L M )
A Z S 2 = A L ( J , L N )
I F ( L L 1 . E Q . 1 . AND. L L 2 . E Q . 2 . A ND . L L . E Q . 2 )  GOTO 8 2 8 1  
I F ( L L . L T . L M N 2 )  GO TO 8 2 8 1  
I F ( L F T ( I F ) . E Q . O )  THEN
CALL T W 0 E L ( A Z S 1 , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A Z S 2 , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , C H , A G ( I F ) , I D X , T E D )  
E L S E
CALL R S Q E L ( A Z S 1 , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A Z S 2 , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , C H , A G ( I F ) , I D X , T E D )  
E N D I F  
GO TO 8 2 8 2  
8 2 8 1  CONTINUE
I F ( L F T ( I F ) . E Q . O )  THEN
CALL T W 0 E L ( A Z S 2 , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , A Z S 1 , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , C H , A G ( I F ) , I D X , T E D )  





CALL R S Q E L ( A Z S 2 , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , A Z S 1 , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , C H , A G ( I F ) , I D X , T E D )  
E N D I F  
8 2 8 2  CONTINUE 
U U = T E D ( 1 )
7 2 1  S U = S U + U U * A F ( I 1 , I ) * A F ( I 2 , J ) * A C T ( I , L M ) * A C T ( J , L N ) * A N K ( I , L M ) *
*  A N K ( J , L N )
E N D I F
TV=SU
T E L E L P ( K Y , I F ) =TV 
2 6 6 6  CONTINUE 
W A I T ( 3 0 )
DO 7 3 9  M I = 1 , N A S N  
DO 7 3 9  MJ=1 ,NMAX 
7 3 9  T E L E L ( M I , M J ) = T E L E L P ( M I , M J )
7 0  CONTINUE
W R I T E ( 3 0 )  T E L E L ,W A S T 1  
R E W I N D ( 3 0 )
C L O S E ( 3 0 )
CALCULATE VA R IA TI ON AL  CHARGE F I T T I N G  MATRIX
DO 4 1 0  1 = 1 , 3  
4 1 0  B H ( I ) = 0 . D O
P I 2 5 = D S Q R T ( P I ) * P I * P I  
DO 4 8 0  1 = 1 , NMAX 
DO 4 8 0  J = 1 , I  
R E S = 0 . D O
A T O B = ( X F ( I ) - X F ( J ) ) * * 2 + ( Y F ( I ) - Y F ( J ) ) * * 2 + ( Z F ( I ) - Z F ( J ) ) * * 2  
E T B = 2 . D 0 * P I 2 5 / ( A G ( I ) * A G ( J ) * D S Q R T ( A G ( I ) + A G ( J ) ) )
CGM=AG( I ) * A G ( J ) *A TO B / ( AG( I ) + AG( J ) )
I F ( C G M . L T . l . D O )  CALL IC G F N( C G M )
I F ( C G M . G E . l . D O )  CALL F S H A V ( C G M , 3 )
I F ( ( L F T ( I ) + L F T ( J ) ) . E Q . 0 )  THEN 
R E S = E T B * F U N ( 1 )
E L S E  I F ( ( L F T ( I ) + L F T ( J ) ) . E Q . 1 )  THEN 
A L F 1 = A G ( I )
A L F 2 = A G ( J )
I F ( L F T ( J ) . G T . L F T ( I ) )  THEN 
A L F 2 = A G ( I )
A L F 1 = A G ( J )
E N D I F
A S 1 = E T B * ( 1 . D 0 / A L F 1 + 0 . 5 D 0 / ( A L F 1 + A L F 2 ) )
A S 2 = E T B * ( A L F 2 / ( A L F 1 + A L F 2 ) ) * * 2  
RE S = A S 1 * F U N ( 1 ) +AS 2 * F U N ( 2 ) *ATOB 
E L S E
A S 1 = E T B * ( 1 . D O / A G ( I ) + 0 . 5 D O / ( A G ( I ) + A G ( J ) ) ) * ( 1 . D O / A G ( J )
% + 0 . 5 D 0 / ( AG( I ) +AG ( J ) ) ) + E T B * 0 . 5 D 0 / ( AG( I ) +AG ( J ) ) * * 2  
A S 2 = E T B * ( 1 . D 0 / A G ( I ) + 0 . 5 D 0 / ( A G ( I ) + A G ( J ) ) )
A * ( A G ( I ) / ( A G ( I ) + A G ( J ) ) ) * * 2
A S 3 = E T B * ( 1 . D 0 / A G ( J ) + 0 . 5 D 0 / ( A G ( I ) + A G ( J ) ) )
A * ( A G ( J ) / ( A G ( I ) + A G ( J ) ) ) * * 2
A S 4 = - E T B * 2 . D O * A G ( I ) * A G ( J ) / ( A G ( I ) + A G ( J ) ) * * 3  
A S 5 = E T B * ( AG( I ) * A G ( J ) ) * * 2 / ( AG( I ) +AG( J ) ) * * 4  
R E S = A S 1 * F U N ( 1 ) + ( A S 2 + A S 3 + A S 4 ) * A T O B * F U N ( 2 )
R + A S 5 * A T 0 B * F U N ( 3 ) *ATOB
E N D I F
T E E ( I , J ) = R E S  
4 8 0  T E E ( J , I ) = R E S
O P E N ( U N I T = 8 9 , F I L E = ' T E E . MAT1 , FORM=' UNFORMATTED' )  
DO 7 4 0 2  1 = 1 , NMAX 
7 4 0 2  W R I T E ( 8 9 )  ( T E E ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N M A X )
R E W I N D ( 8 9 )
C L O S E ( 8 9 )
CALL G M I S ( T E E , F I V , W K , D E T , N M A X )
O P E N ( U N I T = 9 1 , F I L E = ' F I T . MAT’ , FORM=' UNFORMATTED' )  
DO 1 0 1 0  J = 1 , N M A X  
1 0 1 0  W R I T E ( 9 1 )  ( T E E ( I , J ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
END
Q  J U J L ^ J L  JU ^L JL JU JU
C * * * * *  PROGRAM 5 .  * * * * *
C
C T H I S  PROGRAM CALCULATES THE TWO-ELECTRON INTEGRAL 
C MATRIX ELEMENTS I N  AN D I F F E R E N T  ORDER W . R . T .
C PROGRAM 4 .
C N O T E :
C "MWF" I S  THE D IM ENS IO N OF WAVE F U NC T IO N .
C " N F T "  I S  THE D IM E NS IO N  OF CHARGE (  OR V ( X C )  )  F I T T I N G .
C " M B G " = ( M W F + l ) * M W F / 2 .
C " N A S N " ,  " N P R T " ,  AND " N W S l "  ARE PARAMETERS USED IN  THE
C ASYNCHRONOUS I / O .
C I F  MWF ODD "NASN"=MWF; MWF EVEN "N A S N "= M W F /2
C I F  MWF ODD " N P R T " = ( M W F + l ) / 2 ; MWF EVEN "N PR T"=MWF+1
C " N W S l " = ( I N T ( M F T * N A S N / 6 4 ) + l ) * 6 4 - M F T * N A S N - l
C " M M 2 " = ( I N T ( M W F * M W F / 6 4 ) + l ) * 6 4 - M W F * M W F - 1
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
PARAMETER ( N F T = 1 0 0 , MWF=56 , MM2=63 , MBG=1 5  9 6 , NWS1 = 1 5 , N P R T = 5  7 )  
PARAMETER ( N A S N = 2 8 , NRECL2=8*(MWF*MWF+MM2) )
DIMENSION A L ( M W F , 2 0 ) , X ( M W F ) , Y ( M W F ) , Z ( M W F ) , N T ( M W F ) , A F ( 3 , M W F )  
* , L P ( 3 , 3 , MWF) , ANK(MWF, 2 0 ) , L Y Z ( MWF) , NNL(MWF) , ACT(MWF, 2 0 )  
DIMENSION T E E ( N F T , N F T ) , F I V ( N F T , N F T ) , W K ( N F T ) , W S A T ( M M 2 )  
DIMENSION L F T ( N F T ) , E T A ( N F T ) , R O R E ( M W F , M W F )
DIMENSION A H ( 3 ) , B H ( 3 ) , C H ( 3 ) , T E L E L ( N A S N , N F T ) ,RORD(MWF,MWF) 
DIMENSION A G ( N F T ) , X F ( N F T ) , Y F ( N F T ) , Z F ( N F T ) , T E D ( 5 0 )
DIMENSION I D T F ( M B G ) , J D T F ( M B G ) , W A S T 1 ( N W S 1 ) , T E L E L P ( N A S N , N F T )  
C O M M O N /C O E F / B IN (1 0 , 1 0 ) , D B F C ( 1 1 ) , P I  
COMMON/ SHEN/ OOV( 5  8 0  0 )
COM MON/FUN/FUN(1 0 )
DO 1 9 8  1 = 1 , 1 0  
DO 1 9 8  J = 1 , I  
1 9 8  B I N ( I , J ) = F A C ( I - 1 ) / F A C ( J - 1 ) / F A C ( I - J )
D B F C ( 1 ) = 1 . 0D0  
D B F C ( 3 ) = 1 . 0D0  
D B F C ( 5 ) = 3 . 0D0  
D B F C ( 7 ) = 1 5 . 0D0  
D B F C ( 9 ) = 1 0 5 . 0D0  
D BFC( 1 1 ) = 9 . 0 D 0 * D B F C ( 9 )
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 2 5 3 5 8 9 7 9 8 D 0
O P E N ( U N I T = 9 5 , F I L E = ' C L S . D AT A ' , F O R M = ' UNFORMATTED1)
R E A D ( 9 5 )  NWFX
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( N T ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( L Y Z ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( N N L ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( X ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N W F X ) , ( Y ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N W F X ) , ( Z ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NWFX)
DO 5 9  1 = 1 , NWFX
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( A L ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N N L ( I ) )
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( A N K ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N N L ( I ) )





N B T = N T ( I )
R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( A F ( J , I ) , J = 1 , N B T )
5 9  R E A D ( 9 5 )  ( ( L P ( J J , I I , I ) , J J = 1 , 3 ) , 1 1 = 1 , N B T )
R E W I N D ( 9 5 )
C L O S E ( 9 5 )
O P E N ( U N I T = 2 0 , F I L E = ' N E W F I T . D A T A , L E N G T H = 1 6 0 0 0 '
0  , FO RM =' UNFORMATTED' )
READ( 2 0 )  NMAX
R E A D ( 2 0 )  ( A G ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
R E A D ( 2 0 )  ( E T A ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
R E A D ( 2 0 )  ( L F T ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
R E A D ( 2 0 )  ( X F ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX) , ( Y F ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NM AX) , ( Z F ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NMAX) 
R E W I N D ( 2 0 )
C L O S E ( 2 0 )
KK=0
DO 6 0  1 = 1 , NWFX 
DO 6 0  J = 1 , I  
KK=KK+1 
I D T F ( K K ) = I
6 0  J D T F ( K K ) = J
===== RECALCULATE TWO-EL MATRIX ELEMENTS = = = = = = = = = = = =
O P E N ( U N I T = 1 3 5 , F I L E = ' ROR D' ,R EC L= N RE C L2  
0  , S Y N C = ' ASYNCHRONOUS' , FORM=’ UNFORMATTED' )
DO 1 0 7 0  I F = 1 , 1  
C H ( 1 ) = X F ( I F )
C H ( 2 ) = Y F ( I F )
C H ( 3 ) = Z F ( I F )
DO 1 6 6 6  1 = 1 , NWFX 
A H ( 1 ) = X ( I )
A H ( 2 ) = Y ( I )
A H ( 3 ) = Z ( I )
DO 1 6 6 6  J = 1 , I  
B H ( 1 ) = X ( J )
B H ( 2 ) = Y ( J )
B H ( 3 ) = Z ( J )  •
A R 1 = ( A H ( 1 ) - B H ( 1 ) ) * * 2 + ( A H ( 2 ) - B H ( 2 ) ) * * 2 + ( A H ( 3 ) - B H ( 3 ) ) * * 2  
A R 2 = ( C H ( 1 ) - B H ( 1 ) ) * * 2 + ( C H ( 2 ) - B H ( 2 ) ) * * 2 + ( C H ( 3 ) - B H ( 3 ) ) * * 2 + A R 1  
L LT =L Y  Z ( I ) + L Y Z ( J )
L L S = 2 * I N T ( L L T / 2 )
I F ( A R 2 . L T . 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 . A N D . L L S . N E . L L T )  THEN 
S U = 0 . D O  
E L S E  
S U = 0 . D O
DO 1 0 7 1  L M = 1 , N N L ( I )
DO 1 0 7 1  1 1 = 1 , N T ( I )
L 1 = L P ( 1 , I 1 , I )
M 1 = L P ( 2 , I 1 , I )
N 1 = L P ( 3 , I 1 , I )
DO 1 0 7 1  L N = 1 , N N L ( J )
DO 1 0 7 1  1 2 = 1 , N T ( J )
L 2 = L P ( 1 , I 2 , J )
M 2 = L P ( 2 , I 2 , J )
N 2 = L P ( 3 , I 2 , J )
L L 1 = M A X ( L 1 , M 1 , N 1 )
L L 2 = M A X ( L 2 , M 2 , N 2 )
L L= L 1 + M 1 + N 1
C D I J - S , D I J - P  AND D I J - D K L  CASE FOR ID X = 1  AND
C D I I - S ,  D I I - P ,  D I J - D K K  CASE ( D I I - D K K  WHEN I D X = 3  )
I D X = 2
I F ( L L 1 . L E . 1 . A N D . L L 2 . L E . 1 )  ID X = 1  
I F ( L L 2 . E Q . 2 . A N D . L L 1 . E Q . 2 )  I D X = 3  
C J D X = 1  WHEN L 1 = S , P  OR X Y - T Y P E ,  AND L 2 = X * X  TYPE
C I D X = 3  WHEN L 1 = X * X  L 2 = Y * Y ,  = 2  WHEN ONE OF THEM=X*X FORM
C POTEN FOR N U C -A T R C .  PART ONLY HERE
LM N2=L2+M2+N2  
U U =0 .D O  
A Z S 1 = A L ( I , L M )
A Z S 2 = A L ( J , L N )
I F ( L L 1 . E Q . 1 . AND. L L 2 . E Q . 2 . AND. L L . E Q . 2 )  GOTO 1 8 8 1  
I F ( L L . L T . L M N 2 )  GO TO 1 8 8 1  
I F ( L F T ( I F ) . E Q . O )  THEN
CALL T W 0 E L ( A Z S 1 , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A Z S 2 , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , C H  
C , A G ( I F ) , I D X , T E D )
E LS E
CALL R S Q E L ( A Z S 1 , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A Z S 2 , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , C H  
C , A G ( I F ) , I D X , T E D )
E N D I F  
GO TO 1 8 8 2
1 8 8 1  CONTINUE
I F ( L F T ( I F ) . E Q . 0 )  THEN
CALL T W O E L ( A Z S 2 , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , A Z S 1 , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , C H  
C , A G ( I F ) , I D X , T E D )
E LS E
CALL R S Q E L ( A Z S 2 , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , A Z S 1 , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , C H  
C , A G ( I F ) , I D X , T E D )
E N D I F
1 8 8 2  CONTINUE 
U U = T E D ( 1 )
1 0 7 1  SU =S U+ UU *A F( 1 1 , 1 ) * A F ( I 2 , J ) * A C T ( I , L M ) * A C T ( J , L N ) *A NK ( I , LM) *  
*  A N K ( J , L N )
E N D I F
TV=SU
R O R D ( I , J ) = T V  
1 6 6 6  R O R D ( J , I ) = T V  
1 0 7 0  CONTINUE
DO 1 3 7 0  IF = 2 , N M A X
W R IT E ( 1 3 5 , W A I T = . F A L S E . )  RORD, WAST
C H ( 1 ) = X F ( I F )
C H ( 2 ) = Y F ( I F )





DO 1 9 6 6  1 = 1 , NWFX 
A H ( 1 ) = X ( I )
A H ( 2 ) = Y ( I )
A H ( 3 ) = Z ( I )
DO 1 9 6 6  J = 1 , I  
B H ( 1 ) = X ( J )
B H ( 2 ) = Y ( J )
B H ( 3 ) = Z ( J )
A R 1 = ( A H ( 1 ) - B H ( 1 ) ) * * 2 + ( A H ( 2 ) - B H ( 2 ) ) * * 2 + ( A H ( 3 ) - B H ( 3 ) ) * * 2  
A R 2 = ( C H ( 1 ) - B H ( 1 ) ) * * 2 + ( C H ( 2 ) - B H ( 2 ) ) * * 2 + ( C H ( 3 ) - B H ( 3 ) ) * * 2 + A R l  
L L T = L Y Z ( I ) + L Y Z ( J )
L L S = 2 * I N T ( L L T / 2 )
I F ( A R 2 . L T . 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 . A ND . L L S . N E . L L T )  THEN 
S U = 0 . D O  
E L S E  
S U = 0 . D O
DO 1 3 7 1  L M = 1 , N N L ( I )
DO 1 3 7 1  1 1 = 1 , N T ( I )
L 1 = L P ( 1 , I 1 , I )
M 1 = L P ( 2 , I 1 , I )
N 1 = L P ( 3 , I 1 , I )
DO 1 3 7 1  L N = 1 , N N L ( J )
DO 1 3 7 1  1 2 = 1 , N T ( J )
L 2 = L P ( 1 , I 2 , J )
M 2 = L P ( 2 , I 2 , J )
N 2 = L P ( 3 , I 2 , J )
L L 1 = M A X ( L 1 , M 1 , N 1 )
L L 2 = M A X ( L 2 , M 2 , N 2 )
L L = L 1 + M 1 + N 1
C D I J - S , D I J - P  AND D I J - D K L  CASE FOR I D X = 1  AND 
C D I I - S ,  D I I - P ,  D I J - D K K  CASE (  D I I - D K K  WHEN I D X = 3  )
I D X = 2
I F ( L L 1 . L E . 1 . A N D . L L 2 . L E . 1 )  ID X = 1  
I F ( L L 2 . E Q . 2 . A N D . L L 1 . E Q . 2 )  I D X = 3
J D X = 1  WHEN L 1 = S , P  OR X Y - T Y P E ,  AND L 2= X *X  TYPE 
I D X = 3  WHEN L 1 = X * X  L 2 = Y * Y ,  = 2  WHEN ONE OF THEM=X*X FORM 
POTEN FOR N U C -A TR C .  PART ONLY HERE 
L MN 2=L2+M2+N 2  
U U = 0 . D O  
A Z S 1 = A L ( I , L M )
A Z S 2 = A L ( J , L N )
I F ( L L 1 . E Q . 1 . AND. L L 2 . E Q . 2 . AND. L L . E Q . 2 )  GOTO 1 0 8 1  
I F ( L L . L T . L M N 2 )  GO TO 1 0 8 1  
I F ( L F T ( I F ) . E Q . O )  THEN
CALL T W 0 E L ( A Z S 1 , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A Z S 2 , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , C H  
C , A G ( I F ) , I D X , T E D )
E L S E
CALL R S Q E L ( A Z S 1 , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A Z S 2 , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , C H  
C , A G ( I F ) , I D X , T E D )
E N D I F  
GO TO 1 0 8 2
1 0 8 1  CONTINUE 
I F C L F T ( I F . ) . E Q . O )  THEN
CALL T W 0 E L ( A Z S 2 , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , A Z S 1 , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , C H  
C , A G ( I F ) , I D X , T E D )
E L S E
CALL R S Q E L ( A Z S 2 , B H , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , A Z S 1 , A H , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , C H  
C , A G ( I F ) , I D X , T E D )
END I F
1 0 8 2  CONTINUE 
U U = T E D ( 1 )
1 3 7 1  S U =S U+ UU * AF ( I 1 , I ) * A F ( I 2 , J ) * A C T ( I , LM) * A C T ( J , L N ) *ANK ( I , LM) 
*  A N K ( J , L N )
E N D I F
TV=SU
R O R E ( I , J ) = T V  
1 9 6 6  R O R E ( J , I ) = T V  
W A I T ( 1 3 5 )
DO 9 8 3  L I = 1 , N W F X  
DO 9 8 3  L J = 1 , N W F X  
9 8 3  R O R D ( L I , L J ) = R O R E ( L I , L J )
1 3 7 0  CONTINUE
W R I T E ( 1 3 5 )  RORD,WAST 
R E W I N D ( 1 3 5 )
C L O S E ( 1 3 5 )
END
Q  J L JU  >I»«|U JL» A  »l« JL  mtm
c  * * * * *  PROGRAM 6 .  * * * * *
C
c  * * *  THE s e l f - c o n s i s t e n t  i t e r a t i o n s  * * *
C N O T E :
C " N E L "  I S  THE TOTAL #  OF ELECTRONS I N  THE CLUSTER
C "NSM"  MUST BE LARGER THAN THE #  OF INT EGR ATI ON  P O I N T S
C "MWF" I S  THE DIM EN SI ON  OF WAVE FU N C T IO N .
C " N F T "  I S  THE D IM E NS IO N  OF CHARGE (  OR V ( X C )  )  F I T T I N G .
C " M B G " = ( M W F + l ) * M W F / 2 .
C " N A S N " ,  " N P R T " ,  " M S T "  AND " N W S l "  ARE PARAMETERS
C USED IN  ASYNCHRONOUS I / O
C I F  MWF ODD "NASN"=MWF; MWF EVEN " N A SN "= M W F/ 2
C I F  MWF ODD " N P R T " = ( M W F + l ) / 2 ;  MWF EVEN "N PR T"= MW F+1
C " N W S l " = ( I N T ( M F T * N A S N / 6 4 ) + l ) * 6 4 - M F T * N A S N - l
C " M S T " = ( I N T ( M I M * M I M / 6 4 ) + l ) * 6 4 - M I M * M I M - l
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
PARAMETER ( M I M = 5 6 , M F T = 1 0 0 , N S M = 4 1 5 9 6 , N M A X I T = 8 0 , M S T = 6 3 )  
PARAMETER ( N E L = 3 0 , N S T 1 = 1 5 , N P R T = 5 7 , M B G = 1 5 9 6 , N A S N = 2 8 )  
PARAMETER ( NRE CL 1 = 8 * ( NASN*MF T+ NST 1 ) , N R E C L 2 = 8 * ( M I M * M I M + M S T ) ) 
DIME NSI ON W U P ( M I M ) , W D N ( M I M ) , B F 1 ( M I M , M I M ) , W A S T ( M S T )
DI MENSION ANUP( MIM) , ANDN( MIM) , NDG( MFT) , I D G ( M F T , 1 0 )
DIME NSI ON C G U P ( M I M , M I M ) , C G D N ( M I M , M I M ) , A H ( 3 ) , B H ( 3 )
D IMENSION R O U P ( M F T ) , R O D N ( M F T ) , T E L E L ( N A S N , M F T )
D IMENSION TCVX1 ( N AS N , MFT) , V 1 U P ( MFT) , V1DN ( MF T)
D IMEN SIO N A Z Z ( 4 0 ) , A R R ( 4 0 , 3 )
D IMENSION C U P ( M F T ) , C D N ( M F T ) , F ( M F T , M F T ) , F L S ( M F T , M F T )  
D IMENSION I D T F ( M B G ) , J D T F ( M B G )
DI MENSION TCV X2 ( N AS N , MFT) , T E L E P ( N AS N , MFT)
DI MENSION D U ( M F T ) , D D ( M F T ) , T E L E ( M F T ) , T C V X ( M F T ) , W A S T 1 ( N S T 1 )  
DI MENSION X R ( N S M , 3 ) , D E N T ( N S M ) , S M U L ( M I M , M I M )
D IMENSION T E E ( M F T , M F T ) , V X T E ( M F T , M F T )
DI MENSION R F ( M F T , 3 ) , A G ( M F T ) , E T A ( M F T ) , L F T ( M F T )
D IMENSION V E U P ( N S M ) , V E D N ( N S M ) , W E U P ( N S M ) , W E D N ( N S M )
D IMENSION O U P ( M F T ) , O D N ( M F T ) , R U P ( M F T ) . R D N ( M F T )
DIME NSI ON WWUP(MFT),WWDN( MFT)
DIME NSI ON B A S ( M I M ) , B A P ( M I M ) , B A D ( M I M ) , C U S ( M I M ) , C P P ( M I M )  
DI MENSION C U D ( M I M ) , O S ( M I M ) , O P ( M I M ) , C H C K ( M I M )
DI MENSION F R A C ( M I M ) , Z P C U D ( M I M ) , Z P O P ( M I M )
C O M M O N / E G l / S ( M I M , M I M ) , H U P ( M I M , M I M ) , H D N ( M I M , M I M )  
C O M M O N / E G 2 / Z U P ( M I M , M I M ) , Z D N ( M I M , M I M )





P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 2 5 3 5 8 9 7 9 8 D 0
CALL A M S I T 1 ( N A T , N T P 1 , N T P 2 , A Z Z , ARR)
C CALCULATE TOTAL NU-NU ENERGY
143
A A N U =0 .
DO 1 9 9  1 = 1 , N A T - 1  
DO 1 9 9  J = I + 1 , N A T
D D S S = ( A R R ( I , 1 ) - A R R ( J , 1 ) ) * * 2 + ( A R R ( I , 2 ) - A R R ( J , 2 ) ) * * 2 +  
* ( A R R ( I , 3 ) - A R R ( J , 3 ) ) * * 2  
D D S S = S Q R T ( D D S S )
1 9 9  A A N U = A A N U + A Z Z ( I ) * A Z Z ( J ) * 2 . / D D S S
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ’ NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS ENERGY1 ,AANU 
NND=0
DO 2 9 7  1 = 1 , NAT 
2 9 7  N N D = N N D + I N T ( A Z Z ( I ) )
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  '  TOTAL #  OF ELE CT RON S ' , NEL 
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  '  DOUBLE CHECK ' ,NND
O P E N ( U N I T = 9 0 , F I L E = ' N E W F I T . D A T A , L E N G T H = 1 6 0 0 0 ' ,F O R M = ' UNFORMATTED' )
READ( 9 0 )  NMAX
R E A D ( 9 0 )  ( A G ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
R E A D ( 9 0 )  ( E T A ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
R E A D C 9 0 )  ( L F T ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NMAX)
R E A D ( 9 0 )  ( R F ( I , 1 ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX) , ( R F ( I , 2 ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
) , ( R F ( I , 3 ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
R E W I N D ( 9 0 )
C L O S E ( 9 0 )
O P E N ( U N I T = l , F I L E = ' O V L P . MAT' ,F O R M = 1UNFORMATTED1)
DO 1 1 = 1 ,NWFX
1 R E A D ( l )  ( S ( J , I ) , J = 1 , N W F X )
C L O S E ( l )
O P E N ( U N I T = 2 , F I L E = ' T P L V . MAT' ,FORM= 'UNFORMATTED’ )
DO 2  1 = 1 ,NWFX
2 R E A D ( 2 )  ( B F 1 ( J , I ) , J = 1 , N W F X )
C L O S E ( 2 )
O PEN ( U N I T = 9  3 , F I L E = ' ROUPDN. DATA1 ,F ORM='UNFORMATTED' )
R E A D ( 9 3 )  NMAX
R E A D ( 9 3 )  ( R O U P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
R E A D ( 9 3 )  ( R O D N ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
R E W I N D ( 9 3 )
C L O S E ( 9 3 )
0 P E N ( U N I T = 4 , F I L E = ' V E X U P D N . D A T A ' , FORM =’ UNFORMATTED' )
R E A D ( 4 )  ( V 1 U P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX) , ( V 1 D N ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NMAX)
C L O S E ( 4 )
KK=0
DO 9 1 9  1 = 1 , MIM 
DO 9 1 9  J = 1 , I  
KK=KK+1 
I D T F ( K K ) = I  
9 1 9  J D T F ( K K ) = J
CALL S Y S $ G E T T I M E ( C T I M E 1 , W T I M E 1 )
OPEN( U N I T = 5  0 , F I L E = ' TWOELEL. M A T R , D I S K = 6 0 ' , RE C L =N RE C L 1 ,
0  S Y N C = ’ ASYNCHRONOUS' , FORM=' UNFORMATTED' )
O P E N ( U N I T = 2 0 , F I L E = ' T C V E X 1 . M A T , D I S K = 2 0 ' , R E C L = N R E C L 1 ,
0  S Y N C = ' ASYNCHRONOUS' ,F O RM =' UN F OR MA TT E D' )
R E A D ( 5 0 )  T E L E L . W A S T 1
144
R E A D ( 2 0 )  TCVX1,WAST1
DO 6 1 0  K I = 1 , N P R T - 1
R E A D ( 5 0 , W A I T = . F A L S E . ) T E L E P , W A S H
R E A D ( 2 0 , W A I T = . F A L S E . )  T C V X 2 , WASTl
DO 7 1 0  K J = 1 , N A S N
K K = ( K I - 1 ) * N A S N + K J
I = I D T F ( K K )
J = J D T F ( K K )
DO 7 5 0  KH=1,NMAX 
T E L E ( KH) = T E L E L ( K J , KH )
7 5 0  TCVX( KH) =T CVX1 ( K J , KH )
CALL DOT PR ( T E L E , 1 , R O U P , 1 , C C 1 , NMAX)
CALL DOTPR( T E L E , 1 , RODN, 1 , CC 2 , NMAX)
CALL DOT PR ( TC V X , 1 , V 1 U P , 1 , U U P , NMAX)
CALL DOTPR( TC V X , 1 , V 1 D N , 1 , UDN, NMAX)
H U P ( I , J ) = C C 1 + C C 2 + U U P + B F 1 ( I , J )
HDN( I , J ) = C C 1 + C C 2 + U D N + B F 1 ( I , J  )
H U P ( J , I ) = H U P ( I , J )
7 1 0  H D N ( J , I ) = H D N ( I , J )
W A I T ( 5 0 )
W A I T ( 2 0 )
DO 7 2 3  K L = 1 , N A S N
DO 7 2 3  KM=1,NMAX
T E L E L ( K L , KM) = T E L E P ( K L , KM)
7 2 3  TCVX1 ( K L , KM) = T C V X 2 ( K L , KM)
6 1 0  CONTINUE
DO 7 4 0  K J = 1 , N A S N
K K = ( N P R T - 1 ) * N A S N + K J
I = I D T F ( K K )
J = J D T F ( K K )
DO 7 3 0  KH=1,NMAX 
T E L E ( KH) = T E L E L ( K J , KH)
7 3 0  T C V X ( K H ) = T C V X 1 ( K J , K H )
CALL DOTPR( T E L E , 1 , R O U P , 1 , C C 1 , NMAX)
CALL DOTP R( T E L E , 1 , RODN, 1 , C C 2 , NMAX)
CALL DOTPR( TC V X , 1 , V 1 U P , 1 , U U P , NMAX)
CALL DOT PR ( TCVX , 1 , V 1 D N , 1 , UDN, NMAX)
H U P ( I , J ) = C C 1 + C C 2 + U U P + B F 1 ( 1 , J )
HDN( I , J ) = C C 1 + C C 2 + U D N + B F 1 ( I , J )
H U P ( J , I ) = H U P ( I , J )
7 4 0  H D N ( J , I ) = H D N ( I , J )
CALL S Y S $ G E T T I M E ( C T I M E 2 , W T I M E 2 )  
C P U T I M E = ( C T I M E 2 - C T I M E 1 ) * 1 0 0 0 . 0  
W O R T I M E = ( W T I M E 2 - W T I M E 1 ) * 1 0 0 0 . 0  
WOVC=WORTIME/CPUTIME
O P E N ( U N I T = 7 3 , F I L E = ' T E E . MAT1 , F O R M = ' UNFORMATTED' )  
DO 2 4 5  1 = 1 , NMAX 
2 4 5  R E A D ( 7 3 )  ( T E E ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N M A X )
R E W I N D ( 7 3 )
C L O S E ( 7 3 )




DO 2 4 6  1 = 1 , NMAX 
2 4 6  R E A D ( 7 3 )  ( V X T E ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N M A X )
R E W I N D ( 7 3 )
C L O S E ( 7 3 )
O P E N ( U N I T = 9 1 , F I L E = ' F I T . MAT * , FO RM =' UNFORMATTED' )
DO 3 0 1 0  1 = 1 , NMAX 
3 0 1 0  R E A D ( 9 1 )  ( F ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N M A X )
R E W I N D ( 9 1 )
C L O S E ( 9 1 )
O P E N ( U N I T = 9 1 , F I L E = ’ L S F I T . MAT1 ,F O R M = ’ UNFORMATTED’ )
DO 3 4 1 0  1 = 1 , NMAX 
3 4 1 0  R E A D ( 9 1 )  ( F L S ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N M A X )
R E W I N D ( 9 1 )
C L O S E ( 9 1 )
O P E N ( U N I T = 1 5 9 , F I L E = ’ S P D . COMP’ , F O R M = 1 UNFORMATTED’ )
R E A D ( 1 5 9 )  ( B A S ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
R E A D ( 1 5 9 )  ( B A P ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NWFX)
R E A D ( 1 5 9 )  ( B A D ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NWFX)
R E A D ( 1 5 9 )  ( C U S ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NWFX)
R E A D ( 1 5 9 )  ( C P P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
R E A D ( 1 5 9 )  ( C U D ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NWFX)
R E A D ( 1 5 9 )  ( O S ( I ) , I = l , N W F X )
R E A D ( 1 5 9 )  ( O P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
C L O S E ( 1 5 9 )
O P E N ( U N I T = 1 3 , F I L E = ’ RAMPT’ , FORM =’ UNFORMATTED’ )
R E A D ( 1 3 )  N F I T  
DO 3 9 9 9  1 = 1 , N F I T  
3 9 9 9  R E A D ( 1 3 )  X R ( I , 1 ) , X R ( I , 2 ) , X R ( I , 3 ) , D E N T ( I )
C L O S E ( 1 3 )
O P E N ( 1 5 3 , F I L E = ’ ROR D’ ,R E C L = N R E C L 2  
0 , S Y N C = ’ ASYNCHRONOUS’ , F O R M =’ UNFORMATTED’ )
L T E R = 0  
E 0 0 = 0 . D O
* * * * * * *  STARTS I T E R A T I O N  HERE * * * * * * * * * *
3 5 0  CONTINUE
CALL E I G S ( NWFX, WUP, WDN)
CALL EIGNMX( WUP, WDN, N E L , NWFX, NUPMX, NDNMX, A NU P , ANDN, CHCK) 
C CHARGE D E N S IT Y  M A T RI X: CH UP  & CHDN 
DO 2 0 0  1 = 1 , NWFX 
DO 2 0 0  J = 1 , I  
C C 1 = 0 . D O  
C C 2 = 0 . D O
DO 2 0 1  K = l , N U P M X
2 0 1  C C 1 = C C 1 + Z U P ( I , K ) * Z U P ( J , K ) * A N U P ( K )
DO 2 0 2  K= l ,N DNM X
2 0 2  C C 2 = C C 2 + Z D N ( I , K ) * Z D N ( J , K ) * A N D N ( K )
C H U P ( I , J ) = C C 1
C H U P ( J , I ) = C C 1  
C H D N ( I , J ) = C C 2
C H D N ( J , I ) = C C 2  
2 0 0  CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE CONVERGENCE FACTOR 
C K 1 = 0 .D O  
C K 2 = 0 . D O  
T C 1 = 0 . D O  
T C 2 = 0 . D O  
EKNU=0 .DO 
DO 3 4 0  1 = 1 , NWFX 
DO 3 4 0  J = 1 , N W F X
E K N U = 0 . 5 D 0 * B F 1 ( I , J ) * ( CHU P( I , J ) + C H D N ( I , J ) )  +EKNU 
T C 1 = T C 1 + C H U P ( I , J ) * S ( I , J )
T C 2 = T C 2 + C H D N ( I , J ) * S ( I , J )
C K 1 = C K 1 + ( C H U P ( I , J ) - C G U P ( I , J ) ) * * 2  
3 4 0  C K 2 = C K 2 + ( C H D N ( I , J ) - C G D N ( I , J ) ) * * 2  
CK1= DSQRT( CK1 ) / F L O A T ( NWFX)
C K2=DSQRT( C K 2 ) /F L O A T C  NWFX)
DO 3 3 0  1 = 1 , NWFX 
DO 3 3 0  J = 1 , N W F X  
C G U P ( I , J ) = C H U P ( I , J )
3 3 0  C G D N ( I , J ) = C H D N ( I , J )
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  1 IN TEG RAT ED  TOTAL CH U P = ' , T C 1 , '  D N = ' , T C 2  
C CHARGE F I T T I N G  C O E F F I C I E N T S :
CALL S Y S $ G E T T I M E ( C T I M E 1 , W T I M E 1 )
R E A D ( 1 5 3 )  HDN,WAST 
E E P P = 0 .
DO 3 0 0  L =1 ,N M AX  
C U P ( L ) = 0 . D O  
C D N ( L ) = 0 . D O
I F ( L . L E . ( N M A X - 1 ) )  THEN 
R E A D ( 1 5 3 , W A I T = . F A L S E . )  HUP,WAST 
DO 3 8 4  1 = 1 , NWFX 
DO 3 8 4  J = 1 , N W F X
C U P ( L ) = C U P ( L ) + H D N ( I , J ) * C H U P ( I , J ) * 0 . 5  
C D N ( L ) = C D N ( L ) + H D N ( I , J ) * C H D N ( I , J ) * 0 . 5  
E E P P = E E P P + H D N ( I , J ) * ( CH U P( I , J ) +CHDN( I , J ) ) * ( ROU P( L ) +
*  R O D N ( L ) )
3 8 4  CONTINUE 
W A I T ( 1 5 3 )
DO 3 8 5  1 = 1 , NWFX 
DO 3 8 5  J = 1 , I  
H D N ( I , J ) = H U P ( I , J )
3 8 5  H D N ( J , I ) = H U P ( I , J )
ELS E
DO 3 6 0  1 = 1 , NWFX 
DO 3 6 0  J = 1 , N W F X
C U P ( L ) = C U P ( L ) + H D N ( I , J ) * C H U P ( I , J ) * 0 . 5  
C D N ( L ) = C D N ( L ) + H D N ( I , J ) * C H D N ( I , J ) * 0 . 5  
E E P P = E E P P + H D N ( I , J ) * ( C H U P ( I , J ) +CHDN( I , J ) ) * ( R O U P ( L ) +
*  R O D N ( L ) )





E N D I F  
3 0 0  CONTINUE
R E W I N D ( 1 5 3 )
CALL S Y S $ G E T T I M E ( C T I M E 2 , W T I M E 2 )  
C T T D = ( C T I M E 2 - C T I M E 1 ) * 1 0 0 0  
C W W D = (W T IM E 2 -W T IM E 1 )* 1 0 0 0  
RRAT=CWWD/CTTD 
C I N P U T  CONVERGENCE FACTOR 
C NOT E:  D I F F E R E N T  BY 1 FROM OTHER PE OP LE  
A L A = 0 . 9 0
I F ( L T E R . G T . 5 )  A L A = 0 . 8 0  
I F ( L T E R . G T . I O )  A L A = 0 . 7 0  
I F ( L T E R . G T . 3 0 )  A L A = 0 . 6 5  
C CALCULATE THE NEW F I T T I N G  C O E F F I C I E N T S  
C L 1 = 0 .
C L 2 = 0 .
C L 3 = 0 .
DO 5 1 0  1 = 1 , NMAX 
DO 5 1 0  J= 1 ,N M A X
C L 1 = C L 1 + E T A ( I ) * F ( I , J ) * C U P ( J )
C L 3 = C L 3 + E T A ( I ) * F ( I , J ) *C DN ( J )
5 1 0  C L 2 = C L 2 + E T A ( I ) * F ( I , J ) * E T A ( J )
A L U P = ( T C 1 - C L 1 ) / CL2  
ALDN=( T C 2 - C L 3 ) / CL2  
DO 5 1 4  1 = 1 , NMAX 
R O U P ( I ) = 0 .
R O D N ( I ) = 0 .
DO 5 1 4  J = 1 , N M A X
R O U P ( I ) = R O U P ( I ) + F ( I , J ) * ( C U P ( J ) + A L U P * E T A ( J ) ) 
5 1 4  RODN( I ) =RODN( I ) + F ( I , J ) * ( CDN( J ) + A L D N * E T A ( J ) )
I F ( L T E R . L T . 1 )  THEN
O PEN( 1 , F I L E = ' ROUPDN. DATA * , FORM =' UNFORMATTED’ ) 
R E A D ( l )  NMAX
R E A D ( l )  ( O U P ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NMAX)
R E A D ( l )  ( O D N ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
C L O S E ( 1 )
E N D I F  
C MIX NOW
DO 5 2 0  1 = 1 , NMAX
ROUP(  I ) = ( 1 . - A L A ) * R O U P ( I ) + A L A * O U P ( I )
5 2 0  RODN( I ) = ( 1 . - A LA) *RODN( I ) +ALA*ODN( I )
C 5 2 0  RODN( I ) =R O UP ( I )
DO 5 2 2  1 = 1 , NMAX 
O U P ( I ) = R O U P ( I )
5 2 2  O D N ( I ) = R O D N ( I )
EVALUATE EXCHANGE P O T E N T I A L  AT EVERY DVM P T S
EWXC=0 .DO 
DO 1 1 2 0  1 = 1 , N F I T  




E N = 0 . D 0
DO 1 1 2 1  J= 1 ,N M A X
R 1 = ( X R ( I , 1 ) - R F ( J , 1 ) ) * * 2 + ( X R ( I , 2 ) - R F ( J , 2 ) ) * * 2 +  
+ ( X R ( I , 3 ) - R F ( J , 3 ) ) * * 2  
T S S = 0 . D O  
U I = A G ( J ) * R 1
I F ( A B S ( U I ) . L E . 3 0 .D O )  T S S = D E X P ( - U I )
I F ( L F T ( J ) . E Q . l )  T S S = T S S * R 1  
E P = E P + R O U P ( J ) * T S S  
1 1 2 1  E N = E N + R O D N ( J ) * T S S
CALL V B H ( E P , E N , E T , E P A , Q 1 , Q 2 , X U P , X D N )
EWXC=EWXC- E P * ( X U P - 0 . 5 D 0 * Q 1 ) - E N * ( XDN- 0 . 5 D 0 * Q 2 ) 
W E U P ( I ) = X U P  
WEDN( I ) =XDN 
V E U P ( I ) = Q 1  
1 1 2 0  V E D N ( I ) = Q 2
DO 6 3 1  L= 1 , NM AX 
W W U P ( L ) = 0 .
W W D N ( L ) = 0 .
R U P ( L ) = 0 .
R D N ( L ) = 0 .
DO 6 3 1  J = 1 , N F I T
R 1 = ( X R ( J , 1 ) - R F ( L , 1 ) ) * * 2 + ( X R ( J , 2 ) - R F ( L , 2 ) ) * * :  
L  ( X R ( J , 3 ) - R F ( L , 3 ) ) * * 2
A U = R 1 * A G ( L )
B 1 = 0 . D O
I F ( A U . L E . 3 0 . 0 )  B 1 = E X P ( - A U )
I F ( L F T ( L ) . E Q . l )  B 1 = B 1 * R 1  
WWUP(L)=WWUP( L ) +WEUP( J ) * B 1 * D E N T ( J )
WWDN( L ) =WWDN( L ) +WEDN( J ) * B 1 * D E N T ( J )
R U P ( L ) = R U P ( L ) +V E U P ( J ) * B 1 * D E N T ( J )
6 3 1  RDN( L ) =RDN( L ) +VEDN( J ) * B 1 * D E N T ( J )
DO 6 5 0  1 = 1 , NMAX
V 1 U P ( I ) = 0 . D O
V 1 D N ( I ) = 0 . D O
D U ( I ) = 0 . D 0
D D ( I ) = O . D O
DO 6 5 0  J = 1 , N M A X
D U ( I ) = D U ( I ) + F L S ( I , J ) * W W U P ( J )
D D ( I ) = D D ( I ) + F L S ( I , J ) * W W D N ( J )  
V 1 U P ( I ) = V 1 U P ( I ) + F L S ( I , J ) * R U P ( J )  
V 1 D N ( I ) = V 1 D N ( I ) + F L S ( I , J ) * R D N ( J )
6 5 0  CONTINUE
CALCULATE THE MATRIX ELEMENTS AGAIN
R E W I N D ( 5 0 )
R E W I N D ( 2 0 )
EWXCP =0 .D O 
R E A D ( 5 0 )  T EL E L ,W AS T 1  
READ( 2 0 )  TCVX1,WAST1
DO 3 1 0  K I = 1 , N P R T - 1
READ( 5  0 , W A I T = . F A L S E . )  T E L E P , WAST1
R E A D ( 2 0 , W A I T = . F A L S E . )  T C V X 2 , WAST1
DO 4 1 0  K J = 1 , N A S N
K K = ( K I - 1 ) * N A S N + K J
I = I D T F ( K K )
J = J D T F ( K K )
DO 4 5 0  KH=1 ,NMAX 
T E L E ( KH) = T E L E L ( K J , KH)
4 5 0  TCVX( KH) =TCVX 1 ( K J , KH)
CALL DOTP R( T E L E , 1 , R O U P , 1 , C C 1 , NMAX)
CALL DOT PR ( T E L E , 1 , RODN, 1 , C C 2 , NMAX)
CALL DOT PR ( T C V X , 1 , V 1 U P , 1 , U U P , NMAX)
CALL DOT PR ( TOVX, 1 , V 1 D N , 1 , UDN, NMAX)
CALL DOTPR ( T C V X , 1 , D U , 1 , DUU P, NMAX )
CALL DOTPR ( TC V X , 1 ,  D D , 1 ,  DUDN, NMAX ) 
E S M 1 = - ( D U U P - 0 . 5 D 0 * U U P )
E S M 2 = - ( D U D N - 0 . 5 D 0* U D N )
E W X C P =E W X CP +E S M 1* C H U P ( I , J ) + E S M 2 * C H D N ( I , J )
I F ( I . N E . J )  EW XC P= E W X CP +E S M 1 *C H UP (J , I ) +ESM2*CHDN( J , I ) 
H U P ( I , J ) = C C 1 + C C 2 + U U P + B F 1 ( I , J )
HDN( I , J ) =C C 1+ C C  2 + U D N + B F 1 ( I , J )
H U P ( J , I ) = H U P ( I , J )
4 1 0  H D N ( J , I ) = H D N ( I , J )
W A I T ( 5 0 )
W A I T ( 2 0 )
DO 4 2 3  K L = 1 , N A S N  
DO 4 2 3  KM=1,NMAX 
T E L E L ( K L , KM) = T E L E P ( K L , KM)
4 2 3  TCVX1 ( K L , KM) = T C V X 2 ( K L , KM)
3 1 0  CONTINUE
DO 4 4 0  K J = 1 , N A S N
K K = ( N P R T - 1 ) * N A S N + K J
I = I D T F ( K K )
J = J D T F ( K K )
DO 4 3 0  KH=1,NMAX 
T E L E ( KH) = T E L E L ( K J , KH )
4 3 0  TCVX( KH) =T C VX 1 ( K J , KH )
CALL DOTP R( T E L E , 1 , R O U P , 1 , C C 1 , NMAX)
CALL DOTP R( T E L E , 1 , RODN, 1 , C C 2 , NMAX)
CALL DO T PR ( TC V X , 1 , V 1 U P , 1 , U U P , NMAX)
CALL DO T PR ( TC V X , 1 , V 1 D N , 1 , UDN, NMAX)
CALL DOT PR ( T C V X , 1 , D U , 1 , D UU P , NMAX)
CALL DOT PR ( T CV X , 1 , D D , 1 , DUDN, NMAX)
E S M 1 = - ( D U U P - 0 . 5 D 0 * U U P )
E S M 2 = - ( DUD N-0 . 5 D 0 * U D N )
EWXCP=EWXCP+ESM1*CHUP( I , J ) +ESM2*CHDN( I , J )
I F ( I . N E . J )  EW XC P =E WX CP +E S M1 *C H UP (J , I ) + E S M 2 * C H D N ( J , I ) 
H U P ( I , J ) = C C 1 + C C 2 + U U P + B F 1 ( I , J )
H D N ( I , J ) = C C 1 + C C 2 + U D N + B F 1 ( 1 , J )
H U P ( J , I ) = H U P ( I , J )
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4 4 0  H D N ( J , I ) = H D N ( I , J )
L TE R = L T E R + 1  
C TOTAL ENERGY CALCULATION 
E S L = 0 . D O  
DO 5 9 0  1 = 1 , NMAX 
DO 5 9 0  J= 1 , N M A X
E SL=E S L + ( ROU P( I ) +RODN( I ) ) * ( ROUP( J ) +RODN( J ) ) * T E E ( I , J )
5 9 0  CONTINUE 
E P 1 = E S L  
E S L = E E P P - E P 1  
E C L = E S L - E P 1  
C C 1 = 0 . D O  
C C 2 = 0 . D O
DO 2 5 7 0  1 = 1 , NMAX 
DO 2 5 7 0  J= 1 , N M A X  
C C 1 = C C 1 + R 0 U P ( I ) * D U ( J ) * V X T E ( I , J )
2 5 7 0  CC2=CC2+ RO DN ( I ) * D D ( J ) * V X T E ( I , J )
E XC =C C1 +C C2
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ’ SL  E N E R G Y ' , E S L , ' 0 L D ' , E P 1 , '  C O R E C ' , E C L  
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  1 EX E N E R G Y ' , C C 1 , C C 2 , E X C  
E E 1 = 0 . DO
DO 4 0 5  1 = 1 , NUPMX
4 0 5  E E 1 = E E 1 + W U P ( I ) * A N U P ( I )
E E 2 = 0 . D O
DO 4 0 6  1 = 1 , NDNMX
4 0 6  E E2 = EE 2 +W D N ( I ) * A N D N ( I )
E T N E W = 0 . 5 D 0 * ( E E 1 + E E 2 ) +EKNU+EWXCP+AANU
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  '  E W X C = ' , E W X C , ' P ' , E W X C P
E T T = E E 1 + E E 2 + A A N U - E S L - E X C
E T S H = E T T - E 0 0
E 0 0 = E T T
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ' E I G E N V A L U E S ' , E E 1 , E E 2 , ' L O W E S T ' , W U P ( 1 ) ,W D N ( 1 )  
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ’ T - E N E R G Y ' , E T T , ’ E RR O R* ,E T S H , A N U P (N U P M X ) , A N D N (N D N M X )  
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  '  TOTAL ENERGY CALCULATED I N  NEW W A Y ' ,  ETNEW 
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  'CONVERGENCE F A CT O R ' , C K 1 , C K 2 , ' #  OF  I T E R ' , L T E R , C 1 , C 2  
I F ( A B S ( E T S H ) . L T . 1 . 0 0 D - 8 . A N D . L T E R . G T . 1 0 )  GOTO 3 5 5  
I F ( L T E R . L T . NMAXIT)  GOTO 3 5 0  
3 5 5  CONTINUE
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ' UP OCCUPATION #  '
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ( A N U P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NUPMX)
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ' DN OCCUPATION #  '
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ( A N D N ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NDNMX)
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  '  UP E IG ENVALUES '
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ( W U P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ' DN EIG ENVALUES '
W R I T E C 6 , * )  ( W D N ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
O P E N ( U N I T = 9 3 , F I L E = ' R O U P D N . D A T A ' , FO RM =' UNFORMATTED' )
W R I T E ( 9 3 )  NMAX
W R I T E ( 9 3 )  ( R O U P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
W R I T E ( 9 3 )  ( R O D N ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
R E W I N D ( 9 3 )
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C L O S E ( 9 3 )
O P E N ( U N I T = 4 , F I L E = ' VEXUPDN. DA T A ' , FO RM =' UNFORMATTED' )  
W R I T E ( 4 )  ( V 1 U P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX) , ( V 1 D N ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
C L O S E ( 4 )
O P E N ( 9 4 , F I L E = ' O U T . E A N D F ' , FO RM =' UNFORMATTED' )
W R I T E ( 9 4 )  NWFX
W R I T E ( 9 4 )  ( W U P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 4 )  ( W D N ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
DO 9 4 1  1 = 1 , NWFX
W R I T E ( 9 4 )  ( Z U P ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N W F X )
9 4 1  W R I T E ( 9 4 )  ( Z D N ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N W F X )
W R I T E ( 9 4 )  ( A N U P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 4 )  ( A N D N ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NWFX)
C L 0 S E ( 9 4 )
END
SUBROUTINE O V E R L P ( A L 1 , A , L I , M1 , N 1 , A L 2 , B , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , R E S ) 
A GENERAL OVERLAP SUBROUTINE 
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
C O M M ON /C O EF /B IN C 1 0 , 1 0 ) , D B F C ( 1 1 ) , P I  
DI M E NS IO N  A ( 3 ) , B ( 3 ) , D ( 3 ) , A D ( 3 ) , B D ( 3 )
T E S T = 1 . 0 D - 1 2  
A B L = 0 . 0D0  
DO 1 1 = 1 , 3
A BL =A B L+ ( B ( I ) - A ( I ) ) * * 2  
D ( I ) = A L 1 * A ( I ) + A L 2 * B ( I )
D ( I ) = D ( I ) / ( A L 1 + A L 2 )
A D ( I ) = D ( I ) - A ( I )
1 B D ( I ) = D ( I ) - B ( I )
DO 1 0  1 = 1 , 3
I F ( D A B S ( A D ( I ) ) . L T . T E S T ) A D ( I ) = 0 . 0D0  
1 0  I F ( D A B S ( B D ( I ) ) . L T . T E S T ) B D ( I ) = 0 . 0D0 
A L= A L 1+ A L2  
E X = ( A L 1 * A L 2 ) * A B L / A L  
I F ( E X . G T . 7 5 . 0 D 0 )  GO TO 5 
P I A L = P I / A L  
A L A L = A L * 2 . 0D0
E XP N =D EX P ( - E X ) * P I A L * D S Q R T ( P I  AL )
L 1 1 = L 1 + 1
M 11 =M 1+1
N 1 1 = N 1 + 1
L 2 1 = L 2 + 1
M2 1= M2 +1
N 2 1 = N 2 + 1
SUM1 = 0 . 0D0  
DO 2  1 = 1 , L l l  
DO 2  J = 1 , L 2 1  
I J = I + J - 2  
I J 2 = I J / 2  
I J P = I J 2 * 2
I F ( I J P . N E . I J )  GO TO 2
S U M 1 = S U M 1 + B I N ( L 1 1 , I ) * B I N ( L 2 1 , J ) * T R ( A D ( 1 ) , L 1 - I + 1 ) *  
& T R ( B D ( 1 ) , L 2 - J + 1 ) * D B F C ( I J + 1 ) / T R ( A L A L , I J 2 )
2  CONTINUE 
I F ( S U M l . E Q . O . O )  GO TO 5 
S U M 2 = 0 . 0D0
DO 3  1 = 1 , M i l  
DO 3  J = 1 , M 2 1  
I J = I + J - 2  
I J 2 = I J / 2  
I J P = I J 2 * 2
I F ( I J P . N E . I J )  GO TO 3
S U M 2 = S U M 2 + B I N ( M 1 1 , I ) * B I N ( M 2 1 , J ) * T R ( A D ( 2 ) , M 1 - I + 1 ) *  
& T R ( B D ( 2 ) , M 2 - J + 1 ) * D B F C ( I J + 1 ) / T R ( A L A L , I J 2 )
3  CONTINUE 










S U M 3 = 0 . 0D0  
DO 4  1 = 1 , N i l  
DO 4  J = 1 , N 2 1  
I J = I + J - 2  
I J 2 = I J / 2  
I J P = I J 2 * 2
I F ( I J P . N E . I J )  GO TO 4
S U M 3 = S U M 3 + B I N ( N 1 1 , I ) * B I N ( N 2 1 , J ) * T R ( A D ( 3 ) , N 1 - I + 1 ) *  
& T R ( B D ( 3 ) , N 2 - J + 1 ) * D B F C ( I J + 1 ) / T R ( A L A L , I J 2 )
4  CONTINUE 
I F ( S U M 3 . E Q . 0 . 0 )  GO TO 5 
RES=SUM1*SUM2*SUM3*EXPN 
GO TO 6
5  R E S = 0 . 0D0
6  CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
F UNCTION T R ( X , L )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
I F ( X . E Q . O . O )  GO TO 1 
I F ( L . E Q . O )  GO TO 2 
T R = 1 . 0D0  
DO 1 0  1 = 1 , L  
1 0  TR=TR*X 
GO TO 3
I F ( L . E Q . O )  GO TO 2
T R = 0 . 0D0
GO TO 3




SUBROUTINE R S 2 0 V P ( A L 1 , A , A L 2 , B , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , R E S )
R * * 2  TYPE OVERLAP
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
C O M M O N / C O E F / B I N ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , D B F C ( 1 1 ) , P I  
DIME NS IO N  A ( 3 ) , B ( 3 )
R E S = 0 . D O
CALL 0 V E R L P ( A L 1 , A , 2 , 0 , 0 , A L 2 , B , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , R E 1 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L 1 , A , 0 , 2 , 0 , A L 2 , B , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , R E 2 )
CALL O V E R L P ( A L 1 , A , 0 , 0 , 2 , A L 2 , B , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , R E 3 )
R E S = R E 1 + R E 2 + R E 3
RETURN
END
ft «t ftTtft «t ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ftft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ftTtft 7t ft 7t “  w ft #t ft TtTnrtTtft 7 f Tf Tt 7t
SUBROUTINE A S F I T ( N N N N )
C T H I S  SUBROUTINE A S S I G N S  THE CHARGE F I T T I N G  B A S I S  FOR A CLUSTER 
C N O T I C E  THE PARAMETER "M F T "
PARAMETER ( M F T = 1 0 0 , N T P = 2 )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D IM E N S IO N  AA( 2 8 , N T P ) , A I ( 2 0 , N T P ) , N F S ( N T P ) , N F R ( N T P )
2  , A Z ( 4 0 ) , A R ( A O , 3 )
D IM E NS IO N  A L ( M F T ) , X ( M F T ) , Y ( M F T ) , Z ( M F T ) , L F T ( M F T ) , E T A ( M F T )
2 2  F O R M A T ( 6 F 1 0 . 3 )
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 D 0
C THE FOLLOWING F I L E  CONTAINS THE B A S I S
O P E N ( U N I T = 3 , F I L E = ’ : HOSTCHAR: PH CHEN. P G M ( C G F T B S ) , A C = R 1)
C READ I N  F I T T I N G  EXPONENTS FOR F  
J = 1
R E A D ( 3 , ' ( I X , 1 2 , I X , 1 2 ) ’ )  N F S ( J ) , N F R ( J )
R E A D ( 3 , 2 2 )  ( A A ( I , J ) , 1 = 1 , N F S ( J ) )
R E A D ( 3 , 2 2 )  ( A I ( I , J ) , 1 = 1 , N F R ( J ) )
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ' F I T T I N G  I N F O : ’
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ’ ATOM: F , #  S E X P ’ , N F S ( J ) , ’ #  OF R * * 2 ' , N F R ( J )
C READ IN  F I T T I N G  EXPONENTS FOR N 
J = 2
R E A D ( 3 , ' ( I X , 1 2 , I X , 1 2 ) 1 )  N F S ( J ) , N F R ( J )
R E A D ( 3 , 2 2 )  ( A A ( I , J ) , 1 = 1 , N F S ( J ) )
R E A D ( 3 , 2 2 )  ( A I ( I , J ) , 1 = 1 , N F R ( J ) )
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ' F I T T I N G  I N F O : '
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  'AT OM :N , #  S E X P ' , N F S ( J ) , '  #  OF R 2 ' , N F R ( J )
C CALL OUT ATOMIC LOCATIONS
CALL A M S I T 1 ( N A , N 1 , N 2 , A Z , A R )
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ' THE CLUSTER INFORMATION:  '
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  '  THE TOTAL // OF ATOMS IN  THE CLUSTER I S ' . N A  
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  'NUCLEAR CHATGE; LOCATIONS ( X , Y , Z )  '
DO 2 8  1 = 1 , NA 
2 8  W R I T E ( 6 , 2 7 )  A Z ( I ) ,  ( A R ( I , J ) , J = 1 , 3 )
2 7  F O R M A T ( I X , F 6 . 2 , 3 F 1 0 . 4 )
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  * * * * * * * *  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C R E A S S I G N  THE CLUSTER B A S I S  
C
K =0
DO 3 0  1 = 1 , NA
I F ( I . L E . N l )  THEN
K I = 1
E L S E
K I = 2
E N D I F
DO 3 1  J = 1 , N F S ( K I )
K= K+ 1
X ( K ) = A R ( I , 1 )
Y ( K ) = A R ( I , 2 )
Z ( K ) = A R ( I , 3 )





3 1  A L ( K ) = A A ( J , K I ) * 2 . DO 
DO 3 2  J = 1 , N F R ( K I )
K=K+1
X ( K ) = A R ( I , 1 )
Y ( K ) = A R ( 1 , 2 )
Z ( K ) = A R ( 1 , 3 )
L F T ( K ) = 1
3 2  A L ( K ) = A I ( J , K I ) * 2 . D O  
3 0  CONTINUE
NMAX=K
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  '  D IM E NS IO N  OF THE F I T T I N G  MATRIX ' ,NMAX 
DO 1 0 1  1 = 1 , NMAX 
P I A L = P I / A L ( I )
E T A ( I ) = P I A L * D S Q R T ( P I A L )
I F ( L F T ( I ) . E Q . 1 )  E T A ( I ) = 1 . 5 D 0 * E T A ( I ) / A L ( I )
1 0 1  CONTINUE
O P E N ( U N I T = 9 2 , F I L E = ' N E W F I T . D A T A , L E N G T H = 1 6 0 0 0 ' , F O R M = 1 UNFORMATTED' )
W R I T E ( 9 2 )  NMAX
W R I T E ( 9 2 )  ( A L ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
W R I T E ( 9 2 )  ( E T A ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
W R I T E ( 9 2 )  ( L F T ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX)
W R I T E ( 9 2 )  ( X ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N M A X ) , ( Y ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N M A X ) , ( Z ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NMAX) 
R E W I N D ( 9 2 )
C L O S E ( 9 2 )
RETURN
END
<1 <t <1 <t <t <t /> <« «> » » ft It » O <k fl <k <k <t <t <> <1 «l <1 A A » <> <V <t II <1 «t <t <1 «l <« » O 7 7 4% 4\ 4 \ 77
SUBROUTINE VBH( U P , D N , D E N S , E X P A , E X U P , EXDN, W P, WD)
C RETURNS THE EXCHANGE- CORRELATION P O T E N T I A L  
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
F ( Z ) = ( 1 . D O + Z * * 3 ) * D L O G ( 1 . D O + 1 . D O / Z ) + Z / 2 . D O - Z * Z - 1 . D O / 3 . D O  
I F ( U P . L T . 1 . D - 1 0 )  U P = 1 . D - 1 0  
I F ( D N . L T . l . D - l O )  D N = 1 . D - 1 0  
DENS=UP+DN
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 3 5 8 9 7 9 3 D 0  
ONETHD=1 . DO/ 3 . DO 
A A =1 . DO/ 2 . DO**ONETHD 
C O E F = 4 . D 0 * A A / ( 3 . D 0 * ( 1 . D O - A A ) )
R S = ( 3 . D O / ( 4 . D 0 * P I * D E N S ) )**ONET HD 
F 0 R T H D = 4 . DO/ 3 . DO
U P X = - 2 . D 0 * ( ( 9 . D 0 * P I / 4 . D O ) * * O N E T H D ) / ( P I * R S )
C P = 0 . 0 4 6 1 2 D 0  
R P = 3 9 . 7D0 
C F = . 0 2 6 2 8 D 0  
R F = 7 0 . 6D0  
E C P = - C P * F ( R S / R P )
E C F = - C F * F ( R S / R F )
U N C = C 0 E F * ( E C F - E C P )
U C P = - C P * D L O G ( 1 . D O + R P / R S )
U C F = - C F * D L O G ( 1 . D O + R F / R S )
A=UPX+UNC
T C = U C F - U C P - F O R T H D * ( E C F - E C P )
B = ( U C P - A A * U C F ) / ( 1 . D O - A A )
C = T C / ( 1 . D O - A A )
X U P =U P /D E NS
XDN=DN/DENS
X 4= XU P * *F 0R TH D+ XD N* * F 0R T HD
CQ=B+C*X4
Q A = ( 2 . D 0 * X U P ) * * O N E T H D






F X = ( X 4 - A A ) / ( 1 . D O - A A )
VXU=UPX*QA
VXD=UPX*QB
E C C = E C P + ( E C F - E C P ) * F X  
W P = E X U P - 0 . 7 5 D 0 * V X U -E C C  






C GENERATES THE DVM IN TEG RA TI O N  P O I N T S  
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
DI MENSION T I C K ( 2 ) , A L F ( 1 9 ) , B E T A ( 1 9 ) , GAMMA( 1 9 ) , R 0 ( 1 9 ) , W I T A B ( 1 9 ) ,  
& V E C B A S ( 3 ) , X V ( 2 0 ) , Y V ( 2 Q ) , Z V ( 2 0 ) , Z ( 1 9 ) , F N O ( 2 ) , X I I ( 3 ) , N P T A T ( 1 9 ) ,  
& M E Q ( 1 9 ) , R W V ( 9 9 0 0 0 , 3 ) , D E N A ( 9 9 0 0 0 ) , R A ( 3 ) , R B ( 3 ) , R C ( 3 ) , R M C ( 1 9 )  
D IMENSION A Z Z ( 4 0 ) , A R R ( 4 0 , 3 )
DATA P I / 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 3 5 8 9 7 9 D 0 / , D H 5 / 0 . 5 D 0 / , D 2 0 / 2 0 . D O / ,
& D O O , D 0 1 , D 0 2 , D 0 3 , D 0 4 , D 0 5 / 0 . D O , 1 . D O , 2 . D O , 3 . D O , 4 . D 0 , 5 . D O / ,
& D M1 , DM2, D M 6 / . 1DO , 1 . D - 2 , 1 . D - 6 / , T I C K / O . 2 5 D 0 , 1 . D O / ,
& N 5 0 0 / 4 / , N P O T / 2 / , F N O / 1 . ODO, 6 . D O /
C * * * * * * * * *  I F  YOU WANT MORE S A M P L IN IN G  P T  TO * * * * * * * * * * * *
C * * * * * * * * *  t h e  IT H  ATOM ,  S E T  M E Q ( I ) = 1  * * * * * * * * * * * *
NBLOCK=NBK
CALL A M S I T 1 ( N A T , N T P 1 , N T P 2 , A Z Z , ARR)
DO 4 0  1 = 1 , NAT 
R 0 ( I ) = 1 . 0 D 0  
A L F ( I ) = 1 . OODO 
M E Q ( I ) = 2
4 0  R M C ( I ) = D S Q R T ( 2 . 7 D 0 * 2 . 7 D 0 * 3 . DO)
I F ( N A T . E Q . 1 ) N P 0 T = 1  
I F ( N A T . E Q . 1 ) T I C K ( 1 ) = 1 . D O  
C GENERATES MORE P O I N T S  ON CENTER 
C DO 6 3 2 0  1 = 1 , N T P 1
C M E Q ( I ) = 1
C R 0 ( I ) = 1 . 5
C 6 3 2 0  A L F ( I ) = l . 5
DO 10  1 = 1 , NAT 
X V ( I ) = A R R ( I , 1 )
Y V ( I ) = A R R ( I , 2 )
1 0  Z V ( I ) = A R R ( I , 3 )
NMAX=N5 0 0*NBLOCK 
NMAXT=0
C T H I S  PART I S  USED WHEN GENERATES RANDOM P O I N T S  LATER 
V ECB AS( 1 ) = D S Q R T ( DO 2 )
V E C B A S ( 2 ) = D S Q R T ( D 0 3 )
V ECB AS( 3 ) = D S Q R T ( DO 5 )
DO 1 2 4 0  1 = 1 , 3  
1 2 4 0  X I I ( I ) = D H 5 * V E C B A S ( I )
C T H I S  PART NEEDS S I M P L I F I C A T I O N  ( E S P E C I A L L Y  WHEN MORE THAN
C THREE K IN D S  OF ATOMS ARE PR ES E N T  I . E .  CHANGE N P O T =N A T  )
C WITAB I S  THE NORMALIZATION FACTOR
C NPTAT I S  THE #  OF P O I N T S  AROUND EACH TYPE OF ATOM
C NMAXT I S  THE MAX #  OF  P T S  IN  CLUSTER
DO 15  1 = 1 ,N P OT
N P T A T ( I ) = 0  
C I F ( F N O ( I ) . L E . D O O ) G O  TO 15
B E T A ( I ) = D E X P ( - A L F ( I ) * R O ( I ) )
W 1 = T I C K ( I )
I F ( I . G T . 1 ) W 1 = W 1 - T I C K ( I - 1 )
GAMMA( I ) =DLOG( ( D O 1+ B E T A ( I ) ) / B ETA ( I ) )
N P T A T ( I ) =NMAX*( W1 / F N O ( I ) +DM6)
WIT A B ( I ) = N P T A T ( I ) * A L F ( I ) / ( D 0 4* PI * G A M M A ( I ) )
P R I N T  4 4 , N M A X , N P T A T ( I ) , T I C K ( I ) , W 1 , F N 0 ( I )
4 4  F 0 R M A T ( 1 X , ' N M A X  NPTAT T I C K  W1 FNO ’ , 2 I 5 , 5 F 8 . 3 )
1 5  NMAXT=NMAXT+NPTAT( I ) * ( F N O ( I ) + D M 6 )
NMAX=NMAXT
P R I N T  9 0 8 , ( B E T A ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N P O T )
P R I N T  9 0 9 , ( G A M M A ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,N P O T )
9 0 8  F 0 R M A T ( 1 X , ' B E T A  ' , 8 ( I X , D l l . 4 ) )
9 0 9  F O R M A T (I X , ' G A M M A  ' , 8 ( I X , D l l . 4 ) )
NN=0
N 1 = 0
DO 1 4 5  I 1 = 1 , NAT 
J 1 = M E Q ( I I )
N PTX =N PTA T( J 1 )
DO 1 4 0  N N 1 = 1 , N P T X  
C GENERATE RANDOM #  HERE 
DO 6 0  1 = 1 , 3  
6 0  X I I ( I ) = D M O D ( X I I ( I ) + V E C B A S ( I ) , D 0 1 )
P S I 1 = X I I ( 1 )
C S T H 1 = D 0 2 * X I I ( 2 ) - D 0 1  
P H 1 = D 0 2 * P I * X I I ( 3 )
X5P=DEXP(GAMMA( J 1 ) * P S I 1 )








R 1 = D L 0 G ( X 5 P / X 5 M ) / A L F ( J l )
Z P = R 1 * C S T H 1
R 1 S = D S Q R T ( R 1 * R 1 - Z P * Z P )
X P = R 1 S * D C O S ( P H 1 ) + X V ( I 1 )
Y P = R 1 S * D S I N ( P H I ) + Y V ( I I )
Z P = Z P + Z V ( I 1 )
DEN1=D 00  
DO 7 5  1 = 1 , NAT
R N U S = ( X P - X V ( I ) ) * * 2 + ( Y P - Y V ( I ) ) * * 2 + ( Z P - Z V ( I ) ) * * 2  
RNU=DSQRT(RNUS)
M = M E Q (I )
DDD=0 .DO
A S = A L F ( M ) * ( R O ( M ) - R N U )
I F ( A B S ( A S ) . L T . 6 0 . D 0 )  D D D = D E X P ( - A S )  
D E N 1 = D E N 1 + W I T A B ( M ) / ( R N U S * ( D 0 1 + D D D ) )
7 5  CONTINUE 
N 1 = N 1 + 1  
NN=NN+1
D E N A ( N 1 ) = 1 . D 0 / D E N 1  
R W V ( N 1 , 1 ) = X P  
R W V ( N 1 , 2 ) = Y P  
R W V ( N 1 , 3 ) = Z P  
N B F I T = N 1
P R I N T  3 2 , N 1 , X P , Y P , Z P , DE N 1 
3 2  FORMAT( I X , ' N 1  X Y Z D I F 1 , 1 5 , 5 ( 1 X , F 1 2 . 3 ) )
1 4 0  CONTINUE 
1 4 5  CONTINUE
P R I N T  3 7 0 1 , N B F I T
O PEN( U N I T = 1 , F I L E = ' RA M P T ' , FORM=' UNFORMATTED' )  
W R I T E ( l )  N B F I T  
DO 9 9 9  1 = 1 , N B F I T  
9 9  W R I T E ( l )  R W V ( I , 1 ) , R W V ( I , 2 ) , R W V ( I , 3 ) , D E N A ( I )  
3 7 0 1  F O R M A T ( I X , 1 #  OF S A M P L I N G = ' , 1 6 )
R E W I N D ( l )
C L O S E ( l )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE V E F I T ( N D F , N L C )
C YOU HAVE THE O P T I O N  HERE TO CHANGE TO. A NEW V ( X C )  F I T T I N G  B A S I S  
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , Q - Z )
PARAMETER ( M F T = 10  0 , N F 1 = 1 0  0 , N F 2 = 10  0 )
C O M M O N / C F I T / L F T ( M F T ) , E T A ( M F T ) , R O U P ( M F T ) , ROD N(MF T)
1 , A G ( M F T ) , X F ( M F T ) , Y F ( M F T ) , Z F ( M F T )
C O M M O N / V F I T l / L G D ( M F T )  , G A ( M F T ) , X G ( M F T ) , Y G ( M F T ) , Z G ( M F T )  
C O M M O N / V F I T 2 / L G L ( M F T ) , G A P ( M F T ) , X H ( M F T ) , Y H ( M F T ) , Z H ( M F T )
K 1 = 0
K 2 = 0







3 I F ( A G ( I ) . L T . 2 5 . D 0 )  THEN
K 1 = K 1 + 1
L G D ( K 1 ) = L F T ( I )  
G A ( K 1 ) = A G ( I )  
X G ( K 1 ) = X F ( I )  
Y G ( K 1 ) = Y F ( I )  
Z G ( K 1 ) = Z F ( I )
] E L S E
K 2 = K 2 + 1
L G L ( K 2 ) = L F T ( I )
G A P ( K 2 ) = A G ( I )
X H ( K 2 ) = X F ( I )
Y H ( K 2 ) = Y F ( I )
Z H ( K 2 ) = Z F ( I )
I E N D I F





SUBROUTINE K I N T I C ( A L 1 , A , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A L 2 , B , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , T )  
RETURNS THE MATRIX ELEMENTS 
< L 1 , M 1 , N 1  | - D E L * * 2  | L 2 , M 2 , N 2 >
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D IM E NS IO N  A ( 3 ) , B ( 3 )
T 1 = 0 . 0D0 
T 2 = 0 . 0D0  
T 3 = 0 . 0D0
I F ( L 2 . E Q . l )  GO TO 1 
I F ( L 2 . L T . 2 )  GO TO 1
CALL 0 V E R L P ( A L 1 , A , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A L 2 , B , L 2 - 2 , M 2 , N 2 , R E S )
T l = R E S * D F L O A T ( L 2 ) * D F L O A T ( L 2 - 1 )
1 CONTINUE 
I F ( M 2 . E Q . l )  GO TO 2 
I F ( M 2 . L T . 2 )  GO TO 2
CALL 0 V E R L P ( A L 1 , A , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A L 2 , B , L 2 , M 2 - 2 , N 2 , R E S )
T 2 = R E  S * D F L O A T ( M 2 ) * D F L O A T ( M2 - 1 )
2  CONTINUE 
I F ( N 2 . E Q . l )  GO TO 3 
I F ( N 2 . L T . 2 )  GO TO 3
CALL 0 V E R L P ( A L 1 , A , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A L 2 , B , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 - 2 , R E S )
T  3 =RE S * D F L O A T ( N2 ) * D F L 0 A T ( N2 - 1 )
3  CONTINUE
CALL 0 V E R L P ( A L 1 , A , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A L 2 , B , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , R E S )
T 4 =  ( ( 2 . O D O * D F L O A T ( L 2 ) + 1 . 0 D 0 ) + ( 2 . O D O * D F L O A T ( M 2 ) + 1 . 0 D 0 )
1 + ( 2 . O D O * D F L O A T ( N 2 ) + 1 . 0 D 0 ) ) * ( - 2 . 0 D 0 * A L 2 ) * R E S  
CALL 0 V E R L P ( A L 1 , A , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A L 2 , B , L 2 + 2 , M 2 , N 2 , R E S 1 )






CALL O V E R L P ( A L 1 , A , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A L 2 , B , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 + 2 , R E S 3 )  
T 5 = ( R E S 1 + R E S 2 + R E S 3 ) * (  4 . 0 D 0 * A L 2 * A L 2 )
T =  T 1 + T 2 + T 3 + T 4 + T 5
T=  - T
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE NUC AT( AE X, A A , L 1 , M1 , N 1 , B E X , B B , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , Y I , I D X , A T T R ) 
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D IM E NS IO N  A A ( 3 ) , B B ( 3 ) , P P ( 3 ) , P D ( 1 , 3 ) , P D D ( 1 ) , D D ( 3 ) , Y I ( 3 )
& , S U MD (1 6 ) , G D ( 1 6 ) ,  S B D ( 1 6 ) , Z D ( 3 ) , D L T ( 3 , 3 ) , N 1 D ( 3 ) , N 2 D ( 3 )
& , T A U ( 1 , 3 )
C O M M O N /F U N / F ( 1 0 )
NUCLEAR ATTRACTION INTEGRAL 
2 . 0 D 0 *  FOR RYD.  U N I T  I S  INCLUDED 
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 4 D 0  
P I 4 = 4 . 0 D 0 * P I  
A T T R = 0 . 0D0  
NATM=1 
N Z A T 1 = 1  
N Z A T 2 = 1  
N O S H = l
DO 1 9 6 3  1 = 1 , 3  
1 9 6 3  T A U ( 1 , I ) = Y I ( I )
N 1 D ( 1 ) = 1  
N 2 D ( 1 ) = 1
Z D ( 1 ) = - D F L 0 A T ( N Z A T 1 )
Z D ( 2 ) = - D F L O A T ( N Z A T 2 )
Z D ( 3 ) = - D F L O A T ( N Z A T 2 )
C DELTA F N .  DE F N .
DO 1 1  1 = 1 , 3  
DO 1 1  J = 1 , 3  
1 1  D L T ( I , J ) = 0 . 0D0  
D L T ( 1 , 1 ) = 1 . 0D0  
D L T ( 2 , 2 ) = 1 . 0 D 0  
D L T ( 3 , 3 ) = 1 . 0 D 0  
C A AND B ONLY DEPENDENT PART
S 1=A EX+ BE X 
R S 1 2 = 0 . 5 D 0 / S 1  
A E X 2 = 2 . 0D0*AEX 
B E X 2 = 2 . 0D 0* BE X  
BAEX=BEX/AEX 
A E X S 1 = A E X / S 1  
B E X S 1 = B E X / S 1  
A B L = 0 . 0 D 0  
DO 5 0  1 = 1 , 3
A B L = A B L + ( B B ( I ) - A A ( I ) ) * ( B B ( I ) - A A ( I ) )
P P I = A E X * A A ( I ) + B E X * B B ( I )
P P ( I ) = P P I / S 1
5 0  CONTINUE
E X P N = A E X * B E X * A B L /S 1 
I F ( E X P N . G T . 7 5 . 0 )  RETURN 
T 0 0 = D E X P ( - E X P N )
S N 0 R M = P I 4 / S 1  
DO 6 0  N=1 ,NATM 
DO 6 2  1 = 1 , 3  
6 2  D D ( I ) = T A U ( N , I )
P D L = 0 . 0D0
DO 6 4  1 = 1 , 3
P D ( N , I ) = P P ( I ) - D D ( I )
P D L = P D L + P D ( N , I ) * P D ( N , I )
6 4  CONTINUE 
P D D ( N ) = P D L  




I F ( L M N 1 . E Q . 2 )  GO TO 2 0 0 0  
C S - S ,  P - S ,  AND P - P  CASE
I F ( L M N 1 . E Q . 0 . AND. L M N 2 . E Q . 0 )  GO TO 1 0 0  
I F ( L M N 1 . E Q . 1 . A N D . L M N 2 . E Q . 0 )  GO TO 2 0 0  
I F ( L M N 1 . E Q . 1 . A N D . L M N 2 . E Q . 1 )  GO TO 3 0 0  
C D I J - S . D I J - P  AND D I J - D K L  CASE FOR ID X = 1  AND 
C D I I - S ,  D I I - P ,  D I J - D K K  CASE ( D I I - D K K  WHEN I D X = 3  
2 0 0 0  CONTINUE
I F ( L M N 2 . E Q . O )  GO TO 4 0 0  
I F ( L M N 2 . E Q . 1 )  GO TO 5 0 0  
I F C L M N 2 . E Q . 2 )  GO TO 6 0 0  
P R I N T  6 6 6 7  
6 6 6 7  F O R M A T ( 3 X , 'E R R O R  SOMEWHERE' )
C S - S  CASE
1 0 0  CONTINUE 
SU M= 0 . 0D0 
DO 1 2 0  I T = 1 , N O S H  
N A T 1 = N 1 D ( I T )
N A T 2 = N 2 D ( I T )
SUM B= 0 . 0
DO 1 3 0  N = N A T 1 ,N A T 2  
T V = S 1 * P D D ( N )
I F ( T V . L T . l . O )  CALL I C G F N ( T V )
I F ( T V . G E . l . O )  CALL F S H A V ( T V , 2 )
SUMB=SUMB+F( 1 )
1 3 0  CONTINUE
SUM=SUM+SUMB*ZD( IT)
1 2 0  CONTINUE
ATTR=SNORM*TOO*SUM
RETURN
C P - S  CASE
2 0 0  CONTINUE
I F ( L l . E Q . l )  I V = 1
I F ( M l . E Q . l )  I V = 2
I F ( N l . E Q . l )  I V = 3
F I O = - ( A A ( I V ) - B B ( I V ) ) * B E X S 1
T I O = F I O * T O O
S U M 1 = 0 . ODO
S U M 2 = 0 . ODO
DO 2 2 0  I T = 1 , N O S H
N A T 1 = N 1 D ( I T )
N A T 2 = N 2 D ( I T )
S B 1 = 0 . 0  
S B 2 = 0 . 0
DO 2 3 0  N = N A T 1 , N A T 2  
T V = S 1 * P D D ( N )
I F ( T V . L T . 1 . 0 )  CALL I C G F N ( T V )  
I F ( T V . G E . l . O )  CALL F S H A V ( T V , 2 )  
G O O O = F ( 1 )
G I 0 0 = - P D ( N , I V ) * F ( 2 )
S B 1 = S B 1 + G 0 0 0
S B 2 = S B 2 + G I 0 0
2 3 0  CONTINUE
S U M 1 = S U M 1 + S B 1 * Z D ( I T )  
S U M 2 = S U M 2 + S B 2 * Z D ( I T )
2 2 0  CONTINUE
ATTR=SNORM*( T I 0 * S U M 1 + T O  0 * S U M 2 ) 
RETURN
P - P  CASE
3 0 0  CONTINUE
I F ( L l . E Q . l )  I V = 1  
I F ( M l . E Q . l )  I V = 2  
I F ( N l . E Q . l )  I V = 3  
I F ( L 2 . E Q . l )  J V = 1  
I F ( M 2 . E Q . 1 )  J V = 2  
I F ( N 2 . E Q . l )  J V = 3  
A B I = A A ( I V ) - B B ( I V )  
A B J = A A ( J V ) - B B ( J V )  
F I 0 = - A B I * B E X S 1  
F O J =  A B J * A E X S 1  
F I J = F I O * F O J
I F ( I V . E Q . J V )  F I J = F I J + R S 1 2
T I O = F I O * T O O
T O J = F O J * T O O
T I J = F I J * T O O
SUM1 = 0 . ODO
S U M 2 = 0 . ODO
S U M 3 = 0 . ODO
S U M 4 = 0 . ODO
DO 3 2 0  I T = 1 , N O S H
N A T 1 = N 1 D ( I T )
N A T 2 = N 2 D ( I T )
D S R = R S 1 2  
S B 1 = 0 . 0
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S B 2 = 0 . 0  
S B 3 = 0 . 0  
S B 4 = 0 . 0
DO 3 3 0  N = N A T 1 ,N A T 2  
T V = S 1 * P D D ( N )
I F ( T V . L T . l . O )  CALL I C G F N ( T V )
I F ( T V . G E . l . O )  CALL F S H A V ( T V , 3 )
H I = - P D ( N , I V )
H J = - P D ( N , J V )
G O O O = F ( 1 )
G I 0 0 = H I * F ( 2 )
G J 0 0 = H J * F ( 2 )
G I J 0 = H I * H J * F ( 3 )
I F ( J V . E Q . I V )  G I J 0 = G I J 0 - D S R * F ( 2 )
S B 1 = S B 1 + G 0 0 0  
S B 2 = S B 2 + G I 0 0  
S B 3 = S B 3 + G J 0 0  
S B 4 = S B 4 + G I J 0  
3 3 0  CONTINUE
S U M 1 = S U M 1 + S B 1 * Z D ( I T )
S U M 2 = S U M 2 + S B 2 * Z D ( I T )
S U M 3 = S U M 3 + S B 3 * Z D ( I T )
S U M 4 = S U M 4 + S B 4 * Z D ( I T )
3 2 0  CONTINUE
A T T R = S N O R M * ( T O O * S U M 4 + T I O * S U M 3 + T O J * S U M 2 + T I J * S U M 1 )
RETURN
C D I J - S  CASE , D I I - S  CASE
4 0 0  CONTINUE
I F ( I D X . E Q . 2 )  GO TO 4 1 0  
I F ( L l . E Q . O )  GO TO 4 0 2  
I F ( M l . E Q . O )  GO TO 4 0 4  
I F ( N l . E Q . O )  GO TO 4 0 6  
4 0 2  I V = 2  
J V = 3
GO TO 4 0 8  
4 0 4  I V = 1  
J V = 3
GO TO 4 0 8  
4 0 6  I V = 1  
J V = 2
GO TO 4 0 8  
4 1 0  I F ( L 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 1  
I F ( M 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 2  
I F ( N 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 3  
J V = I V  
4 0 8  CONTINUE
C
A B I = A A ( I V ) - B B ( I V )
A B J = A A ( J V ) - B B ( J V )
F I 0 = - A B I * B E X S 1
F J 0 = - A B J * B E X S 1
F O J =  A B J * A E X S 1  
F I J = F I O * F O J
I F ( J V . E Q . I V )  F I J = F I J + R S 1 2
T I O = F I O * T O O
T J O = F J O * T O O
T I J = F I J * T O O
S U M 1 = 0 . ODO
S U M 2 = 0 . ODO
S U M 3 = 0 . ODO
S U M 4 = 0 . ODO
DO 4 2 0  I T = 1 , N O S H
N A T 1 = N 1 D ( I T )
N A T 2 = N 2 D ( I T )
D S R = R S 1 2  
S B 1 = 0 . 0  
S B 2 = 0 . 0  
S B 3 = 0 . 0  
S B 4 = 0 . 0
DO 4 3 0  N = N A T 1 ,N A T 2  
T V = S 1 * P D D ( N )
I F ( T V . L T . l . O )  CALL I C G F N ( T V )
I F ( T V . G E . l . O )  CALL F S H A V ( T V , 3 )
H I = - P D ( N , I V )
H J = - P D ( N , J V )
G O O O = F ( 1 )
G I 0 0 = H I * F ( 2 )
G J 0 0 = H J * F ( 2 )
G I J 0 = H I * H J * F ( 3 )
I F ( J V . E Q . I V )  G I J 0 = G I J 0 - D S R * F ( 2 )
S B 1 = S B 1 + G 0 0 0  
S B 2 = S B 2 + G I 0 0  
S B 3 = S B 3 + G J 0 0  
S B 4 = S B 4 + G I J 0  
4 3 0  CONTINUE
S U M 1 = S U M 1 + S B 1 * Z D ( I T )
S U M 2 = S U M 2 + S B 2 * Z D ( I T )
S U M 3 = S U M 3 + S B 3 * Z D ( I T )
S U M 4 = S U M 4 + S B 4 * Z D ( I T )
4 2 0  CONTINUE
T I J = - T I J * B A E X
I F ( I D X . E Q . 2 )  T I J = T I J + T 0 0 / A E X 2
ATTR=SNORM*( T 0 0 * S U M 4 + T I 0 * S U M 3 + T J 0 * S U M 2 + T I J * S U M 1 )
RETURN
C D I J - P  CASE . D I I - P  CASE 
5 0 0  CONTINUE
I F ( L 2 . E Q . 1 )  KV=1  
I F ( M 2 . E Q . 1 )  KV=2 
I F ( N 2 . E Q . 1 )  KV=3 
I F ( I D X . E Q . 2 )  GO TO 5 1 0  
I F ( L l . E Q . O )  GO TO 5 0 2  
I F ( M l . E Q . O )  GO TO 5 0 4
I F ( N l . E Q . O ) GO TO
5 0 2  I V = 2
J V = 3
GO TO 5 0 8
5 0 4  I V = 1
J V = 3
GO TO 5 0 8
5 0 6  I V = 1
J V = 2
GO TO 5 0 8
5 1 0  I F ( L 1 . E Q . 2 ) I V = 1
I F ( M 1 . E Q . 2 ) I V = 2
I F C N 1 . E Q . 2 ) I V = 3
J V = I V
5 0 8  CONTINUE
A B I = A A ( I V ) - B B ( I V )
A B J = A A ( J V ) - B B ( J V )
A B K = A A ( K V ) - B B ( K V )
F I 0 = - A B I * B E X S 1  
F J 0 = - A B J * B E X S 1  
F O I =  A B I * A E X S 1  
F O J =  A B J * A E X S 1  
FOK= ABK*AEXS1  
F I J = F I O * F O J
I F ( J V . E Q . I V )  F I J = F I J + R S 1 2  
F J K = F J O * F O K
I F ( J V . E Q . K V )  F J K = F J K + R S 1 2  
F I K = F I O * F O K
I F ( I V . E Q . K V )  F I K = F I K + R S 1 2
F I  J K = F I J * F O K + R S 1 2 * ( F O J * D L T ( I V , K V ) + F 0 I * D L T ( J V , KV)  ) 
T I O = F I O * T O O  
T J O = F J O * T O O  
TOK=FOK*TOO 
T I J = F I J * T 0 0  
T J K = F J K * T O O  
T I K = F I K * T O O  
T I J K = F I J K * T O O  
DO 5 1 2  1 = 1 , 8  
5 1 2  S U M D ( I ) = 0 . O D O  
DO 5 2 0  I T = 1 , N O S H  
N A T 1 = N 1 D ( I T )
N A T 2 = N 2 D ( I T )
D S R = R S 1 2  
DO 5 2 2  I Q = 1 , 8  
5 2 2  S B D ( I Q ) = 0 . ODO
DO 5 3 0  N = N A T 1 , N A T 2  
T V = S 1 * P D D ( N )
I F ( T V . L T . l . O )  CALL I C G F N ( T V )
I F ( T V . G E . l . O )  CALL F S H A V ( T V , 4 )
D S R F 2 = D S R * F ( 2 )
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H I = - P D ( N , I V )
H J = - P D ( N , J V )
H K = - P D ( N , K V )
G D ( 1 ) = F ( 1 )
G D ( 2 ) = H I * F ( 2 )
G D ( 3 ) = H J * F ( 2 )
G D ( 4 ) = H K * F ( 2 )
G D ( 5 ) = H I * H J * F ( 3 ) - D S R F 2 * D L T ( I V , J  V )
G D ( 6 ) = H I * H K * F ( 3 ) - D S R F 2 * D L T ( I V , KV)
GD( 7 ) = H J * H K * F ( 3 ) - D S R F 2 * D L T ( J V , KV)
F F = H I * D L T ( J V , KV) + H J * D L T ( I V , KV) + H K* D L T ( I V , J V )
GD( 8 ) = H I * H J * H K * F ( 4 ) - D S R * F ( 3 ) * F F
DO 5 2 4  I Q = 1 , 8
S B D ( I Q ) = S B D ( I Q ) + G D ( I Q )
5 2 4  CONTINUE 
5 3 0  CONTINUE
DO 5 3 2  I Q = 1 , 8
S U M D ( I Q ) = S U M D ( I Q ) + S B D ( I Q ) * Z D ( I T )
5 3 2  CONTINUE 
5 2 0  CONTINUE
T I J = - B A E X * T I J  
T I J K = - B A E X * T I J K  
I F ( I D X . E Q . l )  GO TO 5 5 1  
T I J = T I J + T 0 0 / A E X 2  
T I J K = T I J K + T 0 K / A E X 2  
5 5 1  CONTINUE
ATTR=SNORM*( TO 0*SUMD( 8 ) + T I 0 * S U M D ( 7 ) + T J 0 * S U M D ( 6 ) +T0K*SUMD( 5 )  +  
& T I J * S U M D ( 4 ) + T IK *S UM D ( 3 ) +T JK *S UM D ( 2 ) + T I J K * S U M D ( 1 ) )
RETURN
C D I J - D K L ( I D X = 1 ) , D I I - D K L ( I D X = 2 ) ,  D I I = D K K ( I D X = 3 )  CASES  
6 0 0  CONTINUE
I F ( I D X . N E . l )  GO TO 6 2 0  
I F ( L l . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 0 2  
I F ( M l . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 0 4  
I F ( N l . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 0 6  
6 0 2  I V = 2  
J V = 3
GO TO 6 0 8  
6 0 4  I V = 1  
J V = 3
GO TO 6 0 8  
6 0 6  I V = 1  
J V = 2  
6 0 8  CONTINUE
I F ( L 2 . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 1 2  
I F ( M 2 . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 1 4  
I F ( N 2 . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 1 6  
6 1 2  KV=2  
L V = 3
GO TO 6 4 0  





GO TO 6 4 0  
6 1 6  KV=1 
L V= 2
GO TO 6 4 0  
C D I I - D K L  OR D I I - D K K  CASE 
6 2 0  CONTINUE
I F ( L 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 1  
I F ( M 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 2  
I F ( N 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 3  
J V = I V
I F ( I D X . E Q . 3 )  GO TO 6 3 0  
I F ( L 2 . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 2 2  
I F ( M 2 . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 2 4  
I F ( N 2 . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 2 6  
6 2 2  KV=2 
L V= 3
GO TO 6 4 0  
6 2 4  KV=1 
L V= 3
GO TO 6 4 0  
6 2 6  KV=1 
L V= 2
GO TO 6 4 0  
6 3 0  CONTINUE
I F ( L 2 . E Q . 2 )  KV=1  
I F ( M 2 . E Q . 2 )  KV=2  
I F ( N 2 . E Q . 2 )  KV=3 
LV=KV
6 4 0  CONTINUE
P R I N T  9 7 1 , I V , J V , K V , L V  
9 7 1  F O R M A T ( 6 I 3 )
A B I = A A ( I V ) - B B ( I V )
A B J = A A ( J V ) - B B ( J V )
A B K = A A ( K V ) - B B ( K V )
A B L = A A ( L V ) - B B ( L V )  
F I 0 = - A B I * B E X S 1  
F J 0 = - A B J * B E X S 1  
F K 0 = - A B K * B E X S 1  
F L 0 = - A B L * B E X S 1 
F 0 I =  A E X S 1 * A B I  
F 0 J =  A E X S 1 * A B J  
F 0 K =  AEXS1*ABK 
F 0 L =  AEX S1*ABL 
F I J = F I 0 * F 0 J + R S 1 2 * D L T ( I V , J V )  
F I K = F I 0 * F 0 K + R S 1 2 * D L T ( I V , KV) 
F I L = F I 0 * F 0 L + R S 1 2 * D L T ( I V , L V ) 
F J K = F J 0 * F 0 K + R S 1 2 * D L T ( J V , KV) 
F J L = F J 0 * F 0 L + R S 1 2 * D L T ( J V , L V ) 
F K L = F K 0 * F 0 L + R S 1 2 * D L T ( K V , L V )
F I J K = F I J * F O  K + R S 1 2 * ( F O J * D L T ( I V , KV) + F 0 I * D L T ( J V , KV) )  
F I J L = F I J * F 0 L + R S 1 2 * ( F 0 J * D L T ( I V , L V ) + F 0 I * D L T ( J V , L V ) ) 
F J K L = F J K * F O L + R S 1 2 * ( FO K * D L T ( J V , L V ) + F O J * D L T ( K V , L V ) )  
F I K L = F I K * F O L + R S 1 2 * ( F O K * D L T ( I V , L V ) + F O I * D L T ( K V , L V ) )  
F F 1= F J K * D L T ( I V , L V ) + F I K * D L T ( J V , L V )
& + F J L * D L T ( I V , K V ) + F I L * D L T ( J V , K V )
F F 2 = D L T ( J V , L V ) * D L T ( I V , KV) + D L T ( I V , L V ) * D L T ( J V , KV)
F I J K L = F I J * F K L + R S 1 2 * F F 1 - R S 1 2 * R S 1 2 * F F 2  
T IO = F I O * T O O  
T JO = F JO * T O O  
TOK=FOK*TOO 
TOL=FOL*TOO 
T I J = F I J * T O O  
T IK = F I K * T O O  
T I L = F I L * T O O  
T JK = F JK * T O O  
T J L = F J L * T O O  
TKL=FKL*TOO 
T I J K = F I J K * T O O  
T IK L = F I K L * T O O  
T I J L = F I J L * T O O  
T J K L = F J K L * T O  0 
T I J K L = F I J K L * T O O  
DO 6 5 2  1 = 1 , 1 6  
6 5 2  S U M D ( I ) = O .O D O  
DO 6 6 0  I T = 1 , N O S H  
N A T 1 = N 1 D ( I T )
N A T 2 = N 2 D ( I T )
D S R = R S 1 2  
DO 6 6 2  I Q = 1 , 1 6  
6 6 2  S B D ( I Q ) = 0 - 0 D 0
DO 6 7 0  N = N A T 1 ,N A T 2  
T V = S 1 * P D D ( N )
I F ( T V . L T . l . O )  CALL I C G F N ( T V )
I F ( T V . G E . l . O )  CALL F S H A V ( T V , 5 )
D S R F 2 = D S R * F ( 2 )
D S R F 3 = D S R * F ( 3 )
DSRF 4 = D S R * F ( 4 )
H I = - P D ( N , I V )
H J = - P D ( N , J V )
H K = - P D ( N , K V )
H L = - P D ( N , L V )
G D ( 1 ) = F ( 1 )
G D ( 2 ) = H I * F ( 2 )
G D ( 3 ) = H J * F ( 2 )
G D ( 4 ) = H K * F ( 2 )
G D ( 5 ) = H L * F ( 2 )
GD( 6 ) = H I * H J * F ( 3 ) - D S R F 2 * D L T ( I V , J V )
GD( 7 ) = H I * H K * F ( 3 ) - D S R F 2 * D L T ( I V , K V )
G D ( 8 ) = H I * H L * F ( 3 ) - D S R F 2 * D L T ( I V , L V )
GD( 9 ) = H J * H K * F ( 3 ) - D S R F 2 * D L T ( J V , KV)
GD ( 1 0 ) = H J * H L * F ( 3 ) - D S R F 2 * D L T ( J V , L V )
G D( 1 1 ) = H K * H L * F ( 3 ) - D S R F 2 * D L T ( K V , L V )
F F = H I * D L T ( J V , KV) + H J * D L T ( I V , KV) + H K *D L T ( I V , J V )
GD ( 1 2 ) = H I * H J * H K * F ( 4 ) - D S R F 3 * F F
F F = H I * D L T ( J V , L V ) + H J * D L T ( I V , L V ) + H L * D L T ( I V , J V )
GD( 1 3 ) = H I * H J * H L * F ( 4 ) - D S R F 3 * F F
F F = H I * D L T ( K V , L V ) +H K * D L T ( I V , L V ) + H L * D L T ( I V , KV)
G D ( 1 4 ) = H I * H K * H L * F ( 4 ) - D S R F 3 * F F
F F = H J * D L T ( K V , L V ) +H K* D L T ( J V , L V ) + H L * D L T ( J V , KV)
GD( 1 5 ) = H J * H K * H L * F ( 4 ) - D S R F 3 * F F
F F 4 = H I * H J * D L T ( K V , L V ) + H I * H K * D L T ( J V , L V ) + H I * H L * D L T ( J V , KV) 
& + H J * H K * D L T ( I V , L V ) + H J * H L * D L T ( I V , KV) +H K * H L * D L T ( I V , J V )
F F 3 = D L T ( I V , L V ) * D L T ( J V , KV) + D L T ( J V , L V ) * D L T ( I V , KV)
& + D L T ( K V , L V ) * D L T ( I V , J V )
GD( 1 6 ) = H I * H J * H K * H L * F ( 5 ) - D S R F 4 * F F 4 + D S R * D S R F 3 * F F 3
DO 6 7 2  I Q = 1 , 1 6
S B D ( I Q ) = S B D ( I Q ) + G D ( I Q )
6 7 2  CONTINUE 
6 7 0  CONTINUE
DO 6 7 4  I Q = 1 , 1 6
S U M D ( I Q ) = S U M D ( I Q ) + S B D ( I Q ) * Z D (  I T )
6 7 4  CONTINUE 
6 6 0  CONTINUE
T I J 1 = - B A E X * T I J  
T I J =  T I J 1  
T K L = - T K L / B A E X  
T I J K = - B A E X * T I J K  
T I J L = - B A E X * T I J L  
I F ( I D X . E Q . l )  GO TO 6 9 0  
T I J = T I J 1 + T 0 0 / A E X 2  
T I J K = T I J K + T 0 K / A E X 2  
T I J L = T I J L + T 0 L / A E X 2  
T I J K L = T I J K L + T K L / A E X 2  
I F ( I D X . E Q . 2 )  GO TO 6 9 0  
T K L = T K L + T 0  0 / BEX 2 
T I K L = T I K L + T I 0 / B E X 2  
T J K L = T J K L + T J O / BEX2 
T I J K L = T I J K L + T I J l / B E X 2 + T 0 p / A E X 2 / B E X 2  
6 9 0  CONTINUE
A T T R = S N O R M * ( T O O * S U M D ( 1 6 ) + T I 0 * S U M D ( 1 5 ) + T J 0 * S U M D ( 1 4 )
& +T 0K *S U M D ( 1 3 ) +T 0L *S UM DC 1 2 ) + T I J * S U M D ( 1 1 ) + T I K * S U M D ( 1 0 )  
& + T I L * S U M D ( 0  9 ) +T JK * S U M D ( 0 8 ) + T J L * S U M D ( 0 7 ) +TKL*SUMD( 0 6 )  
& + T I J K * S U M D ( 5 ) + T I J L * S U M D ( 4 ) + T I K L * S U M D ( 3 ) +T JK L * S U M D ( 2 )  




SUBROUTINE I C G F N ( T V )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D IM E N S I O N  F U N C ( 5 1 )






R = D E X P ( - T V )
F U N C ( 2 1 ) = 0 . ODO 
DO 10  1 = 1 , 5 0  
J = 5 1 - I
FU NC ( J ) = ( 2 . ODO*TV*FUNC( J + 1 ) + R ) / ( 2 . ODO*DFLOAT( J ) + 1 . ODO) 
1 0  CONTINUE
F ( 1 ) = 2 . 0 D O * F U N C ( 1 ) * T V + R  
F ( 2 ) = F U N C ( 1 )
F ( 3 ) = F U N C ( 2 )
F ( 4 ) = F U N C ( 3 )
F ( 5 ) = F U N C ( 4 )
F ( 6 ) = F U N C ( 5 )
F ( 7 ) = F U N C ( 6 )
F ( 8 ) = F U N C ( 7 )
F ( 9 ) = F U N C ( 8 )
F ( 1 0 ) = F U N C ( 9 )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FSH AV( A L C E L , LMAX)
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
C O M M O N /F U N / F ( 1 0 )
ARG=ALCEL 
RARG=DSQRT( ARG)
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 0 D 0
F ( 1 ) = 0 . 5  0 D 0 * D S Q R T ( P I / ARG) * D E R F ( RARG)
I F ( A R G . G T . 7 5 . ODO) GO TO 3 
EX PA =D EX P( - ARG)
GO TO 4
3 E X P A = 0 . ODO
4  CONTINUE
DO 1 I = 2 , LMAX 
G Q = D F L O A T (2 * ( I - 2 ) + 1 )




SUBROUTINE ID K B C ( P I , L , M, N T , A F , L P )
I T  WIL L  I D E N T I F Y  THE KUB IC  H A R M O N I C S ( S P E C I F I E D
BY ( L , M )  SEE  TABLE 1 OF  BNDPKG) INT O ' N T 1 TERMS
OF ( X * * L P ( 1 , I ) ) * ( Y * * ( L P ( 2 , I ) ) * ( Z * * L P ( 3 , I ) )  TYPE FUNC.  
WHERE A F ( N T )  I S  THE C O E F .  ON EACH FUNCTION 
T ES T E D  4 - 1 6 , 1 9 8 6  H .  CHEN
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D IM E N S IO N  A F ( 3 ) , L P ( 3 , 3 )
DO 1 1 = 1 , 3  
DO 1 J = 1 , 3  
1 L P ( I , J ) = 0
I F ( L . E Q . O )  THEN
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N T=1
A F ( 1 ) = 1 . D O / D S Q R T ( 4 . D O * P I )
RETURN 
E LS E  I F ( L . E Q . l )  THEN 
NT=1
A F ( 1 ) =DSQRT( 3 . DO/ ( 4 . D O * P I ) )
L P ( M , 1 ) = 1
RETURN 
E LS E  I F ( L . E Q . 2 )  THEN 
I F ( M . L E . 3 )  THEN 
NT= 1
A F ( 1 ) = D S Q R T ( 1 5 . D O / ( 4 . D O * P I ) )
DO 2  1 = 1 , 3  
2  L P ( I , 1 ) = 1
L P ( M , 1 ) = 0
C NOTE:  THE ORDER OF M HERE I S  D I F F E R E N T  FROM P A P E R ( l - > 3 , 2 - > l , 3 - > 2 )
RETURN 
E L S E  I F ( M . E Q . 4 ) T H E N  
N T= 2
A F ( 1 ) = D S Q R T ( 1 5 . D O / ( 1 6 . D 0 * P I ) )
A F ( 2 ) = - A F ( 1 )
L P ( 1 , l ) - 2  
L P ( 2 , 2 ) = 2
RETURN
E L S E
N T= 3
A F ( 1 ) = D S Q R T ( 5 . 0 / ( 4 . D 0 * P I ) )
A F ( 2 ) = - A F ( l ) / 2 . D O  
A F ( 3 ) = A F ( 2 )
L P ( 3 , 1 ) = 2  
L P ( 1 , 2 ) = 2  
L P ( 2 , 3 ) = 2
RETURN
END I F
E LSE  I F ( L . E Q . 3 )  THEN 
I F ( M . E Q . l )  THEN 
NT=1
A F ( 1 ) = D S Q R T ( 1 0 5 . D O / ( 4 . D O * P I ) )
DO 3  1 = 1 , 3  
3  L P ( I , 1 ) = 1
RETURN 
E L S E  I F ( M . E Q . 2 )  THEN 
NT= 3
A F ( 1 ) = D S Q R T ( 1 7 5 . D 0 / ( 1 6 . D O * P I ) ) * ( 1 . D 0 - 3 . D 0 / 5 . D O )  
A F ( 2 ) = D S Q R T ( 1 7 5 . D 0 / ( 1 6 . D 0 * P I ) ) * ( - 3 . D 0 / 5 . D 0 )
A F ( 3 ) = A F ( 2 )
L P ( 3 , 1 ) = 3  
L P ( 1 , 2 ) = 2  
L P ( 3 , 2 ) = 1  
L P ( 3 , 3 ) = 1  
L P ( 2 , 3 ) = 2
RETURN 
E L S E  I F ( M . E Q . 3 )  THEN 
N T= 3
A F ( 1 ) = D S Q R T ( 1 7 5 . D O / ( 1 6 . D O * P I ) ) * ( 1 . D O - 3 . D O / 5 . D O )  
A F ( 2 ) = D S Q R T ( 1 7 5 . D O / ( 1 6 . D O * P I ) ) * ( - 3 . D O / 5 . D O )
A F ( 3 ) = A F ( 2 )
L P ( 1 , 1 ) = 3  
L P ( 2 , 2 ) = 2  
L P ( 1 , 2 ) = 1  
L P ( 1 , 3 ) = 1  
L P ( 3 , 3 ) = 2
RETURN 
E L S E  I F ( M . E Q . 4 )  THEN 
N T= 3
A F ( 1 ) = D S Q R T ( 1 7 5 . D O / ( 1 6 . D O * P I ) ) * ( 1 . D O - 3 . D O / 5 . D O )  
A F ( 2 ) = D S Q R T ( 1 7 5 . D O / ( 1 6 . D O * P I ) ) * ( - 3 . D O / 5 . D O )  
A F ( 3 ) = A F ( 2 )
L P ( 2 , 1 ) = 3  
L P ( 2 , 2 ) = 1  
L P ( 1 , 2 ) = 2  
L P ( 2 , 3 ) = 1  
L P ( 3 , 3 ) = 2
RETURN 
E L S E  I F ( M . E Q . 5 )  THEN 
N T= 2
A F ( 1 ) = D S Q R T ( 1 0 5 . D 0 / ( 1 6 . D O * P I ) )
A F ( 2 ) = - A F ( 1 )
L P ( 3 , 1 ) = 1  
L P ( 1 , 1 ) = 2  
L P ( 3 , 2 ) = 1  
L P ( 2 , 2 ) = 2
RETURN 
E L S E  I F ( M . E Q . 6 )  THEN 
NT= 2
A F ( 1 ) = D S Q R T ( 1 0 5 . D 0 / ( 1 6 . D O * P I ) )
A F ( 2 ) = - A F ( 1 )
L P ( 2 , 1 ) = 1  
L P ( 3 , 1 ) = 2  
L P ( 2 , 2 ) = 1  
L P ( 1 , 2 ) = 2
RETURN
E L S E
N T = 2
A F ( 1 ) = D S Q R T ( 1 0 5 . D 0 / ( 1 6 . D O * P I ) )
A F ( 2 ) = - A F ( 1 )
L P ( 1 , 1 ) = 1  
L P ( 2 , 1 ) = 2  
L P ( 1 , 2 ) = 1  








SUBROUTINE A S S IG N (N A R G )
C I T  A S S I G N S  THE ORB IT A L  B A S I S  HERE.  I T  I S  CALLED IN  PROGRAM 3 .  
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , Q - Z )
PARAMETER (M W F =5 6)
D IMEN SIO N A L ( M W F , 2 0 ) , X ( M W F ) , Y ( M W F ) , Z ( M W F ) , N T ( M W F ) , A F ( 3 , M W F )  
* , L P ( 3 , 3 , M W F ) , A N K ( M W F , 2 0 ) , A F 1 ( 3 ) , L P 1 ( 3 , 3 ) , L Y Z ( M W F ) , A C T ( M W F , 2 0 )  
DIME NSI ON A Z Z ( 4 0 ) , A R R ( 4 0 , 3 ) , N N L ( M W F )
D IME NS IO N  A X P 1 ( 4 , 2 0 , 2 0 , 8 )
D IMEN SIO N E X P 1 ( 4 , 2 0 , 2 0 , 8 ) , N E X P ( 4 , 8 ) , N Z ( 8 ) , N A M E ( 8 ) , N C T ( 2 0 , 4 , 8 )  
DIM EN SI ON  B A S ( MWF) , B A P ( MWF) ,B A D ( M W F ) , C U S ( M W F ) ,C U P ( M W F )
DIME NSI ON O S ( M W F ) ,O P ( M W F ) , O D ( M W F ) ,A N B ( M W F ) , C U D ( M W F )
DIME NSI ON A C O E F ( 4 , 2 0 , 2 0 , 8 ) , ID P (M W F ) , K D P ( M W F ) , M D P ( M W F )
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 2 5 3 5 8 9 7 9 8 D 0  
C * * *  = = = = = = = = = =  READ I N  B A S I S  INFORMATION (F O R  W / F ) = = = = = =
C READ IN  B A S I S  FOR F
C THE FOLLOWING F I L E  CONTAINS THE ORBITAL B A S I S  FUNC TION S 
O PEN ( U N I T = 1 , F I L E = ' : HOSTCHAR: PHCHEN. P G M ( B A S I S ) , A C = R 1 )
K=1
R E A D ( 1 , 1 )  N A M E ( K ) , N E X P ( 1 , K ) , N E X P ( 2 , K ) , N E X P ( 3 , K ) , N E X P ( 4 , K ) , N Z ( K )
1 F 0 R M A T ( A 2 , 1 X , I 2 , I 2 , I 2 , I 2 , I 2 )
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 )  N A M E ( K ) , N E X P ( 1 , K ) , N E X P ( 2 , K ) , N E X P ( 3 , K ) , N E X P ( 4 , K ) , N Z ( K )
2  F 0 R M A T ( 1 X , ' A T O M : 1 , A 2 , 1 , #  OF S EXP = ' , 1 2 , ' j P  EXP = ' , 1 2 ,
1 ' ;  D EXP  = ' , 1 2 , ' ;  F  F X P = ' , I 2 , '  Z = ' , I 2 )
C READ IN  S , P  E X P O N E N T S - - E X P ( I , J )  FOR S 1 = 1 ;  FOR P  1 = 2  
DO 9 0  J = l , 2
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ’ O BI TA L  T Y P E = ' , J  
DO 9 0  I = 1 , N E X P ( J , K )
R E A D ( 1 , 9 1 )  N C T ( I , J , K )
R E A D ( 1 , 1 9 )  ( E X P 1 ( J , I , L , K ) , L = 1 , N C T ( I , J , K ) )
R E A D ( 1 , 1 9 )  ( A X P 1 ( J , I , L , K ) , L = 1 , N C T ( I , J , K ) )
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  '  #  OF  EACH CON TRA TION ' , N C T ( I , J , K )
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ( E X P 1 ( J , I , L , K ) , L = 1 , N C T ( I , J , K ) )
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ( A X P 1 ( J , I , L , K ) , L = 1 , N C T ( I , J , K ) )
9 0  CONTINUE
1 9  F O R M A T ( 4 F 1 5 . 4 )
9 1  F O R M A T ( I 2 )
1 4  F O R M A T ( 4 F 1 2 . 6 )
2 3  F O R M A T ( 3 F 1 2 . 6 )
C READ IN  B A S I S  FOR N 
K=2
R E A D ( 1 , 1 )  N A M E ( K ) , N E X P ( 1 , K ) , N E X P ( 2 , K ) , N E X P ( 3 , K )
R , N E X P ( 4 , K ) , N Z ( K )
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 )  N A M E ( K ) , N E X P ( 1 , K ) , N E X P ( 2 , K ) , N E X P ( 3 , K )
W , N E X P ( 4 , K ) , N Z ( K )
C READ IN  S , P  E X P O N E N T S - - E X P ( I , J )  FOR S 1 = 1 ;  FOR P  1 = 2
DO 2 9 0  J = 1 , 2
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  '  O BI TA L  T Y P E = ' , J  
DO 2 9 0  1 = 1 , N E X P ( J , K )
R E A D ( 1 , 9 1 )  N C T ( I , J , K )
R E A D ( 1 , 1 9 )  ( E X P 1 ( J , I , L , K ) , L = 1 , N C T ( I , J , K ) )  
R E A D ( 1 , 1 9 )  ( A X P 1 ( J , I , L , K ) , L = 1 , N C T ( I , J , K ) ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  1 #  OF  EACH C ON TRA TIO N' , N C T ( I , J , K )  
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ( E X P 1 ( J , I , L , K ) , L = 1 , N C T ( I , J , K ) )  
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ( A X P 1 ( J , I , L , K ) , L = 1 , N C T ( I , J , K ) )
2 9 0  CONTINUE 
C
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C CALL OUT ATOM AND F I T T I N G  LOCATIONS
CALL A M S I T 1 ( N A T , N T P 1 , N T P 2 , A Z Z , ARR)
C T HE SE  ARE I D E N T I F I E R  FOR ORB ITA L TYPES  
DO 9 0 1  1 = 1 , MWF 
A N B ( I ) = 0 . D 0  
B A S ( I ) = 0 . D O  
B A P ( I ) = 0 . D O  
B A D ( I ) = 0 . D O  
C U S ( I ) = 0 . D 0  
C U P ( I ) = 0 . D O  
C U D ( I ) = 0 . D O  
O S ( I ) = 0 . D O  
O P ( I ) = 0 . D O  
9 0 1  O D ( I ) = 0 . D O
C
C R E A S S I G N  EVERTHING 
KK=0
DO 5 0  I A = 1 , N A T  
I F ( I A . L E . N T P l )  THEN 
K = 1  
E L S E  
K = 2  
E N D I F
DO 5 0  L = l , 2  
L L = L - 1
B L = F L O A T ( L ) + 0 . 5  
M M = 2 * L - 1
DO 5 0  1 = 1 , N E X P ( L , K )
DO 5 0  M=1,MM 
KK=KK+1
X ( K K ) = A R R ( I A , 1 )
Y ( K K ) = A R R ( I A , 2 )
Z ( K K ) = A R R ( I A , 3 )
MDP(KK)=M
L Y Z ( K K ) = L L
ANB( KK) = F L O A T ( I A )
I F ( K . E Q . l . A N D . L . E Q . 1 )  B A S ( K K ) = 1 . D 0  
I F ( K . E Q . 1 . A N D . L . E Q . 2 )  B A P ( K K ) = 1 . D 0
I F ( K . E Q . 1 . AND. L . E Q . 3 )  B A D ( K K ) = 1 . D 0  
I F ( K . E Q . 2 . A N D . L . E Q . 1 )  C U S ( K K ) = 1 . D 0  
I F ( K . E Q . 2 . AND. L . E Q . 2 )  C U P ( K K ) = 1 . D 0  
I F ( K . E Q . 2 . A N D . L . E Q . 3 )  C U D ( K K ) = 1 . D 0  
I F ( K . E Q . 3 . A ND . L . E Q . 1 )  0 S ( K K ) = 1 . DO 
I F ( K . E Q . 3 . AND. L . E Q . 2 )  O P ( K K ) = 1 . D O  
CALL I D K B C ( P I , L L , M , N T 1 , A F 1 , L P 1 )
N T ( K K ) = N T 1  
DO 5 1  1 1 = 1 , N T 1  
A F ( I I , K K ) = A F 1 ( I I )
DO 5 1  J J = 1 , 3
L P ( J J , I I , K K ) = L P 1 ( J J , I I )
N N L ( K K ) = N C T ( I , L , K )
DO 5 2  L D = 1 , N N L ( K K )
A L ( K K , L D ) = E X P 1 ( L , I , L D , K )
A C T ( K K , L D ) = A X P 1 ( L , I , L D , K )
ANOM=DSQRT( 2 . * ( ( 2 . * A L ( K K , L D ) ) * * B L ) / D G A M M A (B L ) ) 
A NK (KK,LD)=ANOM
ACO EF ( L , I , L D , K ) =ANOM*ACT( K K , L D )
CONTINUE
I D P ( K K ) = I
K D P ( K K ) = K
CONTINUE
NWFX=KK
W R I T E ( 6 , * )  ' CLS  O R B IT A L  E X P O = ' , N W F X
O PEN ( U N I T = 9  5 , F I L E = ’ C L S . DAT A’ , F O R M =1UNFORMATTED’ )
W R I T E ( 9 5 )  NWFX 
W R I T E ( 9 5 )  ( N T ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 5 )  ( L Y Z ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 5 )  ( N N L ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 5 )  ( X ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N W F X ) , ( Y ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N W F X ) , ( Z ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX) 
DO 5 9  1 = 1 , NWFX
W R I T E C 9 5 )  ( A L ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N N L ( I ) )
W R I T E ( 9 5 )  ( A N K ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N N L ( I ) )
W R I T E ( 9 5 )  ( A C T ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N N L ( I ) )
N B T = N T ( I )
W R I T E ( 9 5 )  ( A F ( J , I ) , J = 1 , N B T )
W R I T E ( 9 5 )  ( ( L P ( J J , I I , I ) , J J = 1 , 3 ) , I I = 1 , N B T )
R E W I N D ( 9 5 )
C L O S E ( 9 5 )
O P E N ( U N I T = 9 0 , F I L E = * S P D . COMP’ , F O R M = ' UNFORMATTED’ )
W R I T E ( 9 0 )  ( B A S ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 0 )  ( B A P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 0 )  ( B A D ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 0 )  ( C U S ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 0 )  ( C U P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 0 )  ( C U D ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 0 )  ( O S ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 0 )  ( O P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
R E W I N D ( 9 0 )











O PEN ( U N I T = 9 1 , F I L E = ' PHO TO . EM ' , FORM =' UNFORMATTED' )  
W R I T E ( 9 1 )  ( I D P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 1 )  ( K D P ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 1 )  ( M D P ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NWFX)
W R I T E ( 9 1 )  ( ( N E X P ( L , K ) , K = 1 , 3 ) , L = 1 , 3 )
DO 1 5 0  K = 1 , 3  
DO 1 5 0  L = 1 , 3  
DO 1 5 0  1 = 1 , N E X P ( L , K )
W R I T E ( 9 1 )  N C T ( I , L , K )
W R I T E ( 9 1 )  ( E X P 1 ( L , I , L D , K ) , L D = 1 , N C T ( I , L , K ) ) 
W R I T E ( 9 1 )  ( A C O E F ( L , I , L D , K ) , L D = 1 , N C T ( I , L , K ) )
1 5 0  CONTINUE 
R E W I N D ( 9 1 )
C L O S E ( 9 1 )
O P E N ( U N I T = 9 2 , F I L E = ' A N B ' , FORM=' UNFORMATTED' )  
W R I T E ( 9 2 )  ( A N B ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NWFX)
R E W I N D ( 9 2 )
C L O S E ( 9 2 )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE V E X 0 P ( A L 1 , A , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A L 2 , B , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , A L 3 , C , I D X , R S )  
T H I S  I S  A S P E C I A L  THREE CENTER OVERLAP SUBROUTINE 
USED FOR THE CALCULATION OF  EXCHANGE CORRELATION 
MATRIX ELEMENTS H . CHEN 1 0 / 2 6 / 8 6
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
C O M M O N / C O E F / B I N ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , D B F C ( 1 1 ) , P I  
D IMEN SIO N A ( 3 ) , B ( 3 ) , C ( 3 )
I F ( I D X . E Q . l )  THEN
CALL T R C O P ( A L 1 , A , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A L 2 , B , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , A L 3 , C , 2 , 0 , 0 , R 1 )  
CALL T R C O P ( A L 1 , A , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A L 2 , B , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , A L 3 , C , 0 , 2 , 0 , R 2 )  
CALL T R C O P ( A L 1 , A , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A L 2 , B , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , A L 3 , C , 0 , 0 , 2 , R 3 )  
R S = R 1 + R 2 + R 3  
RETURN 
E LS E
CALL T R C O P ( A L 1 , A , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A L 2 , B , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 , A L 3 , C , 0 , 0 , 0 , R S )  
RETURN 
E N D I F  
END
SUBROUTINE T R C 0 P ( A L 1 , A , L 1 , M 1 , N 1 , A L 2 , B , L 2 , M 2 , N 2  
S , A L 3 , C , L 3 , M 3 , N 3 , R S )
T H I S  I S  A GENERAL THREE CENTER OVERLAP SUBROUTINE 
DEVELOPED FROM THE O R I G IN A L  TWO CENTER OVERLAP OF 
CLUSTER PRGM. H . CHEN 9 / 1 4 / 1 9 8 6  T ES T E D  O . K .
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
C O M M O N / C O E F / B I N ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , D B F C ( 1 1 ) , P I
DIME NSI ON A ( 3 ) , B ( 3 ) , D ( 3 ) , A D ( 3 ) , B D ( 3 ) , C ( 3 ) , C D ( 3 )
T E S T = 1 . 0 D - 1 2  
A A = 0 . D O
177
B B = 0 .D O  
C C = 0 . D O  
D D =0 .D O
A L = A L 1+ A L 2 + A L 3  
DO 1 1 = 1 , 3
D ( I ) = A L 1 * A ( I ) + A L 2 * B ( I ) + A L 3 * C ( I )
D ( I ) = D ( I ) / A L  
A A = A A + A ( I ) * A ( I )
B B = B B + B ( I ) * B ( I )
C C = C C + C ( I ) * C ( I )
DD=DD+D( I ) * D ( I )
A D ( I ) = D ( I ) - A ( I )
C D ( I ) = D ( I ) - C ( I )
1 B D ( I ) = D ( I ) - B ( I )
DO 1 0  1 = 1 , 3
I F ( D A B S ( A D ( I ) ) . L T . T E S T ) A D ( I ) = O . O D O  
I F ( D A B S ( C D ( I ) ) . L T . T E S T ) C D ( I ) = 0 . ODO 
1 0  I F ( D A B S ( B D ( I ) ) . L T . T E S T ) B D ( I ) = O . O D O  
E X = A L 1 * ( AA- DD) + A L 2 * ( B B - D D ) + A L 3 * ( CC- DD) 
I F ( E X . G T . 7 5 . 0 D 0 )  GO TO 5 
P I A L = P I / A L  
A L A L = A L * 2 . ODO
E X P N = D E X P ( - E X ) * P I A L * D S Q R T ( P I A L )
SUM1 = 0 . ODO 
DO 2  1 = 0 , L 1  
DO 2  J = 0 , L 2  
DO 2  K = 0 , L 3  
I J = I + J + K  
I J 2 = I J / 2  
I J P = I J 2 * 2
I F ( I J P . N E . I J )  GO TO 2
S U M 1 = S U M 1 + B I N ( L 1 + 1 , I + 1 ) * B I N ( L 2 + 1 , J + 1 ) * B I N ( L 3 + 1 , K + 1 )  
) * T R ( A D ( 1 ) , L 1 - I ) * T R ( B D ( 1 ) , L 2 - J ) * T R ( C D ( 1 ) , L 3 - K )
) * D B F C ( I J + 1 ) / T R ( A L A L , I J 2 )
2  CONTINUE 
I F ( S U M l . E Q . O . O )  GO TO 5 
S U M 2 = 0 . ODO
DO 3  1 = 0 , Ml  
DO 3  J = 0 , M 2  
DO 3  K = 0 , M 3  
I J = I + J + K  
I J 2 = I J / 2  
I J P = I J 2 * 2
I F ( I J P . N E . I J )  GO TO 3
S U M 2 = S U M 2 + B I N ( M 1 + 1 , I + 1 ) * B I N ( M 2 + 1 , J + 1 ) * B I N ( M 3 + 1 , K + 1 )
) * T R ( A D ( 2 ) , M 1 - I ) * T R ( B D ( 2 ) , M 2 - J ) * T R ( C D ( 2 ) , M 3 - K )
) * D B F C ( I J + 1 ) / T R ( A L A L , I J 2 )
3  CONTINUE 
I F ( S U M 2 . E Q . 0 . 0 )  GO TO 5 












DO 4  1 = 0 , N1 
DO 4  J = 0 , N 2  
DO 4  K = 0 , N 3  
I J = I + J + K  
I J 2 = I J / 2  
I J P = I J 2 * 2
I F ( I J P . N E . I J )  GO TO 4
S U M 3 = S U M 3 + B I N ( N 1 + 1 , I + 1 ) * B I N ( N 2 + 1 , J + 1 ) * B I N ( N 3 + 1 , K + 1 )  
) * T R ( A D ( 3 ) , N 1 - I ) * T R ( B D ( 3 ) , N 2 - J ) * T R ( C D ( 3 ) , N 3 - K )  
) * D B F C ( I J + 1 ) / T R ( A L A L , I J 2 )
4  CONTINUE 
I F ( S U M 3 . E Q . 0 . 0 )  GO TO 5 
RS=SUM1*SUM2*SUM3*EXPN 
GO TO 6
5  R S = 0 . ODO
6  CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE TWOEL(AEX, A A , L 1 , M l , N 1 , B E X , B B , L 2 , M 2 , N 2 
S , Y I , Z Z I , I D X . T E L D )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
DI MENSION A A ( 3 ) , B B ( 3 ) , P P ( 3 ) , P D ( 1 9 , 3 ) , P D D ( 1 9 ) , D D ( 3 )
X , G D ( 1 6 ) , S B D ( 1 6 ) , T ( 3 , 1 4 , 1 6 ) , T E L D ( 4 2 ) , K S S ( 3 ) , D L T ( 3 , 3 )
X , D E X ( 1 , 1 4 ) , T A U ( 1 , 3 ) , Y I ( 3 ) , N 1 D ( 1 ) , N 2 D ( 1 )
COM MON /FU N/FC IO)
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  WARNING ! !  2 . ODO I S  M U L T I P L I E D  TO MAKE I T
RYD.  U N I T .  BEWARE OF T H I S  ADDED F A C T O R = = = = = = = = = =
TWO-EL INTEGRAL PARTS FOR S - T Y P E  GA U S S IA N S  
LABEL 1 = 0 - T H  SH E L L (C E N T E R  ATO M) ,  2  FOR 1 - S T  SHELL 
P I 4  HAS 2 . ODO* FACTOR FOR RYD.  U N I T  OF C O U L - P O T .
I F  CENTER ATOM I S  NOT NEEDED,  ( l , N O S H ) = >  ( 2 , NOSH)  CHANGE 
NATM=1 
NO S H =l  
K S S ( 1 ) = 1  
N S S = 1 0  
N 1 D ( 1 ) = 1  
N 2 D ( 1 ) = 1  
DO 1 9 6 3  1 = 1 , 3  
T A U ( 1 , I ) = Y I ( I )
DO 1 9 6 3  J = l , 3  
D L T ( I , J ) = 0 . D O  
1 9 6 3  D L T ( I , I ) = 1 .DO 
D E X ( 1 , 1 ) = Z Z I  
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 4 D 0  
P I 4 = 4 . 0 D 0 * P I  
T E S T 1 = 4 5 . ODO 
DO 4 2  1 1 = 1 , NSS 




R S 1 2 = 0 . 5 D 0 / S 1  
A E X 2 = 2 . ODO*AEX 
B E X 2 = 2 . ODO*BEX 
BAEX=BEX/AEX 
A E X S 1 = A E X / S 1  
B E X S 1 = B E X / S 1  
A B L = 0 . ODO 
DO 5 0  1 = 1 , 3
A B L = A B L + ( B B ( I ) - A A ( I ) ) * ( B B ( I ) - A A ( I ) )
P P I  =AEX*AA ( I ) +BEX*BB ( I )
P P ( I ) = P P I / S 1  
5 0  CONTINUE
E X P N = A E X * B E X * A B L / S 1 
I F ( E X P N . G T . T E S T l )  RETURN 
T 0 0 = D E X P ( - E X P N )
S Q = D S Q R T ( P I / S 1 )
S N O R M = P I 4 * S Q * S Q * S Q  
DO 6 0  N= 1 ,NATM 
DO 6 2  1 = 1 , 3  
6 2  D D ( I ) = T A U ( N , I )
P D L = 0 . ODO
DO 6 4  1 = 1 , 3
P D ( N , I ) = P P ( I ) - D D ( I )
P D L = P D L + P D ( N , I ) * P D ( N , I )
6 4  CONTINUE 
P D D ( N ) = P D L  
6 0  CONTINUE
C
LMN 1=L1+M1+N1  
LMN2=L2+ M2+ N2  
I F ( L M N 1 . E Q . 2 )  GO TO 2 0 0 0  
C S - S ,  P - S ,  AND P - P  CASE
I F ( LMN1 . E Q . 0 . AND. L M N 2. E Q . 0 )  GO TO 1 0 0  
I F ( L M N 1 . E Q . 1 . A N D . L M N 2 . E Q . 0 )  GO TO 2 0 0  
I F ( L M N 1 . E Q . 1 . A N D . L M N 2 . E Q . 1 )  GO TO 3 0 0  
C D I J - S , D I J - P  AND D I J - D K L  CASE FOR I D X = 1  AND 
C D I I - S ,  D I I - P ,  D I J - D K K  CASE (  D I I - D K K  WHEN I D X = 3  ) 
2 0 0 0  CONTINUE
I F ( L M N 2 . E Q . O )  GO TO 4 0 0  
I F ( L M N 2 . E Q . 1 )  GO TO 5 0 0  
I F ( L M N 2 . E Q . 2 )  GO TO 6 0 0  
C S - S  CASE
1 0 0  CONTINUE 
S U M = 0 . ODO 
DO 1 2 0  I T = 1 , N O S H  
N A T 1 = N 1 D ( I T )
N A T 2 = N 2 D ( I T )
N G B = K S S ( I T )
DO 1 2 0  I B = 1 , N G B
D E = D E X ( I T , I B )
S 4 = S 1 + D E
S 1 4 = S 1 / S 4
DEDE=DE*DE
T F = S 1 4 * D E
D N O R M = D S Q R T ( S 1 4 /D E D E )
S U M B = 0 . 0
DO 1 3 0  N = N A T 1 , N A T 2  
T V = T F * P D D ( N )
I F ( T V . L T . l . O )  CALL I C G F N ( T V )  
I F ( T V . G E . l . O )  CALL F S H A V ( T V , 2 )  
SUMB=SUMB+F( 1 )
1 3 0  CONTINUE
T ( I T , I B , 1 ) =DNORM*SUMB 
1 2 0  CONTINUE 
I T N = 0
DO 1 2 4  I T = 1 , N O S H  
N G B = K S S ( I T )
DO 1 2 2  I B = 1 , N G B  
J J = I B + I T N  
1 2 2  T E L D ( J J ) =S N OR M* TO 0*T ( I T , I B , 1 )
1 2 4  IT N = IT N + N G B  
RETURN
C P - S  CASE
2 0 0  CONTINUE
I F ( L l . E Q . l )  I V = 1
I F ( M l . E Q . l )  I V = 2
I F ( N l . E Q . l )  I V = 3
F I 0 = - ( A A ( I V ) - B B ( I V ) ) * B E X S 1
T I 0 = F I 0 * T 0 0
DO 2 2 0  I T = 1 , N O S H
N A T 1 = N 1 D ( I T )
N A T 2 = N 2 D ( I T )
N G B = K S S ( I T )
DO 2 2 0  I B = 1 , N G B  
D E = D E X ( I T , I B )
S 4 = S 1 + D E
S 1 4 = S 1 / S 4
DEDE=DE*DE
D S 4 = - D E / S 4
T F = S 1 4 * D E
D N O R M = D S Q R T ( S 1 4 /D E D E )
S B 1 = 0 . 0  
S B 2 = 0 . 0
DO 2 3 0  N = N A T 1 , N A T 2  
T V = T F * P D D ( N )
I F ( T V . L T . l . O )  CALL I C G F N ( T V )  
I F ( T V . G E . l . O )  CALL F S H A V ( T V , 2 )  
G 0 0 0 = F ( 1 )
G I 0 0 = D S 4 * P D ( N , I V ) * F ( 2 )
S B 1 = S B 1 + G 0 0 0
S B 2 = S B 2 + G I O O  
2 3 0  CONTINUE
T ( I T , I B , l ) = D N O R M * S B l  
T ( I T , I B , 2 ) = D N O R M * S B 2  
2 2 0  CONTINUE 
I T N = 0
DO 2 2 4  I T = 1 , N O S H  
N G B = K S S ( I T )
DO 2 2 2  I B = 1 , N G B  
J J = I B + I T N
2 2 2  T E L D ( J J ) = S N O R M * ( T I O * T ( I T , I B , 1 ) + T 0 0 * T ( I T , I B , 2 ) )  
2 2 4  IT N =I T N + N G B  
RETURN
C P - P  CASE
3 0 0  CONTINUE
I F ( L l . E Q . l )  I V = 1  
I F ( M l . E Q . l )  I V = 2  
I F ( N l . E Q . l )  I V = 3  
I F ( L 2 . E Q . l )  J V = 1  
I F ( M 2 . E Q . 1 )  J V = 2  
I F ( N 2 . E Q . l )  J V = 3  
A B I = A A ( I V ) - B B ( I V )
A B J = A A ( J V ) - B B ( J V )
F I 0 = - A B I * B E X S 1  
F 0 J =  A B J * A E X S 1  
F I J = F I 0 * F 0 J
I F ( I V . E Q . J V )  F I J = F I J + R S 1 2
T I 0 = F I 0 * T 0 0
T 0 J = F 0 J * T 0 0
T I J = F I J * T 0 0
DO 3 2 0  I T = 1 , N O S H
N A T 1 = N 1 D ( I T )
N A T 2 = N 2 D ( I T )
N G B = K S S ( I T )
DO 3 2 0  I B = 1 , N G B  
D E = D E X ( I T , I B )
S 4 = S 1 + D E
S 1 4 = S 1 / S 4
DEDE=DE*DE
D S 4 = - D E / S 4
D S R = D S 4 * R S 1 2
T F = S 1 4 * D E
D N O R M = D S Q R T ( S 1 4 /D E D E )
S B 1 = 0 . 0  
S B 2 = 0 . 0  
S B 3 = 0 . 0  
S B 4 = 0 . 0
DC- 3 3 0  N = N A T 1 ,N A T 2  
T V = T F * P D D ( N )
I F ( T V . L T . l . O )  CALL I C G F N ( T V )
I F ( T V . G E . l . O )  CALL F S H A V ( T V , 3 )
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H I = D S 4 * P D ( N , I V )
H J = D S 4 * P D ( N , J V )
G O O O = F ( 1 )
G I 0 0 = H I * F ( 2 )
G J 0 0 = H J * F ( 2 )
G I J 0 = H I * H J * F ( 3 )
I F ( J V . E Q . I V )  G I J 0 = G I J 0 + D S R * F ( 2 )
S B 1 = S B 1 + G 0 0 0  
S B 2 = S B 2 + G I O O  
S B 3 = S B 3 + G J 0 0  
S B 4 = S B 4 + G I J 0  
3 3 0  CONTINUE
T ( I T , I B , 1 ) = D N 0 R M * S B 1  
T ( I T , I B , 2 ) = D N O R M *S B 2  
T ( I T , I B , 3 ) = D N O R M * S B 3  
T ( I T , I B , 4 ) = D N 0 R M * S B 4  
3 2 0  CONTINUE 
I T N = 0
DO 3 2 4  I T = 1 , N O S H  
N G B = K S S ( I T )
DO 3 2 2  I B = 1 , N G B  
J J = I B + I T N
T E L D ( J J ) = S N O R M * ( T O O * T ( I T , I B , 4 ) + T I O * T ( I T , I B , 3 ) + T O J * T ( I T , I B , 2 )  
& + T I J * T ( I T , I B , 1 ) )
3 2 2  CONTINUE 
3 2 4  IT N = IT N + N G B  
RETURN
C D I J - S  CASE , D I I - S  CASE
4 0 0  CONTINUE
I F ( I D X . E Q . 2 )  GO TO 4 1 0  
I F ( L l . E Q . O )  GO TO 4 0 2  
I F ( M l . E Q . O )  GO TO 4 0 4  
I F ( N l . E Q . O )  GO TO 4 0 6  
4 0 2  I V = 2  
J V = 3
GO TO 4 0 8  
4 0 4  I V = 1  
J V = 3
GO TO 4 0 8  
4 0 6  I V = 1  
J V = 2
GO TO 4 0 8  
4 1 0  I F ( L 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 1  
I F ( M 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 2  
I F ( N 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 3  
J V = I V  
4 0 8  CONTINUE
C
A B I = A A ( I V ) - B B ( I V )
A B J = A A ( J V ) - B B ( J V )
F I 0 = - A B I * B E X S 1
F J 0 = - A B J * B E X S 1  
F O J =  A B J *A E X S 1  
F I J = F I O * F O J
I F ( J V . E Q . I V )  F I J = F I J + R S 1 2
T I O = F I O * T O O
TJO=FJO*TOO
T I J = F I J * T O O
DO 4 2 0  I T = 1 , N O S H
N A T 1 = N 1 D ( I T )
N A T 2 = N 2 D ( I T )
N G B = K S S ( I T )
DO 4 2 0  I B = 1 , N G B  
D E = D E X ( I T , I B )
S 4 = S 1 + D E
S 1 4 = S 1 / S 4
DEDE=DE*DE
D S 4 = - D E / S 4
D S R = D S 4 * R S 1 2
T F = S 1 4 * D E
DNORM=DSQRT( S 1 4 / D E D E )
S B 1 = 0 . 0  
S B 2 = 0 . 0  
S B 3 = 0 . 0  
S B 4 = 0 . 0
DO 4 3 0  N = N A T 1 ,N A T 2  
T V = T F * P D D ( N )
I F ( T V . L T . l . O )  CALL I C G F N ( T V )  
I F ( T V . G E . l . O )  CALL F S H A V ( T V , 3 )  
H I = D S 4 * P D ( N , I V )
H J = D S 4 * P D ( N , J V )
G O O O = F ( 1 )
G I 0 0 = H I * F ( 2 )
G J 0 0 = H J * F ( 2 )
G I J 0 = H I * H J * F ( 3 )
I F ( J V . E Q . I V )  G I J 0 = G I J 0 + D S R * F ( 2 )  
S B 1 = S B 1 + G 0 0 0  
S B 2 = S B 2 + G I 0 0  
S B 3 = S B 3 + G J 0 0  
S B 4 = S B 4 + G I J 0  
4 3 0  CONTINUE
T (  I T ,  I B , 1 )= D N 0 RM * S B1  
T ( I T , I B , 2 ) = D N O R M * S B 2 
T ( I T , I B , 3 )=DN ORM *S B3  
T ( I T , I B , 4 ) = D N 0 R M * S B 4  
4 2 0  CONTINUE
T I J = - T I J * B A E X
I F ( I D X . E Q . 2 )  T I J = T I J + T 0 0 / A E X 2  
I T N = 0
DO 4 2 4  I T = 1 , N O S H  
N G B = K S S ( I T )
DO 4 2 2  I B = 1 , N G B
J J = I B + I T N
T E L D ( J J ) = S N O R M * ( T O O * T ( I T , I B , 4 ) + T I 0 * T ( I T , I B , 3 ) + T J 0 * T ( I T , I B , 2 )  
& + T I J * T ( I T , I B , 1 ) )
4 2 2  CONTINUE 
4 2 4  IT N = IT N + N G B  
RETURN
C D I J - P  CASE , D I I - P  CASE
5 0 0  CONTINUE
I F ( L 2 . E Q . 1 )  KV=1 
I F ( M 2 . E Q . 1 )  KV=2  
I F ( N 2 . E Q . 1 )  KV=3  
I F ( I D X . E Q . 2 )  GO TO 5 1 0  
I F ( L l . E Q . O )  GO TO 5 0 2  
I F ( M l . E Q . O )  GO TO 5 0 4  
I F ( N l . E Q . O )  GO TO 5 0 6  
5 0 2  I V = 2  
J V = 3
GO TO 5 0 8  
5 0 4  I V = 1  
J V = 3
GO TO 5 0 8  
5 0 6  I V = 1  
J V = 2
GO TO 5 0 8  
5 1 0  I F ( L 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 1  
I F ( M 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 2  
I F ( N 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 3  
J V = I V  
5 0 8  CONTINUE
C
A B I = A A ( I V ) - B B ( I V )
A B J = A A ( J V ) - B B ( J V )
A B K = A A ( K V ) - B B ( K V )
F I 0 = - A B I * B E X S 1  
F J 0 = - A B J * B E X S 1  
F 0 I =  A B I * A E X S 1  
F 0 J =  A B J * A E X S 1  
F 0 K =  ABK*AEXS1 
F I J = F I 0 * F 0 J
I F ( J V . E Q . I V )  F I J = F I J + R S 1 2  
F J K = F J 0 * F 0 K
I F ( J V . E Q . K V )  F J K = F J K + R S 1 2  
F I K = F I 0 * F 0 K
I F ( I V . E Q . K V )  F I K = F I K + R S 1 2
F I J K = F I J * F 0 K + R S 1 2 * ( F 0 J * D L T ( I V , K V ) + F O I * D L T ( J V , K V ) )
T I 0 = F I 0 * T 0 0
T J 0 = F J 0 * T 0 0
T 0 K = F 0 K * T 0 0
T I J = F I J * T 0 0
T J K = F J K * T 0 0
T I K = F I K * T 0 0
T I J K = F I J K * T O O  
DO 5 2 0  I T = 1 , N O S H  
N A T 1 = N 1 D ( I T )
N A T 2 = N 2 D ( I T )
N G B = K S S ( I T )
DO 5 2 0  I B = 1 , N G B  
D E = D E X ( I T , I B )
S 4 = S 1 + D E
S 1 4 = S 1 / S 4
DEDE=DE*DE
D S 4 = - D E / S 4
D S R = D S 4 * R S 1 2
T F = S 1 4 * D E
D N O R M = D S Q R T ( S 1 4 /D E D E )
DO 5 2 2  I Q = 1 , 8  
5 2 2  S B D ( I Q ) = 0 . ODO
DO 5 3 0  N = N A T 1 , N A T 2  
T V = T F * P D D ( N )
I F ( T V . L T . l . O )  CALL I C G F N ( T V )
I F ( T V . G E . l . O )  CALL F S H A V ( T V , 4 )  
D S R F 2 = D S R * F ( 2 )
H I = D S 4 * P D ( N , I V )
H J = D S 4 * P D ( N , J  V )
H K = D S 4 * P D ( N , K V )
G D ( 1 ) = F ( 1 )
G D ( 2 ) = H I * F ( 2 )
G D ( 3 ) = H J * F ( 2 )
G D ( 4 ) = H K * F ( 2 )
G D ( 5 ) = H I * H J * F ( 3 ) + D S R F 2 * D L T ( I V , J V ) 
G D ( 6 ) = H I * H K * F ( 3 ) + D S R F 2 * D L T ( I V , K V )
GD( 7 ) = H J * H K * F ( 3 ) + D S R F 2 * D L T ( J V , KV)
F F = H I * D L T ( J V , K V ) + H J * D L T ( I V , K V ) + H K * D L T ( I V , J V ) 
GD( 8 ) = H I * H J * H K * F ( 4 ) + D S R * F ( 3 ) * F F  
DO 5 2 4  I Q = 1 , 8  
S B D ( I Q ) = S B D ( I Q ) + G D ( I Q )
5 2 4  CONTINUE 
5 3 0  CONTINUE
DO 5 3 2  I Q = 1 , 8
T ( I T , I B , I Q ) = D N O R M * S B D ( I Q )
5 3 2  CONTINUE 
5 2 0  CONTINUE
T I J = - B A E X * T I J  
T I J K = - B A E X * T I J K  
I F ( I D X . E Q . l )  GO TO 5 5 1  
T I J = T I J + T 0 0 / A E X 2  
T I J K = T I J K + T 0 K / A E X 2  
5 5 1  CONTINUE 
I T N = 0
DO 5 6 4  I T = 1 , N O S H  
N G B = K S S ( I T )
DO 5 6 2  I B = 1 , N G B
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J J = I B + I T N
T E L D ( J J ) = S N O R M * ( T O O * T ( I T , I B , 8 ) + T I 0 * T ( I T , I B , 7 ) + T J 0 * T ( I T , I B , 6 )
& + T O K * T ( I T , I B , 5 ) + T I J * T ( I T , I B , 4 ) + T I K * T ( I T , I B , 3 )
& + T J K * T ( I T , I B , 2 ) + T I J K * T ( I T , I B , 1 ) )
5 6 2  CONTINUE 
5 6 4  IT N =I T N + N G B  
RETURN
C D I J - D K L ( I D X = 1 ) , D I I - D K L ( I D X = 2 ) ,  D I I = D K K ( I D X = 3 )  CASES
6 0 0  CONTINUE
I F ( I D X . N E . l )  GO TO 6 2 0  
I F ( L l . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 0 2  
I F ( M l . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 0 4  
I F ( N l . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 0 6  
6 0 2  I V = 2  
J V = 3
GO TO 6 0 8  
6 0 4  I V = 1  
J V = 3
GO TO 6 0 8  
6 0 6  I V = 1  
J V = 2  
6 0 8  CONTINUE
I F ( L 2 . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 1 2  
I F ( M 2 . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 1 4  
I F ( N 2 . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 1 6  
6 1 2  KV=2  
L V= 3
GO TO 6 4 0  
6 1 4  KV=1 
LV= 3
GO TO 6 4 0  
6 1 6  KV=1 
LV = 2
GO TO 6 4 0  
C D I I - D K L  OR D I I - D K K  CASE
6 2 0  CONTINUE
I F ( L 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 1  
I F ( M 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 2  
I F ( N 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 3  
J V = I V
I F ( I D X . E Q . 3 )  GO TO 6 3 0  
I F ( L 2 . E Q . 0 )  GO TO 6 2 2  
I F ( M 2 . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 2 4  
I F ( N 2 . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 2 6  
6 2 2  KV=2 
LV = 3
GO TO 6 4 0  
6 2 4  KV=1 
L V= 3
GO TO 6 4 0  
6 2 6  KV=1
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L V = 2
GO TO 6 4 0
6 3 0  CONTINUE
I F ( L 2 . E Q . 2 )  KV=1 
I F ( M 2 . E Q . 2 )  KV=2 
I F ( N 2 . E Q . 2 )  KV=3 
LV=KV
C
6 4 0  CONTINUE
C P R I N T  9 7 1 , 1 V , J V , K V , LV
9 7 1  F O R M A T ( 6 I 3 )
A B I = A A ( I V ) - B B ( I V )
A B J = A A ( J V ) “ B B ( J V )
A B K = A A ( K V ) - B B ( K V )
A B L = A A ( L V ) - B B ( L V )
F I 0 = - A B I * B E X S 1  
F J 0 = - A B J * B E X S 1  
F K 0 = - A B K * B E X S 1 
F L 0 = - A B L * B E X S 1  
F 0 I =  A E X S 1 * A B I  
F 0 J =  A E X S 1 * A B J  
F 0 K =  AEXS1*ABK 
F 0 L =  A EX S 1*A B L  
F I J = F I 0 * F 0 J + R S 1 2 * D L T ( I V , J V )
F I K = F I 0 * F 0 K + R S 1 2 * D L T ( I V , KV)
F I L = F I 0 * F 0 L + R S 1 2 * D L T ( I V , L V )
F J K = F J 0 * F 0 K + R S 1 2 * D L T ( J V , KV)
F J L = F J 0 * F 0 L + R S 1 2 * D L T ( J V , L V )
F K L= FK  0 * F  0 L+R S 1 2 * D L T ( K V , L V )
F I J K = F I J * F O K + R S 1 2 * ( F 0 J * D L T ( I V , KV) + F 0 I * D L T ( J V , KV) )  
F I J L = F I J * F O L + R S 1 2 * ( F O J * D L T ( I V , L V ) + F 0 I * D L T ( J V , L V ) )  
F J K L = F J K * F 0 L + R S 1 2 * ( F 0 K * D L T ( J V , L V ) + F 0 J * D L T ( K V , L V ) )  
F I K L = F I K * F 0 L + R S 1 2 * ( F O K * D L T ( I V , L V ) + F 0 I * D L T ( K V , L V ) )  
F F 1 = F J K * D L T ( I V , L V ) + F I K * D L T ( J V , L V )
& + F J L * D L T ( I V , KV) + F I L * D L T ( J V , KV)
F F 2 = D L T ( J V , L V ) * D L T ( I V , KV) + D L T ( I V , L V ) * D L T ( J V , KV)
F I J K L = F I J * F K L + R S 1 2 * F F 1 - R S 1 2 * R S 1 2 * F F 2
T I 0 = F I 0 * T 0 0
T J 0 = F J 0 * T 0 0
T 0 K = F 0 K * T 0 0
T 0 L = F 0 L * T 0 0
T I J = F I J * T 0 0
T I K = F I K * T 0 0
T I L = F I L * T 0 0
T J K = F J K * T 0 0
T J L = F J L * T 0 0
T K L = F K L * T 0 0
T I J K = F I J K * T 0 0
T I K L = F I K L * T 0 0
T I J L = F I J L * T 0 0
T J K L = F J K L * T 0 0
T IJK L =F IJK L *T O O  
DO 6 6 0  I T = l ,N O S H  
N A T 1 = N 1 D ( I T )
N A T 2 = N 2 D ( I T )
N G B = K S S ( I T )
DO 6 6 0  IB = 1 ,N G B  
D E = D E X ( I T , I B )
S 4 = S 1 + D E
S 1 4 = S 1 / S 4
DEDE=DE*DE
D S 4 = - D E / S 4
D S R = D S 4 * R S 1 2
T F = S 1 4 * D E
D NO R M =D SQ R T (S14/D E D E )
DO 6 6 2  I Q = 1 , 1 6  
6 6 2  S B D ( I Q ) = 0 . ODO
DO 6 7 0  N = N A T 1 ,N A T 2  
T V = T F * P D D (N )
I F ( T V . L T . l . O )  CALL IC G F N (T V )
I F ( T V . G E . l . O )  CALL F S H A V ( T V ,5 )
D S R F 2 = D S R * F ( 2 )
D S R F 3 = D S R * F ( 3 )
D S R F 4 = D S R * F ( 4 )
H I = D S 4 * P D ( N , I V )
H J = D S 4 * P D ( N , J V )
H K =D S4*PD ( N , KV)
HL=DS 4 * P D ( N , L V )
G D ( 1 ) = F ( 1 )
G D ( 2 ) = H I * F ( 2 )
G D ( 3 ) = H J * F ( 2 )
G D ( 4 ) = H K * F ( 2 )
G D ( 5 ) = H L * F ( 2 )
G D (6 ) = H I * H J * F ( 3 ) + D S R F 2 * D L T ( I V , J V )
GD( 7 ) = H I* H K * F ( 3 ) + D S R F 2 * D L T ( I V , KV)
GD( 8 ) = H I * H L * F ( 3 ) + D S R F 2 * D L T C IV , L V )
GD( 9 ) = H J *H K * F ( 3 ) + D S R F 2 * D L T ( J V , KV)
GD( 1 0 ) = H J * H L * F ( 3 ) + D S R F 2 * D L T ( J V , L V )
GD( 1 1 ) =H K *H L*F ( 3 ) + D S R F 2 * D L T ( KV, L V )
F F = H I* D L T ( J V , KV) + H J * D L T ( I V , KV) +HK*DLT( I V , J V )
GD( 1 2 ) = H I * H J * H K * F ( 4 ) + D S R F 3 * F F
F F = H I* D L T ( J V , L V ) + H J * D L T ( I V , LV) +H L*DLT( I V , J V )
GD( 1 3 ) = H I * H J * H L * F ( 4 ) + D S R F 3 * F F
F F = H I * D L T ( K V , L V ) +H K*DLT( I V , L V ) + H L * D L T ( I V , KV)
GD( 1 4 ) = H I* H K * H L * F ( 4 ) + D S R F 3 * F F
F F = H J * D L T ( KV, L V ) +H K*DLT( J V , L V ) +H L*DLT( J V , KV)
GD( 1 5 ) = H J*H K *H L *F ( 4 ) + D S R F 3 * F F
F F 4 = H I * H J * D L T ( K V , L V ) +H I*H K *D L T ( J V , LV) + H I * H L * D L T ( J V , KV)  
& +H J*H K *DL T ( I V , L V ) + H J* H L *D L T ( I V , KV) +HK*HL*DLT( I V , J V )
F F 3 = D L T ( I V , L V ) * D L T ( J V , K V )+ D L T ( J V , L V ) * D L T ( I V , KV)
& + D L T ( K V , L V ) * D L T ( I V , J V )




DO 6 7 2  I Q = 1 , 1 6
S B D ( I Q ) = S B D ( I Q ) + G D ( I Q )
6 7 2  CONTINUE 
6 7 0  CONTINUE
DO 6 7 4  I Q = 1 , 1 6
T ( I T , I B , I Q ) = D N O R M * S B D ( I Q )
6 7 4  CONTINUE 
6 6 0  CONTINUE 
C P R I N T  9 7 3 , A E X 2 , B E X 2 , BAEX 
9 7 3  F O R M A T ( 5 E 1 5 . 5 )
T I J 1 = - B A E X * T I J  
T I J =  T I J 1  
T K L = - T K L / B A E X  
T I J K = - B A E X * T I J K  
T I J L = - B A E X * T I J L  
I F ( I D X . E Q . l )  GO TO 6 9 0  
T I J = T I J 1 + T 0 0 / A E X 2  
T I J K = T I J K + T 0 K / A E X 2  
T I J L = T I J L + T 0 L / A E X 2  
T I J K L = T I J K L + T K L / A E X 2  
I F ( I D X . E Q . 2 )  GO TO 6 9 0  
T K L = T K L + T 0 0 / B E X 2  
T I K L = T I K L + T I 0 / B E X 2  
T J K L = T J K L + T J  0 / BEX2 
T I J K L = T I J K L + T I J 1 / B E X 2 + T 0 0 / A E X 2 / B E X 2  
6 9 0  CONTINUE 
I T N = 0
DO 6 9 4  I T = 1 , N O S H  
N G B = K S S ( I T )
DO 6 9 2  I B = 1 , N G B  
J J = I B + I T N
T E L D ( J J ) = S N O R M * ( T 0 0 * T ( I T , I B , 1 6 ) + T I 0 * T ( I T , I B , 1 5 )
T  + T J 0 * T ( I T , I B , 1 4 )
& + T 0 K * T ( I T , I B , 1 3 ) + T 0 L * T ( I T , I B , 1 2 ) + T I J * T ( I T , I B , 1 1 )
& + T I K * T ( I T , I B , 1 0 ) + T I L * T ( I T , I B , 9 ) + T J K * T ( I T , I B , 8 )
& + T J L * T ( I T , I B , 7 ) + T K L * T ( I T , I B , 6 ) + T I J K * T ( I T , I B , 5 )
& + T I J L * T ( I T , I B , 4 ) + T I K L * T ( I T , I B , 3 ) + T J K L * T ( I T , I B , 2 )
& + T I J K L * T ( I T , I B , 1 ) )
6 9 2  CONTINUE 
6 9 4  IT N = IT N + N G B  
RETURN 
C DEBUG SUBCHK 
END
SUBROUTINE R S Q E L ( A E X , A A , L 1 , M1 , N 1 , B E X , B B , L 2 , M 2 , N2
5  , Y I , Z Z I , I D X , T E L D )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D IM E N S IO N  A A ( 3 ) , B B ( 3 ) , P P ( 3 ) , P D ( 1 9 , 3 ) , P D D ( 1 9 ) , D D ( 3 )




& , Y D ( 1 6 ) ,  Y B D ( 1 6 ) , T A U ( 1 , 3 ) , D E X ( 1 , 2 0 ) , Y I ( 3 ) , K R R ( 3 )
C O M M O N /F U N / F ( 1 0 )
= = = = =  2 . ODO I S  M U L T I P L I E D  IN  A D D IT IO N  ! ! = = = = = = = =
TWO-EL INTEGRAL PARTS OF  D - T Y P E  GAU SS IANS  
LABEL 1 = 0 - T H  S H EL L (C EN T ER  A T O M ) ,  2  FOR 1 - S T  SHELL 
NATM=1 
N O S H = l  
K R R ( 1 ) = 1  
N 1 D ( 1 ) = 1  
N 2 D ( 1 ) = 1  
DO 1 9 6 3  1 = 1 , 3  
T A U ( 1 , I ) = Y I ( I )
DO 1 9 6 3  J = 1 , 3  
D L T ( I , J ) = 0 . D O
1 9 6 3  D L T ( I , I ) = l . D O  
D E X ( 1 , 1 ) = Z Z I  
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 4 D 0  
P I 4 = 4 . 0 D 0 * P I  
T E S T 1 = 4 5 . ODO 
DO 4 2  1 1 = 1 , 1  
4 2  T E L D ( I I ) = 0 . ODO
C
S1=AEX+BEX 
R S 1 2 = 0 . 5 D 0 / S 1  
A E X 2 = 2 . ODO*AEX 
B E X 2 = 2 . 0 D 0 *B E X  
BAEX=BEX/AEX 
A E X S 1 = A E X / S 1  
B E X S 1 = B E X / S 1  
A B L = 0 . ODO 
DO 5 0  1 = 1 , 3
A B L = A B L + ( B B ( I ) - A A ( I ) ) * ( B B ( I ) - A A ( I ) )
P P I = A E X * A A ( I ) +BEX*BB ( I )
P P ( I ) = P P I / S 1  
5 0  CONTINUE
E X PN = A E X * B E X * A B L /S 1  
I F ( E X P N . G T . T E S T l )  RETURN 
T 0 0 = D E X P ( - E X P N )
S Q = D S Q R T ( P I / S 1 )
C NEGATIVE S I G N  I S  FOR THE I N I T I A L  DER.  S IG N
S N O R M = - P I 4 * S Q * S Q * S Q  
DO 6 0  N= 1 ,NATM 
DO 6 2  1 = 1 , 3  
6 2  D D ( I ) = T A U ( N , I )
P D L = 0 . ODO
DO 6 4  1 = 1 , 3
P D ( N , I ) = P P ( I ) - D D ( I )
P D L = P D L + P D ( N , I ) * P D ( N , I )
6 4  CONTINUE 
P D D ( N ) = P D L  







I F ( L M N 1 . E Q . 2 )  GO TO 2 0 0 0  
C S - S ,  P - S ,  AND P - P  CASE
I F ( L M N 1 . E Q . 0 . A N D . L M N 2 . E Q . 0 )  GO TO 1 0 0  
I F ( L M N 1 . E Q . 1 . A N D . L M N 2 . E Q . 0 )  GO TO 2 0 0  
I F ( L M N 1 . E Q . 1 . A N D . L M N 2 . E Q . 1 )  GO TO 3 0 0  
C D I J - S , D I J - P  AND D I J - D K L  CASE FOR I D X = 1  AND 
C D I I - S ,  D I I - P ,  D I J - D K K  CASE ( D I I - D K K  WHEN I D X = 3  )  
2 0 0 0  CONTINUE
I F ( L M N 2 . E Q . O )  GO TO 4 0 0  
I F ( L M N 2 . E Q . l )  GO TO 5 0 0  
I F ( L M N 2 . E Q . 2 )  GO TO 6 0 0  
P R I N T  9 1 8  
9 1 8  F O R M A T ( 2 X , 'L M N  ERROR O CC U R R E D ' )
S - S  CASE 
1 0 0  CONTINUE
DO 1 2 0  I T = 1 , N O S H  
N A T 1 = N 1 D ( I T )
N A T 2 = N 2 D ( I T )
N G B = K R R ( I T )
DO 1 2 0  I B = 1 , N G B  
D E = D E X ( I T , I B )
S 4 = S 1 + D E  
S 1 4 = S 1 / S 4  
DEDE=DE*DE 
T F = S 1 4 * D E  
Q F = - S 1 4 * S 1 4  
D N O R M = D S Q R T ( S 1 4 /D E D E ) 
D D N 0 R = - D N 0 R M * ( S 1 + 1 . 5 D Q * D E ) / ( D E * S 4 )
SU MB =0 . 0  
YUMB=0 . 0
DO 1 3 0  N = N A T 1 ,N A T 2  
T V = T F * P D D ( N )
Q = Q F * P D D ( N )
I F ( T V . L T . l . O )  CALL I C G F N ( T V )
I F ( T V . G E . l . O )  CALL F S H A V ( T V , 2 )
SUMB=SUMB+F(1 )
YUMB=YUMB+Q*F(2)
1 3 0  CONTINUE
T ( I T , I B , 1 ) =DNORM*YUMB+DDNOR*SUMB 
1 2 0  CONTINUE 
I T N = 0
DO 1 2 4  I T = 1 , N O S H  
N G B = K R R ( I T )
DO 1 2 2  I B = 1 , N G B  
J J = I B + I T N  
1 2 2  T E L D ( J J ) =SN OR M *T O 0* T ( I T , I B , 1 )




P - S  CASE 
2 0 0  CONTINUE
I F ( L l . E Q . l )  I V = 1  
I F ( M l . E Q . l )  I V = 2  
I F ( N l . E Q . l )  I V = 3  
F I 0 = - ( A A ( I V ) - B B ( I V ) ) * B E X S 1  
T I 0 = F I 0 * T 0 0  
DO 2 2 0  I T = 1 , N O S H  
N A T 1 = N 1 D ( I T )
N A T 2 = N 2 D ( I T )
N G B = K R R ( I T )
DO 2 2 0  I B = 1 , N G B  
D E = D E X ( I T , I B )
S 4 = S 1 + D E
S 1 4 = S 1 / S 4
DEDE=DE*DE
D S 4 = - D E / S 4
T F = S 1 4 * D E
Q F = - S 1 4 * S 1 4
D N O R M = D S Q R T ( S 1 4 /D E D E )
D D N O R = - D N O R M * ( S l + 1 . 5 D 0 * D E ) / ( D E * S 4 )
B U = S 1 4 / D E
S B 1 = 0 . 0D0
S B 2 = 0 . 0D0
Y B 1 = 0 . ODO
Y B 2 = 0 . ODO
DO 2 3 0  N = N A T 1 ,N A T 2  
T V = T F * P D D ( N )
Q = Q F * P D D ( N )
I F ( T V . L T . l . O )  CALL I C G F N ( T V )  
I F ( T V . G E . l . O )  CALL F S H A V ( T V , 3 )
H I = D S 4 * P D ( N , I V )
G O O O = F ( 1 )
Y 0 0 0 = Q * F ( 2 )
A 1 = B U * F ( 2 ) + Q * F ( 3 )
G I 0 0 = H I * F ( 2 )
Y I 0 0 = H I * A 1  
S B 1 = S B 1 + G 0 0 0  
S B 2 = S B 2 + G I 0 0  
Y B 1 = Y B 1 + Y 0 0 0  
Y B 2 = Y B 2 + Y I 0 0  
2 3 0  CONTINUE
T ( I T , I B , 1 ) =DNORM*YB1 +DDN OR* SB 1 
T ( I T , I B , 2 ) =DNORM*YB 2+ D D N 0 R * S B  2 
2 2 0  CONTINUE 
IT N = 0
DO 2 2 4  I T = 1 , N O S H  
N G B = K R R ( I T )
DO 2 2 2  I B = 1 , N G B
o 
o
J J = I B + I T N
2 2 2  T E L D ( J J ) = S N O R M * ( T I O * T ( I T , I B , 1 ) + T O O * T ( I T , I B , 2 ) )
2 2 4  IT N = IT N + N G B  
RETURN
P - P  CASE
3 0 0  CONTINUE
I F ( L l . E Q . l )  I V = 1  
I F ( M l . E Q . l )  I V = 2  
I F ( N l . E Q . l )  I V = 3  
I F ( L 2 . E Q . 1 )  J V = 1  
I F ( M 2 . E Q . 1 )  J V = 2  
I F ( N 2 . E Q . 1 )  J V = 3  
A B I = A A ( I V ) - B B ( I V )
A B J = A A ( J V ) - B B ( J V )
F I 0 = - A B I * B E X S 1  
F 0 J =  A B J * A E X S 1  
F I J = F I 0 * F 0 J
I F ( I V . E Q . J V )  F I J = F I J + R S 1 2
T I O = F I O * T O O
T 0 J = F 0 J * T 0 0
T I J = F I J * T 0 0
DO 3 2 0  I T = 1 , N O S H
N A T 1 = N 1 D ( I T )
N A T 2 = N 2 D ( I T )
N G B = K R R ( I T )
DO 3 2 0  I B = 1 , N G B  
D E = D E X ( I T , I B )
S 4 = S 1 + D E
S 1 4 = S 1 / S 4
DEDE=DE*DE
D S 4 = - D E / S 4
D S R = D S 4 * R S 1 2
T F = S 1 4 * D E
Q F = - S 1 4 * S 1 4
D N O R M = D S Q R T ( S 1 4 /D E D E )
DDNOR=- DNORM*( S 1 + 1 . 5 D 0 * D E ) / ( D E * S 4 )
B U = S 1 4 / D E  
S B 1 = 0 . ODO 
S B 2 = 0 . ODO 
S B 3 = 0 . ODO 
S B 4 = 0 . ODO 
YB1 = 0 . ODO 
Y B 2 = 0 . ODO 
Y B 3 = 0 . ODO 
Y B 4 = 0 . ODO
DO 3 3 0  N = N A T 1 ,N A T 2  
T V = T F * P D D ( N )
Q = Q F * P D D ( N )
I F ( T V . L T . l . O )  CALL I C G F N ( T V )




H I = D S 4 * P D ( N , I V )
H J = D S 4 * P D ( N , J V )
G O O O = F ( 1 )
Y 0 0 0 = Q * F ( 2 )
A 1 = B U * F ( 2 ) + Q * F ( 3 )
G I 0 0 = H I * F ( 2 )
G J 0 0 = H J * F ( 2 )
Y I 0 0 = H I * A 1
Y J 0 0 = H J * A 1
A 2 = 2 . O D O * B U * F ( 3 ) + Q * F  C 4 )
B 2 = A 1 * D S R
G I J 0 = H I * H J * F ( 3 )
Y I J 0 = H I * H J * A 2
I F ( J V . E Q . I V )  G I J O = G I J O + D S R * F ( 2 )
I F ( J V . E Q . I V )  Y I J O = Y I J 0 + B 2  
S B 1 = S B 1 + G 0 0 0  
S B 2 = S B 2 + G I 0 0  
S B 3 = S B 3 + G J 0 0  
S B 4 = S B 4 + G I J 0  
Y B 1 = Y B 1 + Y 0 0 0  
Y B 2 = Y B 2 + Y I 0 0  
Y B 3 = Y B 3 + Y J 0 0  
Y B 4 = Y B 4 + Y I J 0  
3 3 0  CONTINUE
T ( I T , I B , l ) =D N O R M *Y B 1 +D D N 0R *S B 1  
T ( I T , I B , 2 )=DNORM*YB2+DDNOR*SB2  
T ( I T , I B , 3  ) =DNORM*YB 3+DDNOR*SB 3 
T (  I T , I B , 4 ) = D N 0 R M * Y B 4 + D D N 0 R * S B 4  
3 2 0  CONTINUE 
I T N = 0
DO 3 2 4  I T = 1 , N O S H  
N G B = K R R ( I T )
DO 3 2 2  I B = 1 , N G B  
J J = I B + I T N
T E L D ( J J ) = S N O R M * ( T O O * T ( I T , I B , 4 ) + T I 0 * T ( I T , I B , 3 ) + T 0 J * T ( I T , I B , 2 )  
& + T I J * T ( I T , I B , 1 ) )
3 2 2  CONTINUE 
3 2 4  IT N = IT N + N G B  
RETURN
D I J - S  CASE , D I I - S  CASE 
4 0 0  CONTINUE
I F ( I D X . E Q . 2 )  GO TO 4 1 0  
I F ( L l . E Q . O )  GO TO 4 0 2  
I F ( M l . E Q . O )  GO TO 4 0 4  
I F ( N l . E Q . O )  GO TO 4 0 6  
4 0 2  I V = 2  
J V = 3
GO TO 4 0 8  
4 0 4  I V = 1  
J V = 3
195
GO TO 4 0 8  
4 0 6  I V = 1  
J V = 2
GO TO 4 0 8  
4 1 0  I F ( L 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 1  
I F ( M 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 2  
I F ( N 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 3  
J V = I V  
4 0 8  CONTINUE
C
A B I = A A ( I V ) - B B ( I V )
A B J = A A ( J V ) - B B ( J V )
F I 0 = - A B I * B E X S 1  
F J 0 = - A B J * B E X S 1  
F 0 J =  A B J * A E X S 1  
F I J = F I 0 * F 0 J
I F ( J V . E Q . I V )  F I J = F I J + R S 1 2
T I O = F I O * T O O
T J 0 = F J 0 * T 0 0
T I J = F I J * T 0 0
DO 4 2 0  I T = 1 , N O S H
N A T 1 = N 1 D ( I T )
N A T 2 = N 2 D ( I T )
N G B = K R R ( I T )
DO 4 2 0  I B = 1 , N G B  
D E = D E X ( I T , I B )
S 4 = S 1 + D E
S 1 4 = S 1 / S 4
DEDE=DE*DE
D S 4 = - D E / S 4
D S R = D S 4 * R S 1 2
T F = S 1 4 * D E
Q F = - S 1 4 * S 1 4
D N O R M = D S Q R T ( S 1 4 /D E D E )
DDNOR=-DNORM*( S 1 + 1 . 5 D 0 * D E ) / ( D E * S 4 )
B U = S 1 4 / D E
S B 1 = 0 . ODO
S B 2 = 0 . ODO
S B 3 = 0 . ODO
S B 4 = 0 . ODO
Y B 1 = 0 . ODO
Y B 2 = 0 . ODO
Y B 3 = 0 . ODO
Y B 4 = 0 . ODO
DO 4 3 0  N = N A T 1 ,N A T 2  
T V = T F * P D D ( N )
Q = Q F * P D D ( N )
I F ( T V . L T . l . O )  CALL I C G F N ( T V )  
I F ( T V . G E . l . O )  CALL F S H A V ( T V , 4 )  
H I = D S 4 * P D ( N , I V )




G O O O = F ( 1 )
Y 0 0 0 = Q * F ( 2 )
G I 0 0 = H I * F ( 2 )
G J 0 0 = H J * F ( 2 )
A 1 = B U * F ( 2 ) + Q * F ( 3 )
Y I 0 0 = H I * A 1
Y J 0 0 = H J * A 1
A 2 = 2 . 0 D 0 * B U * F ( 3 ) + Q * F ( 4 )
B 2 = A 1 * D S R
G I J 0 = H I * H J * F ( 3 )
Y I J 0 = H I * H J * A 2
I F ( J V . E Q . I V )  G I J 0 = G I J 0 + D S R * F ( 2 )
I F ( J V . E Q . I V )  Y I J 0 = Y I J 0 + B 2  
S B 1 = S B 1 + G 0 0 0  
S B 2 = S B 2 + G I 0 0  
S B 3 = S B 3 + G J 0 0  
S B 4 = S B 4 + G I J 0  
Y B 1 = Y B 1 + Y 0 0 0  
Y B 2 = Y B 2 + Y I 0 0  
Y B 3 = Y B 3 + Y J 0 0  
Y B 4 = Y B 4 + Y I J 0  
4 3 0  CONTINUE
T ( I T , I B , 1 ) =DNORM*YBl+DDNOR*SB1 
T ( I T , I B , 2 ) =DNOKM*YB2+DDNOR*SB2 
T ( I T , I B , 3 )=DNORM*YB3+DDNOR*SB3  
T ( I T , I B , 4 ) =DN0RM*YB4+DDN0R*SB4 
4 2 0  CONTINUE
T I J = - T I J * B A E X
I F ( I D X . E Q . 2 )  T I J = T I J + T 0 0 / A E X 2  
I T N = 0
DO 4 2 4  I T = 1 , N O S H  
N G B = K R R ( I T )
DO 4 2 2  I B = 1 , N G B  
J J = I B + I T N
T E L D ( J J ) = S N O R M * ( T O O * T ( I T , I B , 4 ) + T I 0 * T ( I T , I B , 3 ) + T J 0 * T ( I T , I B , 2 )  
& + T I J * T ( I T , I B , 1 ) )
4 2 2  CONTINUE 
4 2 4  IT N = IT N + N G B  
RETURN
D I J - P  CASE , D I I - P  CASE 
5 0 0  CONTINUE
I F ( L 2 . E Q . 1 )  KV=1 
I F ( M 2 . E Q . 1 )  KV=2 
I F ( N 2 . E Q . 1 )  KV=3 
I F ( I D X . E Q . 2 )  GO TO 5 1 0  
I F ( L l . E Q . O )  GO TO 5 0 2  
I F ( M l . E Q . O )  GO TO 5 0 4  
I F ( N l . E Q . O )  GO TO 5 0 6  
5 0 2  I V = 2  
J V = 3
197
GO TO 5 0 8  
5 0 4  I V = 1  
J V = 3
GO TO 5 0 8  
5 0 6  I V = 1  
J V = 2
GO TO 5 0 8  
5 1 0  I F ( L 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 1  
I F ( M 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 2  
I F ( N 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 3  
J V = I V  
5 0 8  CONTINUE
C
A B I = A A ( I V ) - B B ( I V )
A B J = A A ( J V ) - B B ( J V )
A B K = A A ( K V ) - B B ( K V )
F I 0 = - A B I * B E X S 1  
F J O = - A B J * B E X S 1 
F 0 I =  A B I * A E X S 1  
F 0 J =  A B J * A E X S 1  
F 0 K =  ABK*AEXS1  
F I J = F I O * F O J
I F ( J V . E Q . I V )  F I J = F I J + R S 1 2  
F J K = F J 0 * F 0 K
I F ( J V . E Q . K V )  F J K = F J K + R S 1 2  
F I K = F I 0 * F 0 K
I F ( I V . E Q . K V )  F I K = F I K + R S 1 2
F I J K = F I J * F 0 K + R S 1 2 * ( F O J * D L T ( I V , KV) + F 0 I * D L T ( J V , KV) )
T I 0 = F I 0 * T 0 0
T J 0 = F J 0 * T 0 0
TOK=FOK*TOO
T I J = F I J * T 0 0
T J K = F J K * T O O
T I K = F I K * T 0 0
T I J K = F I J K * T 0 0
DO 5 2 0  I T = 1 , N O S H
N A T 1 = N 1 D ( I T )
N A T 2 = N 2 D ( I T )
N G B = K R R ( I T )
DO 5 2 0  I B = 1 , N G B  
D E = D E X ( I T , I B )
S 4 = S 1 + D E
S 1 4 = S 1 / S 4
DEDE=DE*DE
D S 4 = - D E / S 4
D S R = D S 4 * R S 1 2
T F = S 1 4 * D E
Q F = - S 1 4 * S 1 4
D N O R M = D S Q R T ( S 1 4 /D E D E )
D D N O R = - D N O R M * ( S 1 + 1 . 5 D O * D E ) / ( D E * S 4 )
B U = S 1 4 / D E
198
DO 5 2 2  I Q = 1 , 8  
Y B D ( I Q ) = 0 . ODO 
5 2 2  S B D ( I Q ) = 0 . ODO
DO 5 3 0  N =N A T 1 , N A T2  
T V = T F * P D D ( N )
Q = Q F * P D D ( N )
I F ( T V . L T . l . O )  CALL I C G F N ( T V )
I F ( T V . G E . l . O )  CALL F S H A V ( T V , 5 )
D S R F 2 = D S R * F ( 2 )
H I = D S 4 * P D ( N , I V )
H J = D S 4 * P D ( N , J V )
H K = D S 4 * P D ( N , K V )
G D ( 1 ) = F ( 1 )
Y D ( 1 ) = Q * F ( 2 )
A 1 = B U * F ( 2 ) + Q * F ( 3 )
G D ( 2 ) = H I * F ( 2 )
G D ( 3 ) = H J * F ( 2 )
G D ( 4 ) = H K * F ( 2 )
Y D ( 2 ) = H I * A 1
Y D ( 3 ) = H J * A 1
Y D ( 4 ) = H K * A 1
A 2 = 2 . O D O * B U * F (3 ) + Q * F ( 4 )
B 2 = A 1 * D S R
GD( 5 ) = H I * H J * F ( 3 ) + D S R F 2 * D L T ( I V , J V )
GD( 6 ) = H I * H K * F ( 3 ) + D S R F 2 * D L T ( I V , KV)
GD ( 7 ) = H J * H K * F ( 3 ) + D S R F 2 * D L T ( J V , KV)
Y D ( 5 ) = H I * H J * A 2 + B 2 * D L T ( I V , J V )
YD( 6 ) = H I * H K * A 2 + B 2 * D L T ( I V , KV )
YD( 7 ) = H J * H K * A 2 + B 2 * D L T ( J V , KV)
A 3 = 3 . ODO*BU*F( 4 ) + Q * F ( 5 )
B 3 = A 2 * D S R
F F = H I * D L T ( J V , KV) + H J * D L T ( I V , KV) +HK* DL T( I V , J V )
GD( 8 ) = H I * H J * H K * F ( 4 ) + D S R * F ( 3 ) * F F
Y D ( 8 ) = H I * H J * H K * A 3 + B 3 * F F
DO 5 2 4  I Q = 1 , 8
Y B D ( I Q ) = Y B D ( I Q ) + Y D ( I Q )
S B D ( I Q ) = S B D ( I Q ) + G D ( I Q )
5 2 4  CONTINUE 
5 3 0  CONTINUE
DO 5 3 2  I Q = 1 , 8
T ( I T , I B , I Q ) =DNORM*YBD( I Q ) + D D N O R * S B D ( I Q )
5 3 2  CONTINUE 
5 2 0  CONTINUE
T I J = - B A E X * T I J  
T I J K = - B A E X * T I J K  
I F ( I D X . E Q . l )  GO TO 5 5 1  
T I J = T I J + T 0 0 / A E X 2  
T I J K = T I J K + T 0 K / A E X 2  
5 5 1  CONTINUE 
I T N = 0




N G B = K R R ( I T )
DO 5 6 2  I B = 1 , N G B  
J J = I B + I T N
T E L D ( J J ) = S N O R M * ( T O O * T ( I T , I B , 8 ) + T I 0 * T ( I T , I B , 7 ) + T J O * T ( I T , I B , 6 )  
& + T O K * T ( I T , I B , 5 ) + T I J * T ( I T , I B , 4 ) + T I K * T ( I T , I B , 3 )
& + T J K * T ( I T , I B , 2 ) + T I J K * T ( I T , I B , 1 ) )
5 6 2  CONTINUE 
5 6 4  I T N = I T N + N G B  
RETURN
D I J - D K L ( I D X = 1 ) ,  D I I - D K L ( I D X = 2 ) ,  D I I = D K K ( I D X = 3 )  CASES
CONTINUE
I F ( I D X . N E . l )  GO TO 6 2 0
I F ( L l . E Q . O ) GO TO 6 0 2
I F ( M l . E Q . O ) GO TO 6 0 4
I F ( N l . E Q . O ) GO TO 6 0 6
I V = 2
J V = 3
GO TO 6 0 8
I V = 1
J V = 3
GO TO 6 0 8
I V = 1
J V = 2
CONTINUE
I F ( L 2 . E Q . O ) GO TO 6 1 2
I F ( M 2 . E Q . 0 ) GO TO 6 1 4
I F ( N 2 . E Q . 0 ) GO TO 6 1 6
KV=2
L V = 3
GO TO 6 4 0
KV=1
L V = 3
GO TO 6 4 0
KV=1
L V = 2
GO TO 6 4 0
C D I I - D K L  OR D I I - D K K  CASE 
6 2 0  CONTINUE
I F ( L 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 1  
I F ( M 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 2  
I F ( N 1 . E Q . 2 )  I V = 3  
J V = I V
I F ( I D X . E Q . 3 )  GO TO 6 3 0  
I F ( L 2 . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 2 2  
I F ( M 2 . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 2 4  
I F ( N 2 . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 2 6  
6 2 2  KV=2 
L V = 3
GO TO 6 4 0  
6 2 4  KV=1
L V = 3
GO TO 6 4 0
6 2 6  KV=1 
L V = 2
GO TO 6 4 0
6 3 0  CONTINUE
I F ( L 2 . E Q . 2 )  KV=1 
I F ( M 2 . E Q . 2 )  KV=2 
I F ( N 2 . E Q . 2 )  KV=3 
LV=KV
C
6 4 0  CONTINUE
C P R I N T  9 7 1 , I V , J V , K V , L V
9 7 1  F O R M A T ( 6 I 3 )
A B I = A A ( I V ) - B B ( I V )
A B J = A A ( J V ) - B B ( J V )
A B K = A A ( K V ) - B B ( K V )
A B L = A A ( L V ) - B B ( L V )
F I 0 = - A B I * B E X S 1  
F J 0 = - A B J * B E X S 1  
F K 0 = - A B K * B E X S 1  
F L 0 = - A B L * B E X S 1 
F 0 I =  A E X S 1 * A B I  
F 0 J =  A E X S 1 * A B J  
FOK= AEXS1*ABK 
F 0 L =  A EX S 1*A B L  
F I J = F I 0 * F 0 J + R S 1 2 * D L T ( I V , J V )
F I K = F I 0 * F 0 K + R S 1 2 * D L T ( I V , K V )
F I L = F I 0 * F 0 L + R S 1 2 * D L T ( I V , L V )
F J K = F J 0 * F 0 K + R S 1 2 * D L T ( J V , KV)
F J L = F J  0 * F 0 L + R S 1 2 * D L T ( J V , LV)
F R L = F K 0 * F 0 L + R S 1 2 * D L T ( K V , L V )
F I J K = F I J * F 0 K + R S 1 2 * ( F O J * D L T ( I V , KV) + F 0 I * D L T ( J V , K V ) ) 
F I J L = F I J * F 0 L + R S 1 2 * ( F 0 J * D L T ( I V , L V ) + F O I * D L T ( J V , L V ) ) 
F J K L = F J K * F O L + R S 1 2 * ( F 0 K * D L T ( J V , L V ) + F 0 J * D L T ( K V , L V ) )  
F I K L = F I K * F O L + R S 1 2 * ( F 0 K * D L T ( I V , L V ) + F 0 I * D L T ( K V , L V ) )  
F F 1 = F J K * D L T ( I V , L V ) + F I K * D L T ( J V , L V )
& + F  J L * D L T ( I V , K V ) + F I L * D L T ( J V , KV)
F F 2 = D L T ( J V , L V ) * D L T ( I V , KV) + D L T ( I V , L V ) * D L T ( J V , KV)
F I J K L = F I J * F K L + R S 1 2 * F F 1 - R S 1 2 * R S 1 2 * F F 2
T I 0 = F I 0 * T 0 0
T J 0 = F J 0 * T 0 0
T 0 K = F 0 K * T 0 0
T 0 L = F 0 L * T 0 0
T I J = F I J * T 0 0
T I K = F I K * T 0 0
T I L = F I L * T 0 0
T J K = F J K * T 0 0
T J L = F J L * T 0 0
T K L = F K L * T 0 0
T I J K = F I J K * T 0 0
T IK L = F I K L * T O O
T I J L = F I J L * T O O
T J K L = F JK L * T O O
T I J K L = F I J K L * T O O
DO 6 6 0  I T = l , N O S H
N A T 1 = N 1 D ( I T )
N A T 2 = N 2 D ( I T )
N G B = K R R ( I T )
DO 6 6 0  I B = 1 , N G B  
D E = D E X ( I T , I B )
S 4 = S 1 + D E
S 1 4 = S 1 / S 4
DEDE=DE*DE
D S 4 = - D E / S 4
D S R = D S 4 * R S 1 2
T F = S 1 4 * D E
Q F = - S 1 4 * S 1 4
D N O R M = D S Q R T ( S 14 /D E D E )
DDNOR=-DNORM*( S 1 + 1 . 5D 0 * D E ) / ( D E * S 4 ) 
B U = S 1 4 / D E  
DO 6 6 2  I Q = 1 , 1 6  
Y B D ( I Q ) = 0 . ODO 
6 6 2  S B D ( I Q ) = 0 . ODO
DO 6 7 0  N = NA T 1 ,N A T2  
T V = T F * P D D ( N )
Q = Q F * P D D ( N )
I F ( T V . L T . l . O )  CALL I C G F N ( T V )  
I F ( T V . G E . l . O )  CALL F S H A V ( T V , 6 )  
D S R F 2 = D S R * F ( 2 )
D S R F 3 = D S R * F ( 3 )
D S R F 4 = D S R * F ( 4 )
H I = D S 4 * P D ( N , I V )
H J = D S 4 * P D ( N , J V )
H K = D S 4 * P D ( N , K V )
H L = D S 4 * P D ( N , L V )
G D ( 1 ) = F ( 1 )
Y D ( 1 ) = Q * F ( 2 )
A 1 = B U * F ( 2 ) + Q * F ( 3 )
G D ( 2 ) = H I * F ( 2 )
G D ( 3 ) = H J * F ( 2 )
G D ( 4 ) = H K * F ( 2 )
G D ( 5 ) = H L * F ( 2 )
Y D ( 2 ) = H I * A 1
Y D ( 3 ) = H J * A 1
Y D ( 4 ) = H K * A 1
Y D ( 5 ) = H L * A 1
A 2 = 2 . ODO*BU*F( 3 ) + Q * F ( 4 )
B 2 = A 1 *D S R
GD( 6 ) = H I * H J * F ( 3 ) + D S R F 2 * D L T ( I V , J V ) 
GD( 7 ) = H I * H K * F ( 3 ) + D S R F 2 * D L T ( I V , KV) 
GD( 8 ) = H I * H L * F ( 3 ) + D S R F 2 * D L T ( I V , L V )
GD( 9 ) = H J * H K * F ( 3 ) + D S R F 2 * D L T ( J V , KV)
GD( 1 0 ) = H J * H L * F ( 3 ) + D S R F 2 * D L T ( J V , L V )
GD( 1 1 ) = H K * H L * F ( 3 ) + D S R F 2 * D L T ( KV , L V )
YD( 6 ) = H I * H J * A  2+B  2 * D L T ( I V , J V )
Y D ( 7 ) = H I * H K * A 2 + B 2 * D L T ( I V , KV)
YD( 8 ) = H I * H L * A 2 + B 2 * D L T ( I V , L V )
YD( 9 ) = H J * H K * A 2 + B 2 * D L T ( J V , KV)
YD( 1 0 ) = H J * H L * A 2 + B 2 * D L T ( J V , L V )
YD( 1 1 ) = H K * H L * A 2 + B 2 * D L T ( K V , L V )
A 3 = 3 . O DO * BU * F( 4 ) + Q * F ( 5 )
B 3 = A 2* D S R
F F = H I * D L T ( J V , KV) + H J * D L T ( I V , KV) + H K * D L T ( I V , J V )
G D ( 1 2 ) = H I * H J * H K * F ( 4 ) + D S R F 3 * F F  
Y D ( 1 2 ) = H I * H J * H K * A 3 + B 3 * F F
F F = H I * D L T ( J V , L V ) + H J * D L T ( I V , L V ) + H L * D L T ( I V , J V )
GD( 1 3 ) = H I * H J * H L * F ( 4 ) + D S R F 3 * F F  
YD( 1 3 ) = H I * H J * H L * A 3 + B 3 * F F
F F = H I * D L T ( K V , L V ) + H K * D L T ( I V , L V ) + H L * D L T ( I V , KV)
GD( 1 4 ) = H I * H K * H L * F ( 4 ) + D S R F 3 * F F  
Y D ( 1 4 ) = H I * H K * H L * A 3 + B 3 * F F
F F = H J * D L T ( K V , L V ) + H K * D L T ( J V , L V ) + H L * D L T ( J V , KV)
GD( 1 5 ) = H J * H K * H L * F ( 4 ) + D S R F 3 * F F  
Y D ( 1 5 ) = H J * H K * H L * A 3 + B 3 * F F  
A 4 = 4 . OD O *BU *F ( 5 ) + Q * F ( 6 )
B 4 = A 3 * D S R
C 4 = B 3 * D S R
F F 4 = H I * H J * D L T ( K V , L V ) + H I * H K * D L T ( J V , L V ) + H I * H L * D L T ( J V , KV) 
fie + H J * H K * D L T ( I V , L V ) + H J * H L * D L T ( I V , KV) + H K * H L * D L T ( I V , J V )
F F  3 = D L T ( I V , L V ) * D L T ( J V , KV) + D L T ( J V , L V ) * D L T ( I V , KV) 
fie + D L T ( K V , L V ) * D L T ( I V , J V )
G D ( 1 6 ) = H I * H J * H K * H L * F ( 5 ) + D S R F 4 * F F 4 + D S R * D S R F 3 * F F 3  
YD( 1 6 ) = H I * H J * H K * H L * A 4 + B 4 * F F 4 + C 4 * F F 3  
DO 6 7 2  I Q = 1 , 1 6  
S B D ( I Q ) = S B D ( I Q ) + G D ( I Q )
6 7 2  Y B D ( I Q ) = Y B D ( I Q ) + Y D ( I Q )
6 7 0  CONTINUE
DO 6 7 4  I Q = 1 , 1 6  
6 7 4  T ( I T , I B , I Q ) = D N O R M * Y B D ( I Q ) + D D N O R * S B D ( I Q )
6 6 0  CONTINUE
T I J 1 = - B A E X * T I J
T I J =  T I J 1
T K L = - T K L / B A E X
T I J K = - B A E X * T I J K
T I J L = - B A E X * T I J L
I F ( I D X . E Q . l )  GO TO 6 9 0
T I J = T I J 1 + T 0 0 / A E X 2
T I J K = T I J K + T 0 K / A E X 2
T I J L = T I J L + T 0 L / A E X 2
T I J K L = T I J K L + T K L / A E X 2
I F ( I D X . E Q . 2 )  GO TO 6 9 0





T I K L = T I K L + T I 0 / B E X 2  
T J K L = T J K L + T J 0 / B E X 2  
T I J K L = T I J K L + T I J 1 / B E X 2 + T 0 0 / A E X 2 / B E X 2  
6 9 0  CONTINUE 
I T N = 0
DO 6 9 4  I T = 1 , N 0 S H  
N G B = K R R ( I T )
DO 6 9 2  I B = 1 , N G B  
J J = I B + I T N
T E L D ( J J ) = S N O R M * ( T O O * T ( I T , I B , 1 6 ) + T I 0 * T ( I T , I B , 1 5 ) + T J 0 * T ( I T , I B , 1 4 )  
& + T 0 K * T ( I T , I B , 1 3 ) + T 0 L * T ( I T , I B , 1 2 ) + T I J * T ( I T , I B , 1 1 )
& + T I K * T ( I T , I B , 1 0 ) + T I L * T ( I T , I B , 9 ) + T J K * T ( I T , I B , 8 )
& + T J L * T ( I T , I B , 7 ) + T K L * T ( I T , I B , 6 ) + T I J K * T ( I T , I B , 5 )
& + T I J L * T ( I T , I B , 4 ) + T I K L * T ( I T , I B , 3 ) + T J K L * T ( I T , I B , 2 )
& + T I J K L * T ( I T , I B , 1 ) )
6 9 2  CONTINUE 




SUBROUTINE EIGNMX( E U P , E D N , N A T , N D IM , NUPMX, NDNMX, A NU P, ANDN, CHCK)
C RETURNS FERMI  LEVE L OF CLUSTER ; NAT= #  OF ELECTRONS 
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D IMENSION E U P ( N D I M ) . E D N ( N D I M ) , A N U P ( N D I M ) , A N D N ( N D I M ) , C H C K ( N D I M )  
K l = I N T ( N A T / 2 )
K 2= N A T -K 1
I  CONTINUE
I F ( E U P ( K 1 + 1 ) . L T . E D N ( K 2 ) )  THEN
K 1 = K 1 + 1
K 2 = K 2 - 1
GOTO 1
E L S E  I F ( E D N ( K 2 + 1 ) . L T . E U P ( K l ) )  THEN 
K 2 = K 2 + 1  
K 1 = K 1 - 1  
GOTO 1 
E N D I F  
NUPMX=K1 
NDNMX=K2 
DO 1 0  1 = 1 , NUPMX 
1 0  A N U P ( I ) = 1 . D O
DO 11  1 = 1 , NDNMX
I I  A N D N ( I ) = 1 . D O  
NDGUP=1 
NDGDN=1
1 2  F A U = A B S ( ( E U P ( N U P M X + N D G U P ) - E U P ( N U P M X ) ) / E U P ( N U P M X ) )
FA D=A BS ( ( EDN( NDNMX+NDGDN) - E D N ( NDNMX) ) / E D N ( NDNMX) )
I F ( F A U . L T . l . D - 5 )  THEN
NDGUP=NDGUP+1
GOTO 12
E L S E  I F ( F A D . L T . l . D - 5 )  THEN
NDGDN=NDGDN+1
GOTO 12
E N D I F
DO 2 0  I= NUPMX, NUPMX+NDGUP-1 
2 0  A N U P ( I ) = 1 . /F L O A T (N D G U P )
DO 2 2  I=NDNMX, NDNMX+NDGDN- 1  
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SUBROUTINE E I G S ( N , W U P , W D N )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
PARAMETER ( M I M = 5 6 )
C I T  SOLVES HUP* ZUP =W UP* S*Z UP & HDN*ZDN=WDN*S*ZDN
C WITH WUP AS THE EIG ENVALUES ZUP AS EIGENVECTORS
C NOTE:  DIMENSION IN  2ND L I N E  MUST . E Q .  N
C DIMENSION IN  3RN L I N E  MUST . G T .  N
C DO UP & DN TOGETHER 4 / 1 3 / 8 7
C O M M O N / E G 1 / S ( M I M , M I M ) , H U P ( M I M , M I M ) , H D N ( M I M , M I M )  
C O M M O N / E G 2 / Z U P ( M I M , M I M ) , Z D N ( M I M , M I M )
C O M M O N / T / C ( M I M , M I M ) , A Z ( M I M , M I M ) , E E P P  
D IM E NS IO N  W U P ( N ) , W D N ( N )
DI M E NS IO N  A L ( M I M , M I M ) , H ( M I M , M I M ) , Z Z ( M I M , M I M ) , E E ( M I M )  
DIME NS IO N  U ( M I M + 1 )
CALL T R I G L ( N , S , A L )
CALL P F I N V ( N , A L , U , A Z , I E R 1 )
CALL MT R AN S(A Z, 1 , A L , 1 , N , N )
CALL FMMMV( H U P , A L , C , N , N , N )
CALL F M M M V ( A Z , C , H , N , N , N )
CALL E I G R S ( N , N , H , W U P , E E , Z Z , I E R )
CALL FMMMV(AL,  Z Z , Z U P , N , N , N )
CALL FMMMV( HDN, A L , C , N , N , N )
CALL F M M M V ( A Z , C , H , N , N , N )
CALL E I G R S ( N , N , H , W D N , E E , Z Z , I E S )
CALL FMMMV( A L , Z Z , ZDN, N , N , N )
I K = I E R 1 + I E R + I E S





SUBROUTINE T R I G L ( N , B , A L )
C TO T R I A G O N L IZ E  A REAL SYMETRICAL P D -M A TR IX  B INT O AL 





DIM EN SI ON  B ( N , N ) , A L ( N , N )
DO 1 1  J = 1  ,N 
DO 1 1  1 = 1 , J  
A L ( I , J ) = 0 . D 0  
A L ( J , I ) = 0 . D O  
1 1  CONTINUE
A L ( 1 , 1 ) = D S Q R T ( B ( 1 , 1 ) )
DO 1 0  1 = 2 , N
A L ( I , 1 ) = B ( I , 1 ) / A L ( 1 , 1 )
I F ( I . G T . 2 )  THEN 
DO 9 J = 2 , I - 1  
A = 0 . D O
DO 8  K = 1 , J - 1
8  A = A + A L ( I , K ) * A L ( J , K )
9 A L ( I , J ) = ( B ( I , J ) - A ) / A L ( J , J )
E N D I F
A = 0 . D O
DO 7 K = 1 , 1 - 1
7 A = A + A L ( I , K ) * A L ( I , K )
A L ( I , I ) = D S Q R T ( B ( I , I ) - A )
1 0  CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C )
C THE FOLLOWING ARE IN P U T  PART OF THE PROGRAM )
C THEY NEED TO BE CHANGED FOR D I F F E R E N T  CLUSTERS )
C )
SUBROUTINE A M S I T 1 ( N , N 1 , N 2 , A , R )
C
C I T  S P S C I F I E S  THE S I T E S  FOR EACH ATOMS IN  THE CLUSTER 
C N I S  THE TOTAL #  OF ATOMS I N  THE CLUSTER
C N1 I S  THE #  OF  ATOMS OF TYPE 1 - - > F
C N2  I S  THE #  OF ATOMS OF TYPE 2 — >N
C N3 I S  THE #  OF  ATOMS OF TYPE 3 — >
C A I S  THE CHARGE ON EACH S I T E
PARAMETER ( T H E T A = 4 5 . DO)
PARAMETER ( R l = 2 . 3 6 9 7 5 D 0 , R 2 = 2 . 6 1 2 2 8 7 D 0 , R 3 = 2 . 0 7 8 4 5 D 0 )  
PARAMETER ( A F 1 = 1 0 4 . 3 3 D 0 , A F 2 = 1 7 3 . 9 9 D 0 )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
DIMENSION A ( 4 0 ) , R ( 4 0 , 3 )
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 4 D 0
N = 4
N l = l
N 2 = 3
N 3 = 0
DO 10  1 = 1 , N 
A ( I ) = 9 . D O
I F ( I . G T . N l )  A ( I ) = 7 . D O  
DO 1 0  J = 1 , 3  
R ( I , J ) = 0 . D O  
1 0  CONTINUE
DO 2 0  1 = 1 , N 
2 0  R ( I , 3 ) = 0 . D O
R ( 2 , l ) = - R 2 * C O S ( T H E T A * P I / 1 8 0 . D 0 )
R ( 2 , 2 ) = R 2 * S I N ( T H E T A * P I / 1 8 0 . D O )
R ( 3 , 1 ) = R ( 2 , 1 ) - R 1 * C 0 S ( ( 1 8 0 . D 0 - A F 1 - T H E T A ) * P I / 1 8 0 . D O )  
R ( 3 , 2 ) = R ( 2 , 2 ) - R 1 * S I N ( ( 1 8 0 . D 0 - A F 1 - T H E T A ) * P I / 1 8 0 . D 0 )  
R ( 4 , 1 ) = R ( 3 , 1 ) - R 3 * C O S ( ( A F 2 - A F 1 - T H E T A ) * P I / 1 8 0 . D O )  
R ( 4 , 2 ) = R ( 3 , 2 ) - R 3 * S I N ( ( A F 2 - A F 1 - T H E T A ) * P I / 1 8 0 . D 0 )
RETURN
END
C T H I S  I S  THE F I L E  ' PH CH E N . PGM( ATOMFB) 1 - - >  I N I T I A L  D E N S IT Y  )
t% a  77 7777777777#* #* #* #V V* »  #» #* #* #* #» 77#» #* t * Vf «  V* #* #% »  «* <>7T<t #* «% #« «* #% #* «* 77 #* YiiVVk #» #t 1
F  1 0  6  0
1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 3 . 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 3 . 0 0 0
2 3 . 3 7 0 5 0 0 0 2 0 9 . 1 9 2 0 0 0 7 5 7 . 6 6 7 0 0 0 3 4 3 1 . 2 5 0 0 0 8 . 6 2 3 7 2 0 0 0 2 . 6 9 1 6 3 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 8 7 5 0 0 0 6 6 . 7 2 6 1 0 0 0 2 3 3 4 2 . 2 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 1 1 5 0 0 0
0 . 6 2 0 6 4 0 0 0 1 . 7 3 1 9 3 0 0 0 4 . 7 8 8 1 9 0 0 0 1 5 . 2 1 8 7 0 0 0 6 5 . 6 5 9 3 0 0 0 0 . 2 0 6 9 9 0 0 0
207
0 . 4 2 1 8 1  0 . 0 7 0 8 0  0 . 0 1 7 5 4  0 . 0 0 3 2 7  0 . 3 7 5 6 4  0 . 0 5 6 7 0  - 0 . 0 0 6 7 3  
0 . 2 1 3 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 4 1  0 . 0 0 2 1 8
- 0 . 1 3 1 2 6 - 0 . 0 1 6 9 6 - 0 . 0 0 4 1 1 - 0 . 0 0 0 7 6 - 0 . 1 8 7 0 8 0 . 0 9 7 1 0  0 . 6 0 7 5 6  
- 0 . 0 5 4 9 7 - 0 . 0 0 0 0 9 0 . 4 3 4 1 5
0 . 4 2 2 6 8  0 . 3 6 1 1 4  0 . 1 9 2 1 6  0 . 0 5 7 9 9  0 . 0 0 8 8 0  0 . 2 2 4 0 2  
N 10  6  0
1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 3 3 3
1 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 1 . 3 3 3
1 3 . 4 5 7 8 0 0 0 1 2 0 . 8 9 9 0 0 0 4 3 9 . 9 9 8 0 0 0 1 9 9 8 . 9 6 0 0 0 4 . 9 9 2 9 9 0 0 0 1 . 5 6 8 6 6 0 0 0
0 . 5 8 0 0 1 7 0 0 3 8 . 4 7 1 1 0 0 0 1 3 5 1 5 . 3 0 0 0 0 . 1 9 2 3 6 0 0 0
0 . 3 7 2 6 7 0 0 0 0 . 9 9 2 0 7 0 0 0 2 . 7 0 5 6 3 0 0 0 8 . 4 8 0 4 2 0 0 0 3 5 . 9 1 1 5 0 0 0 0 . 1 3 4 6 0 0 0 0  
0 . 4 2 3 6 9  0 . 0 7 3 8 9  0 . 0 1 8 3 3  0 . 0 0 3 9 9  0 . 3 6 7 0 6  0 . 0 5 3 5 6  - 0 . 0 0 6 6 4  
0 . 2 1 9 5 2  0 . 0 0 0 4 2  0 . 0 0 2 0 2
- 0 . 1 2 4 5 5 - 0 . 0 1 6 8 1 - 0 . 0 0 4 0 9 - 0 . 0 0 0 7 5 - 0 . 1 8 0 3 4 0 . 0 8 2 1 3  0 . 6 0 3 7 9  
- 0 . 0 5 4 0 0 - 0 . 0 0 0 0 9 0 . 4 4 6 7 6
0 . 4 2 6 5 2  0 . 3 5 8 8 1  0 . 1 8 1 3 1  0 . 0 5 4 8 0  0 . 0 0 9 0 7  0 . 2 1 5 2 4
C T H I S  I S  THE F I L E  ' P H C H E N . P G M ( C G F T B S ) 1 - - >  F I T T I N G  B A S I S  )
1 5  1 0  F —  CHARGE F I T T I N G  B A S I S
1 0 3 1 0 9 . 4 6 0 1 5 2 8 1 . 0 0 7 0 3 4 4 1 . 5 3 9 2 0 9 6 7 . 0 9 4 8 0 0 3 1 4 . 0 3 5 3 0 0 1 1 3 . 4 4 2 3 0 0  
4 4 . 6 4 4 7 0 0 0 1 8 . 9 4 2 9 0 0 0 8 . 5 3 2 7 0 0 0 0 3 . 9 1 9 4 0 0 0 0 1 . 5 6 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 . 6 2 3 2 9 0 0 0  
0 . 2 4 0 8 6 0 0 0 0 . 1 2 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 . 0 6 0 7 2 0 0 0
2 4 5 . 3 3 0 2 9 0 5 6 . 9 1 9 0 0 0 0 1 7 . 6 0 4 5 7 0 0 6 . 2 7 5 0 0 0 0 0 2 . 4 4 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 9 9 5 1 0 0 0 0  
0 . 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 1 5 4 8 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 7 7 4 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 3 8 7 0 0 0 0  
1 5  1 0  N —  CHARGE F I T T I N G  B A S I S
7 4 7 6 1 . 7 1 5 0 1 1 1 2 3 . 6 5 4 0 2 5 1 2 . 6 8 5 7 0 7 0 3 . 7 7 7 0 0 0 2 2 5 . 4 7 8 8 0 0 7 9 . 6 1 5 8 0 0 0  
3 0 . 2 3 7 3 0 0 0 1 2 . 2 6 3 6 0 0 0 5 . 2 6 5 1 0 0 0 0 2 . 3 3 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 . 9 0 1 9 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 5 8 3 4 0 0 0  
0 . 1 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 7 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 3 5 3 0 0 0 0
1 2 6 . 6 6 6 5 8 0 2 9 . 8 3 7 4 0 0 0 9 . 3 9 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 . 4 0 5 1 0 0 0 0 1 . 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 5 7 7 0 0 0 0  
0 . 2 3 2 4 4 9 0 0 0 . 0 9 4 2 6 0 0 0 0 . 0 4 7 1 3 0 0 0 0 . 0 2 3 5 7 0 0 0
C T H I S  I S  THE F I L E  ' P H C H E N . P G M ( B A S I S ) '  - - >  ORB IT A L  B A S I S
F
7
5  3  0 0 9
1 0 3 1 0 9 . 4 6 4 2 1 5 2 8 1 . 0 0 6 7 3 4 4 1 . 5 3 9 2
3 1 4 . 0 3 5 3 1 1 3 . 4 4 2 3 4 4 . 6 4 4 7
0 . 0 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 1 3 0 . 0 0 7 0
0 . 1 0 2 9 0 . 2 9 5 6 0 . 6 5 0 9
1 8 . 9 4 2 9 8 . 5 3 2 7 3 . 9 1 9 4
0 . 5 2 3 0 0 . 4 1 3 4 0 . 1 1 1 1
1 . 5 6 8 2
1 . 0 0 0 0
0 . 6 2 3 3
1 . 0 0 0 0
0 . 2 4 0 9
9 6 7 . 0 9 4 8














2 4 5 . 3 3 0 3
2 . 4 4 7 0
0 . 0 0 2 4
0 . 6 7 1 8
5 6 . 9 1 9 0
0 . 0 1 9 9
1 7 . 6 0 4 6
0 . 0 9 7 8
0 . 9 9 5 1
0 . 5 6 5 4
0 . 4 0 4 0
0 . 4 9 3 6
0 . 1 5 4 8  
1 . 0 0 0 0  
3 0 0 7
7 4 7 6 1 . 7 1 5 1
2 2 5 . 4 7 8 8
0 . 0 0 0 1
0 . 0 9 3 4
1 1 1 2 3 . 6 5 3 8
7 9 . 6 1 5 8
0 . 0 0 1 1
0 . 2 8 3 8
2 5 1 2 . 6 8 5 7
3 0 . 2 3 7 3
0 . 0 0 6 1
0 . 6 7 5 0
1 2 . 2 6 3 6
0 . 5 1 0 1
5 . 2 6 5 1
0 . 4 3 0 5
2 . 3 3 3 5
0 . 1 1 1 6
0 . 9 0 1 9
1 . 0 0 0 0
0 . 3 5 8 3
1 . 0 0 0 0
0 . 1 4 1 0
1 . 0 0 0 0
1 2 6 . 6 6 6 6  
1 . 3 5 0 0  
0 . 0 0 2 8  
0 . 6 7 4 8
2 9 . 8 3 7 4
0 . 0 2 1 9
9 . 3 9 4 0
0 . 0 9 9 1
0 . 5 5 7 7
0 . 5 7 7 9
0 . 2 3 2 4
0 . 4 7 7 8
. 2 7 5 0  
. 3 2 4 0
7 7 7 3
0 2 5 9
4 0 5 1
3 1 6 5
0 . 0 9 4 3
1.0000
Example Output 
Note: a) The output from programs 2, 3, 4, and 5 has 
been omitted
b) The output from i t e r a t io n  # 8 to  # 73 has 




PGM1 'RUN PROGRAM 
ATOM: F ,  It OF S EXP = 1 0 , P 
ATOM: N , It OF S EXP = 1 0 , P 
F IT T IN G  INFO:
ATOM: F , It S EXP IS
FIT T IN G  INFO:
ATOM: N , 1t S EXP 15 It OF R2
THE CLUSTER INFORMATION:
THE TOTAL It OF ATOMS IN THE CLUSTER IS
EXP = 6 ,  




00 2 9 0 0 0 0




9 .0 0  0 .0 0 0 0
7 .0 0  - 1 .8 4 7 2
7 .0 0  - 3 .8 8 5 4
7 .0 0  - 5 .7 7 4 3
LOCATIONS (X .Y .Z )
0 .0 0 0 0  4 .3 6 0 0
1 .8 4 7 2  4 .3 6 0 0
0 .6 3 8 4  4 .3 6 0 0
0 .2 2 8 8  4 .3 6 0 0
DIMENSION OF THE FITTIN G  MATRIX 100
FITTED  TOTAL CHARGE,UP & DN) 1 4 .9 9 9 8 4 8 0 8 0 6 4 4 6
ACTUAL TOTAL CHARGE,UP 6  DN) 1 4 .9 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
THEY SHOULD BE CLOSE ! ! !





NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS ENERGY 2 1 2 .6 0 3 6 6 7 0 2 9 2 5 8
TOTAL It OF ELECTRONS 30
DOUBLE CHECK 30
ERROR MESSAGE OF INVERSION 0 TOTAL IER
INTEGRATED TOTAL CH UP= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  DN=
1 4 .9 9 9 8 4 8 0 8 0 6 4 4 6
1 4 .9 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SL ENERGY 4 4 6 .2 3 1 6 2 8 1 4 4 8 2 1
EX ENERGY - 9 .2 6 3 0 5 7 6 8 1 1 5 1 3 3
EWXC= -1 9 6 3 5 1 .3 9 5 4 8 2 7 4 4  
EIGENVALUES -1 4 6 .6 3 3 6 0 7 3 1 2 3 9 1  
T-ENERGY -5 0 8 .3 6 9 0 6 0 3 7 8 0 4 2  
TOTAL ENERGY CALCULATED IN NEW WAY
CONVERGENCE FACTOR 0.000000000000000 
ERROR MESSAGE OF INVERSION 
INTEGRATED TOTAL CH UP=
5 .1 0 8 7 3 9 3 6 5 0 6 6 8 9 8 - 0 0 2
OLD 4 6 5 .8 3 1 8 5 4 6 5 4 7 1 0
-9 .2 6 3 0 5 7 6 8 1 1 5 1 3 3  
-1 9 .9 7 6 2 3 3 9 2 6 4 5 8 6
-1 4 6 .6 3 3 6 0 7 3 1 2 3 9 1  LOWEST 
ERROR - 5 0 8 .3 6 9 0 6 0 3 7 8 0 4 2
-5 1 8 .7 6 8 0 6 1 3 5 4 8 9 1
0 0 5 0 3 0 0 4
0 0 5 0 4 0 0 6
1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
COREC -1 9 .6 0 0 2 2 6 5 0 9 8 8 9 6  
1 8 .5 2 6 1 1 5 3 6 2 3 0 2 7
-4 6 .3 9 6 8 4 0 7 4 9 6 7 1 91.00000000000000
5 .1 0 8 7 3 9 3 6 5 0 6 6 8 9 8 -0 0 2  it OF ITER
0 TOTAL IER 
1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 DN= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-4 6 .3 9 6 8 4 0 7 4 9 6 7 1 91.00000000000000
0.000000000000000
209
SL ENERGY 4 5 4 .0 0 9 2 5 3 4 8 5 0 2 8  OLD 4 6 4 .5 7 1 0 2 5 3 9 7 4 2 6  COREC -1 0 .4 8 1 7 7 1 9 1 2 3 9 7 6
EX ENERGY -9 .2 4 1 7 1 4 2 0 7 6 4 4 5 5  -9 .2 4 1 7 1 4 2 0 7 6 4 4 5 5  -1 8 .4 8 3 4 2 8 4 1 5 2 8 9 1
EWXC= -1 9 5 8 5 0 .1 7 4 9 4 1 9 1 4  P - 2 0 .0 9 8 8 8 3 8 2 0 9 7 4 8
EIGENVALUES -1 4 5 .4 0 7 0 7 2 8 6 0 2 1 0  -1 4 5 .4 0 7 0 7 2 8 6 0 2 1 0  LOWEST -4 7 .5 6 7 0 7 7 8 4 3 2 3 8 2
T-ENERGY -5 1 3 .R 1 6 3 0 3 7 6 0 9 0 2  ERROR - 5 .4 4 7 2 4 3 3 8 2 8 5 9 9 4  1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL ENERGY CALCULATED IN NEW WAY -5 1 9 .3 4 7 5 9 6 4 9 5 1  10
CONVERGENCE FACTOR 2 . 7 0 3 4 4 7 2 8 6 5 5 9 5 S 6 -0 0 2  2 .7 0 3 4 4 7 2 8 6 5 5 9 5 5 6 -0 0 2  »  OF ITER 20.000000000000000 
ERROR MESSAGE OF INVERSION 0 TOTAL IER 0
INTEGRATED TOTAL CH UP= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  DN= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SI. ENERGY 4 6 1 .0 6 9 4 7 1 1 0 6 2 5 3  OLD 4 6 4 .1 8 5 6 9 5 3 8 8 6 5 9  COREC -3 .1 1 6 2 2 4 2 8 2 4 0 5 2 6
EX ENERGY - 9 .2 3 4 5 7 1 3 1 5 1 0 6 3 0  -9 .2 3 4 5 7 1 3 1 5 1 0 6 3 0  -1 8 .4 6 9 1 4 2 6 3 0 2 1 2 6
EWXC= - 1 9 5 4 2 3 .2 0 0 9 1 8 1 3 8  P - 2 0 .2 8 1 8 7 3 2 2 0 2 6 1 7
EIGENVALUES -1 4 5 .8 3 7 8 6 6 4 6 9 3 6 8  -1 4 5 .8 3 7 8 6 6 4 6 9 3 6 8  LOWEST - 4 8 .0 2 1 7 1 0 8 5 9 7 2 6 5
T-ENERGY - 5 2 1 .6 7 2 3 9 4 3 8 5 5 1 9  ERROR - 7 .8 5 6 0 9 0 6 2 4 6 1 7 7 6  1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL ENERGY CALCULATED IN NEW WAY -5 2 3 .3 2 5 4 5 9 9 9 2 6 4 8
CONVERGENCE FACTOR 1 .4 0 3 2 5 5 4 0 9 2 9 2 0 9 1 -0 0 2  1 .4 0 3 2 5 5 4 0 9 2 9 2 0 9 1 -0 0 2  9  OF ITER 30.000000000000000 
ERROR MESSAGE OF INVERSION 0 TOTAL IER 0
INTEGRATED TOTAL CH UP= 1 4 .9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9  DN- 1 4 .9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
SL ENERGY 4 6 2 .0 2 2 5 4 2 0 8 9 2 9 6  OLD 4 6 3 .9 4 7 3 8 7 2 6 1 8 4 5  COREC -1 .9 2 4 8 4 5 1 7 2 5 4 9 1 1
EX ENERGY - 9 .2 3 0 1 6 8 8 4 6 6 2 1 6 9  -9 .2 3 0 1 6 8 8 4 6 6 2 1 6 9  -1 8 .4 6 0 3 3 7 6 9 3 2 4 3 4
EWXC- -1 9 5 0 4 5 .6 7 2 5 1 1 0 9 7  P - 2 0 .3 1 2 1 4 5 7 6 2 9 7 9 8
EIGENVALUES - 1 4 6 .0 0 9 4 1 3 2 1 0 7 1 3  - 1 4 6 .0 0 9 4 1 3 2 1 0 7 1 3  LOWEST -4 8 .1 3 4 7 9 0 1 4 5 3 3 2 9
T-ENERGY -5 2 2 .9 7 7 3 6 3 7 R 8 2 2 0  ERROR -1 .3 0 4 9 6 9 4 0 2 7 0 0 8 6  1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL ENERGY CALCULATED IN NEW WAY -5 2 3 .9 9 8 4 2 6 9 0 7 6 3 3
CONVERGENCE FACTOR 1 .4 9 7 3 7 9 7 4 0 3 1 1 3 5 4 -0 0 3  1 .4 9 7 3 7 9 7 4 0 3 1 1 3 5 4 -0 0 3  il OF ITER 40.000000000000000 
ERROR HESSAGE OF INVERSION 0 TOTAL IER 0
INTEGRATED TOTAL Cll UP= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  DN= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SL ENERGY 4 6 2 .5 2 7 7 3 8 7 9 0 8 5 7  OLD 4 6 3 .7 9 0 9 9 8 4 8 3 1 1 3  COREC - 1 .2 6 3 2 5 9 6 9 2 2 5 6 5 0
EX ENERGY -9 .2 2 7 3 8 0 3 1 4 7 7 7 9 5  -9 .2 2 7 3 8 0 3 1 4 7 7 7 9 5  -1 8 .4 5 4 7 6 0 6 2 9 5 5 5 9
EWXC= - 1 9 4 7 1 0 .1 4 1 8 8 3 4 0 4  P - 2 0 .2  :'> 264685S058
EIGENVALUES - 1 4 6 .1 1 9 9 2 6 0 3 5 7 3 6  -1 4  , .  11992 6 0 3 5 7 3 6  LOWEST - 4 8 .2 0 1 5 0 8 9 1 7 9 4 6 7
T-ENERGY - 5 2 3 .7 0 9 1 6 3 2 0 3 5 1 4  ERROR -0 .7 :1 1 7 9 9 4 1 5 2 9 4 2 9 0  1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL ENERGY CALCULATED IN NEW WAY -5 2 4 .3 7 7 4 1 5 6 8 6 4 8 3
CONVERGENCE FACTOR 9 .2 0 9 7 1 8 9 5 9 8 3 8 8 4 9 -0 0 4  9 .2 0 9 7 1 8 9 5 9 8 3 8 8 4 9 -0 0 4  #  OF ITER 5
o.oooooooooonoooo  
ERROR MESSAGE OF INVERSION 0 TOTAL IER 0
INTEGRATED TOTAL CH UP= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  DN= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SL ENERGY 4 6 2 .7 8 3 3 8 4 6 8 1 4 2 9  OLD 4 6 3 .6 8 0 0 8 7 9 1 1 7 7 6  COREC -0 .8 9 6 7 0 3 2 3 0 3 4 7 6 1 2
EX ENERGY - 9 .2 2 5 5 4 1 4 6 0 8 2 8 3 6  -9 .2 2 5 5 4 1 4 6 0 8 2 8 3 6  -1 8 .4 5 1 0 8 2 9 2 1 6 5 6 7
EWXC= - 1 9 4 4 1 0 .8 1 1 1 2 8 6 0 3  P -2 0 .3 3 8 7 7 2 4 1 7 9 1 1 2
EIGENVALUES - 1 4 6 .1 9 3 5 8 6 5 2 9 7 2 6  -1 4 6 .1 9 3 5 8 6 5 2 9 7 2 6  LOWEST -4 8 .2 4 1 2 2 5 2 7 8 0 4 6 5
T-ENERGY - 5 2 4 .1 1 5 8 0 7 7 8 9 9 6 6  ERROR - 0 .4 0 6 6 4 4 5 8 6 4 5 1 1 9 3  1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL ENERGY CALCULATED IN NEW WAY - 5 2 4 .5 8 7 8 7 7 5 4 1 9 8 0
CONVERGENCE FACTOR 5 .4 2 4 5 9 2 0 3 7 7 9 6 1 7 4 -0 0 4  5 .4 2 4 5 9 2 0 3 7 7 9 6 1 7 4 -0 0 4  9  OF ITER 60.000000000000000 
ERROR MESSAGE OF INVERSION 0  TOTAL IER 0
INTEGRATED TOTAL CH UP= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  DN= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SL ENERGY 4 6 3 .0 0 8 4 4 0 7 1 6 0 8 9  OLD 4 6 3 .5 1 4 8 2 6 1 3 0 3 6 8  COREC -0 .5 0 6 3 8 5 4 1 4 2 7 9 0 6 6
F.X ENERGY - 9 .2 2 3 1 3 1 8 2 8 8 5 2 4 1  -9 .2 2 3 1 3 1 8 2 8 8 5 2 4 1  -1 8 .4 4 6 2 6 3 6 5 7 7 0 4 8
EWXC = - 1 9 3 8 7 5 .7 0 8 6 8 5 1 2 1  P - 2 0 .3 4 5 3 8 6 8 1 9 0 6 6 2
EIGENVALUES -1 4 6 .2 4 6 2 1 9 8 7 5 5 2 5  -1 4 6 .2 4 6 2 1 9 8 7 5 5 2 5  LOWEST -4 8 .2 6 5 0 7 3 1 6 6 2 4 0 2
T-ENERGY - 5 2 4 .4 3 0 9 4 9 7 8 0 1 7 7  ERROR -0 .3 3 5 1 4 1 9 9 0 2 1 1 9 2 3  1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL ENERGY CALCULATED IN NEW WAY -5 2 4 .7 1 8 5 9 2 8 2 2 3 0 8
CONVERGENCE FACTOR 3 .8 1 2 7 3 2 1 5 3 3 4 9 0 9 7 -0 0 4  3 .8 1 2 7 3 2 1 5 3 3 4 9 0 9 7 -0 0 4  # OF ITER 7
o.nnoooooonoooooo  
ERROR MESSAGE OF INVERSION 0 TOTAL IER 0
INTEGRATED TOTAL CH UP= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  DN= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
-4 7 .5 6 7 0 7 7 8 4 3 2 3 8 21.00000000000000
.000000000000000
-4 8 .0 2 1 7 1 0 8 5 9 7 2 6 51.00000000000000
.000000000000000
-4 8 .1 3 4 7 9 0 1 4 5 3 3 2 91.00000000000000
0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 4 8 .2 0 1 5 0 8 9 1 7 9 4 6 71.00000000000000
0 .0 00000000000000
- 4 8 .2 4 1 2 2 5 2 7 8 0 4 6 51.00000000000000
0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 4 8 .2 6 5 0 7 3 1 6 6 2 4 0 21.00000000000000
0.000000000000000
SL ENERGY 4 6 3 .0 8 3 8 5 4 4 8 2 2 5 4  OLD 4 6 3 .0 8 8 8 3 5 9 1 9 8 4 0  COREC - 4 . 9 8 1 4 3 7 5 8 6 3 6 6 1 5 5 -
EX ENERGY -9 .2 2 0 1 3 7 8 3 6 8 0 9 B 6  -9 .2 2 0 1 3 7 R 5 6 8 0 9 8 6  -1 8 .4 4 0 2 7 5 7 1 3 6 1 9 7
EWXC= -1 9 1 8 2 0 .0 3 8 1 5 4 4 0 6  P -2 0 .3 5 4 6 7 3 2 3 4 1 0 7 6
EIGENVALUES -1 4 6 .5 3 7 5 5 4 1 3 6 6 7 8  -1 4 6 .5 3 7 5 5 4 1 3 6 6 7 8  LOWEST -4 8 .2 9 1 7 5 4 3 3 4 3 8 7 3
T-ENERGY -5 2 5 .1 1 5 0 2 0 0 1 2 7 3 3  ERROR -6 .1 9 2 2 7 2 6 4 4 5 1 1 8 3 1 -0 0 5  1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL ENERGY CALCULATED IN NEW WAY -5 2 5 .1 1 6 5 0 4 7 1 2 0 6 5
CONVERGENCE FACTOR 6 .8 9 8 2 6 8 3 7 3 7 5 7 2 6 7 -0 0 8  6 .8 9 8 2 6 8 3 7 3 7 5 7 2 6 7 -0 0 8  # OF ITER 74
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
ERROR MESSAGE OF INVERSION 0 TOTAL IER 0
INTEGRATED TOTAL CH UP= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  DN= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SL ENERGY 4 6 3 .0 8 3 8 2 1 7 1 5 6 4 5  OLD 4 6 3 .0 8 8 8 1 9 7 2 2 4 0 1  COREC - 4 . 9 9 8 0 0 6 7 5 5 8 4 0 8 3 4 -
EX ENERGY - 9 .2 2 0 1 3 7 8 3 0 1 5 0 9 0  -9 .2 2 0 1 3 7 8 3 0 1 5 0 9 0  -1 8 .4 4 0 2 7 5 6 6 0 3 0 1 8
EWXC= - 1 9 1 8 2 0 .0 3 6 3 1 1 2 9 4  P  -2 0 .3 5 4 6 7 3 4 4 5 5 3 0 8
EIGENVALUES - 1 4 6 .5 3 7 5 8 0 0 4 6 7 5 7  -1 4 6 .5 3 7 5 8 0 0 4 6 7 5 7  LOWEST - 4 8 .2 9 1 7 5 5 4 1 6 1 2 8 0
T-ENERGY -5 2 5 .1 1 5 0 3 9 1 1 9 5 9 9  ERROR - 1 .9 1 0 6 8 6 6 1 4 7 9 2 2 1 2 -0 0 5  1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL ENERGY CALCULATED IN NEW WAY -5 2 5 .1 1 6 5 3 2 1 2 3 8 7 7
CONVERGENCE FACTOR 3 .8 8 8 2 6 9 9 7 6 7 3 1 3 4 2 -0 0 8  3 .8 8 8 2 6 9 9 7 6 7 3 1 3 4 2 -0 0 8  # OF ITER 750.000000000000000 
ERROR MESSAGE OF INVERSION 0 TOTAL IER 0
INTEGRATED TOTAL CH UP= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  DN= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SL ENERGY 4 6 3 .0 8 3 7 3 1 3 2 7 6 8 1  OLD 4 6 3 .0 8 8 8 9 9 6 5 6 6 0 8  COREC -5 .1 6 8 3 2 8 9 2 7 0 8 4 0 7 6 -
EX ENERGY - 9 .2 2 0 1 3 8 2 5 9 0 4 7 7 9  -9 .2 2 0 1 3 8 2 5 9 0 4 7 7 9  - 1 8 .4 4 0 2 7 6 5 1 8 0 9 5 6
EWXC= -1 9 1 8 2 0 .0 3 6 2 5 7 5 2 2  P -2 0 .3 5 4 6 7 3 7 4 2 1 1 2 0
EIGENVALUES - 1 4 6 .5 3 7 5 8 8 0 7 1 9 5 5  -1 4 6 .5 3 7 5 8 8 0 7 1 9 5 5  LOWEST -4 8 .2 9 1 7 5 5 9 7 2 5 9 2 7
T-ENERGY -5 2 5 .1 1 4 9 6 3 9 2 4 2 3 7  • ERROR 7 .5 1 9 5 3 6 1 8 8 7 3 8 1 3 0 -0 0 5  1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL ENERGY CALCULATED IN NEW WAY -5 2 5 .1 1 6 5 4 3 3 0 7 5 3 8
CONVERGENCE FACTOR 3 .2 3 5 0 2 0 4 2 0 3 1 1 3 9 9 -0 0 8  3 .2 3 5 0 2 0 4 2 0 3 1 1 3 9 9 -0 0 8  #  OF ITER 760.000000000000000 
ERROR MESSAGE OF INVERSION 0 TOTAL IER 0
INTEGRATED TOTAL Cll UP= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  DN= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
SL ENERGY 4 6 3 .0 8 3 7 6 0 5 7 6 5 5 8  OLD 4 6 3 .0 8 8 9 2 0 4 1 9 9 5 6  COREC - 5 . 1 5 9 8 4 3 3 9 7 2 2 3 0 8 5 -
EX ENERGY - 9 .2 2 0 1 3 8 3 2 3 3 7 0 5 7  -9 .2 2 0 1 3 8 3 2 3 3 7 0 5 7  -1 8 .4 4 0 2 7 6 6 4 6 7 4 1 2
EWXC= -1 9 1 8 2 0 .0 3 3 8 6 3 3 4 5  P -2 0 .3 5 4 6 7 3 1 6 4 0 2 5 4
EIGENVALUES -1 4 6 .5 3 7 5 4 8 5 9 5 0 2 8  -1 4 6 .5 3 7 5 4 8 5 9 5 0 2 8  LOWEST -4 8 .2 9 1 7 5 3 4 5 1 9 8 5 8
T-ENERGY -5 2 3 .1 1 4 9 1 4 0 9 0 6 1 6  ERROR 4 .9 8 3 3 6 2 1 0 0 5 7 4 5 9 5 -0 0 5  1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL ENERGY CALCULATED IN NEW WAY -5 2 5 .1 1 6 4 8 9 3 7 8 3 7 7
CONVERGENCE FACTOR 4 .4 3 4 5 3 5 7 5 3 2 3 5 4 7 6 -0 0 8  4 .4 3 4 5 3 5 7 5 3 2 3 5 4 7 6 -0 0 8  #  OF ITER 770.000000000000000 
ERROR MESSAGE OF INVERSION 0 TOTAL IER 0
INTEGK TED TOTAL CH UP= 1 4 .9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9  DN= 1 4 .9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
SL ENERGY 4 6 3 .0 8 3 7 8 7 3 6 5 9 6 9  OLD 4 6 3 .0 8 8 9 2 6 7 0 1 9 8 1  COREC -5 .1 3 9 3 3 6 0 1 1 7 7 9 9 6 0 -
EX ENERGY -9 .2 2 0 1 3 8 2 3 9 5 7 3 0 4  -9 .2 2 0 1 3 8 2 3 9 5 7 3 0 4  -1 8 .4 4 0 2 7 6 4 7 9 1 4 6 1
EWXC= - 1 9 1 8 2 0 .0 3 6 3 7 7 8 1 9  P -2 0 .3 5 4 6 7 3 2 9 5 5 0 0 4
EIGENVALUES - 1 4 6 .5 3 7 5 3 8 2 2 1 0 7 3  -1 4 6 .5 3 7 5 3 8 2 2 1 0 7 3  LOWEST -4 8 .2 9 1 7 5 3 5 1 6 7 2 2 8
T-ENERGY -5 2 5 .1 1 4 9 2 0 2 9 9 7 1 2  ERROR -6 .2 0 9 0 9 5 7 7 2 6 4 6 8 3 3 -0 0 6  1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL ENERGY CALCULATED IN NEW WAY -5 2 5 .1 1 6 4 8 5 0 8 1 6 1 9
CONVERGENCE FACTOR 4 .0 6 9 9 6 0 5 7 3 2 5 5 4 5 0 -0 0 8  4 .0 6 9 9 6 0 5 7 3 2 5 5 4 5 0 -0 0 8  #  OF ITER 780.000000000000000 
ERROR MESSAGE OF INVERSION 0 TOTAL IER 0
INTEGRATED TOTAL CH UP= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  DN= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SL ENERGY 4 6 3 .0 8 3 8 4 5 4 4 7 6 7 3  OLD 4 6 3 .0 8 8 8 6 9 6 7 7 3 9 5  COREC -5 .0 2 4 2 2 9 7 2 1 3 5 7 1 8 7
EX ENERGY -9 .2 2 0 1 3 7 9 0 6 0 1 4 4 5  - 9 .2 2 0 1 3 7 9 0 6 0 1 4 4 5  -1 8 .4 4 0 2 7 5 8 1 2 0 2 8 9
F.WXC= - 1 9 1 8 2 0 .0 3 7 2 4 7 3 6 1  P -2 0 .3 5 4 6 7 3 0 2 2 6 5 1 7
EIGENVALUES -1 4 6 .5 3 7 5 3 5 0 0 1 4 8 8  -1 4 6 .5 3 7 5 3 5 0 0 1 4 8 8  LOWEST -4 8 .2 9 1 7 5 3 1 7 6 5 3 0 1
T-ENERGY - 5 2 5 .1 1 4 9 7 2 6 0 9 3 6 3  ERROR -5 .2 3 0 9 6 5 1 2 0 9 7 2 5 4 2 -0 0 5  1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL ENERGY CALCULATED IN NEW WAY -5 2 5 .1 1 6 4 7 8 9 7 0 7 4 6
CONVERGENCE FACTOR 2 .5 4 4 4 0 1 1 2 5 9 7 2 5 9 7 -0 0 8  2 .5 4 4 4 0 1 1 2 5 9 7 2 5 9 7 -0 0 8  # OF ITER 790.000000000000000 
ERROR MESSAGE OF INVERSION 0 TOTAL IER 0
INTEGRATED TOTAi Cll UP= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  DN= 1 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 03
-4 8 .2 9 1 7 5 4 3 3 4 3 8 7 3
1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.000000000000000
0 03
- 4 8 .2 9 1 7 5 5 4 1 6 1 2 8 0
1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.000000000000000
■003




-4 8 .2 9 1 7 5 3 4 5 1 9 8 5 8
1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.000000000000000
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